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You’re Invited! 2013 International Trade Compliance Webinar Series

In This Issue:

Join us for our 2013 International Trade Compliance Webinar Series. Our focus
this year will be on “Globalization of the Supply Chain: Trade Regulation and Developments.” We expect 2013 to an exciting year, with many developments on
the trade regulation side. We will focus on WTO developments in Russia, trade
agreements and what US trade policy will look like post-election. We will also
conduct several webinar sessions that will focus on recent enforcement cases
and trends in Latin America, trade sanctions, and FCPA and anti-bribery. Terrie
Gleason of our Washington DC office, Co-Chair of the Global Customs Practice,
will moderate these webinars (unless otherwise noted).
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Our third webinar will be on Tuesday, March 12 - Trans-Pacific Partnership and
Other Trade Agreement Developments - Speakers: Frederick Burke (Ho Chi Minh
City), Edmundo Elias (Guadalajara), Diane MacDonald (Chicago), and Brian
Cacic (Toronto).
For registration, MCLE and contact details, as well as the full list of the 2013
Webinars, please go to page 71.
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2013 Intellectual Property Law Webinar Series
We cordially invite you to attend our 2013 Spring Webinar Series: IP Risk Management – Protecting and Monetizing Your IP Globally. Mark your calendars to
nd
join us for this exciting and informative series that will take place on the 2
Wednesday of each month at 11:00 (ET) through June. Here are the upcoming
Webinar dates and topics:
•

March 13: Customs Surveillance in the EU, China, and the US

•

April 10: Technology Licensing: Allocating Licensor/Licensee Responsibilities and Drafting Effective Indemnity Provisions

•

May 8: IP Coexistence Agreements and Related Competition Issues

•

June 12: Monetizing Your Patent Portfolio

An invitation providing further details will be sent prior to each Webinar, but you
are also welcome to take this opportunity to register today for any or all of our
Spring Webinars by clicking “Register Now.” For further information, contact Terry A. Deleon.
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World Trade Organization (WTO)
Farm trade talks to be held
The WTO announced that WTO agriculture negotiators agreed on 15 February
2013 to look at how countries handle public stocks, in a series of technical meetings designed to shed light on the implications of a proposal to give developing
countries more flexibility in food security policies. The meetings (to be held in late
February and/or early March) are described as purely technical. The purpose,
stressed the talks’ chairperson, Ambassador John Adank of New Zealand, will not
be to negotiate at this stage, but to improve members’ understanding of practices
and policies currently in place around the world.
They would then be in a better position to discuss the proposal itself and to assess its implications, he said. He urged members to move swiftly, and avoid procedural “wrangling”, because time is running short for deciding on this and other
issues that could be earmarked for agreement at the 3–6 December 2013 Ministerial Conference in Bali.
At the previous ministerial conference in Geneva in December 2011, WTO members agreed to explore whether any parts of a considerably broader Doha Round
draft outline agreement in agriculture could be settled earlier than the rest and in
time for the Bali conference.

Trade Policy Review: Japan
The 11th review of the trade policies and practices of Japan took place on 19-21
2013. The basis for the review was a report by the WTO Secretariat and a report
by the Government of Japan.

Recent disputes
The following disputes have been recently brought to the WTO. Click on the case
(“DS”) number below to go to the WTO website page for details on that dispute.
DS. No.
DS 456

Case Name

Date

India – Certain measures relating to solar cells and solar modules
(Complainant: US) Request for consultations by the United States

6 Feb. 2013

DSB activities
During the period covered by this update, the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) or
parties to a dispute took the following actions or reported the following activities.
Requests for a panel are not listed (click on “DS” number to go to summaries of
the case, click on “Activity” to go to the latest news or documents):
DS No.
DS412

DS426
DS425
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Case Name

Activity

Canada appeals panel
report
Japan filed a cross appeal
Canada – Measures Relating to the Feed in Canada appeals panel
report
Tariff Program (Complainant: European
Union)
EU Files cross appeal
China — Definitive Anti-Dumping Duties on Panel report issued
Canada – Certain Measures Affecting the
Renewable Energy Generation Sector
(Complainant: Japan)

Date
5 Feb. 2013
11 Feb. 2013
5 Feb. 2013
11 Feb. 2013
26 Feb. 2013
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DS No.

Case Name

Activity

Date

X-Ray Security Inspection Equipment from
the European Union (Complainant: EU)

World Customs Organization (WCO)
Cross border crack down on wildlife crime syndicates
On 19 February 2013, the WCO announced that Customs, police and wildlife officers from Asia, Africa and the United States mounted a successful cross-border
enforcement operation, codenamed “COBRA”, to crack down on wildlife crime
syndicates. The month-long operation from 6 January to 5 February 2013 targeted species under serious threat, such as big cats, elephants, rhinos, pangolins
and great apes, and was described as “an international, intelligence-driven operation aimed at dismantling organized wildlife crime syndicates with significant results and the prospect for more.”
Operation COBRA yielded hundred of arrests and resulted in the seizure of assorted wildlife specimens, such as shahtoosh (1550 kg – representing the killing
of almost 10,000 Tibetan antelope to harvest the wool), red sander wood (42,000
kg), elephant ivory (6,500 kg), live snakes (2,600), hornbill beaks (324), pangolins
(102), pangolin scales (800 kg), rhino horns (22), rhino horn carvings (4), tiger
trophies (10), leopard trophies (7), and elephant meat (31 kg). The haul also included claws and teeth of protected felid animals and plant species, as well as
assorted equipment including fire arms and ammunition taken recovered from
poachers.
China’s National Interagency CITES Enforcement Coordination Group (NICECG), the Lusaka Agreement Task Force (LATF), Nepal Police – representing the
South Asia Wildlife Enforcement Network (SAWEN), the South African Police
Service, India’s Wildlife Crime Control Bureau, Indonesia Police, Vietnam Environmental Police, Royal Thai Police, the Association of Southeast Asia Nations
Wildlife Enforcement Network (ASEAN-WEN), the US Fish and Wildlife Service
and the World Customs Organization’s Regional Intelligence Liaison Office
(RILO) for the Asia/Pacific region worked jointly as an International Coordination
Team (ICT) based in Bangkok under the leadership of China.
Participating countries included Botswana, Cambodia, Cameroon, China, the Republic of Congo, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Gabon, India, Indonesia,
Kenya, Laos, Malaysia, Mozambique, Nepal, Singapore, South Africa, Tanzania,
Thailand, Uganda, the US, Vietnam and Zambia. The FREELAND Foundation
provided the operation with information on wildlife crime that was collected over
several years. COBRA was financially supported by the US Fish and Wildlife Service, the African Elephant Conservation Fund, Royal Thai Police, the China Wildlife Conservation Association and the FREELAND Foundation, with in-kind contributions by participating countries.

Other International Matters
CITES Secretariat presents recommendations on proposals to
amend the CITES Appendices
The upcoming sixteenth meeting of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
3
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(CITES) which will be held in Bangkok, Thailand, 3-14 March 2013 will be considering 70 proposals to increase or decrease controls on international trade in wildlife and wildlife products, submitted by 55 States from around the world. In total
around 320 species are affected by these proposed changes. Amongst the species involved are polar bear, African elephant, white rhinoceros, turtles, frogs,
crocodiles, several shark species, the manta ray, valuable tropical timbers, ornamental and medicinal plants and many other animals and plants.
The CITES Secretariat has just released its own recommendations (based upon
the agreed amendment criteria) to CITES members (Parties) concerning these
proposals. As instructed by the Parties to the Convention, the Secretariat consulted bodies concerned with the conservation and sustainable use of marine
species and timber species about these proposals. Eleven inter-governmental
bodies responded including the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations (FAO). The full text of the FAO Panel’s report and the responses from
other inter-governmental bodies have also been released on the CITES website.
Governments will use these evaluations and recommendations to make their own
decisions about which proposals should be adopted and which rejected.

The Americas - Central America
Nicaragua

A note on spelling, grammar
and dates-In keeping with the global nature
of Baker & McKenzie, the original
spelling, grammar and date formatting of non-USA English language material has been preserved from the original source
whether or not the material appears in quotes.
Credits:
Unless otherwise indicated, all information is taken from official international organization or government websites, or their newsletters or press releases.
Source documents may be
accessed by clicking on the blue
hypertext links.

Nicaraguan Classification Resolutions (Customs Rulings)
The Dirección General de Servicios Aduaneros (Nicaraguan Customs Service)
has made the full text of tariff classification resolutions issued from 2004 to the
present available on its website. The tariff classification resolutions are based on
the common Central American tariff known as Sistema Arancelario Centroamericano.

The Americas - North America
Canada
Canada announces Canada-Panama FTA will commence April 1
On February 27, 2013, the Canada Gazette published the Order Fixing April 1,
2013 as the Day on which the Act Comes into Force, other than Sections 60 to 64
(SI/2013-16, February 27, 2013). The Act referred to is the Canada–Panama
Economic Growth and Prosperity Act (Chapter 26 of the Statutes of Canada,
2012) which implements the Free Trade Agreement and the related agreements
on the environment and labour cooperation between Canada and the Republic of
Panama, signed on May 14, 2010.
Part 1 of the Act approves the Free Trade Agreement and the related agreements. It designates the Minister for International Trade as the principal representative of Canada on the Joint Commission and provides for the appointment
by the Minister of other persons to represent Canada on any committee or subcommittee referred to in Article 21.01 of the Free Trade Agreement. It provides for
the payment by Canada of its share of the expenditures associated with the operation of the institutional aspects of the Free Trade Agreement and authorizes the
Governor in Council to make orders for carrying out the provisions of the Act. The
general provisions of the Act specify that no recourse may be taken on the basis
of the provisions of Part 1 of the Act or any order made under that Part, or the
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provisions of the Free Trade Agreement or the related agreements themselves,
without the consent of the Attorney General of Canada.
Part 2 of the Act amends existing laws in order to bring them into conformity with
Canada’s obligations under the Free Trade Agreement and the related agreement
on labour cooperation.
Part 3 of the Act provides that the provisions of the Act come into force on a day
to be fixed by order of the Governor in Council.

Export Controls amended
On February 13, 2013, the Canada Gazette published the Order Amending the
Export Control List (SOR/2013-12, January 31, 2013) pursuant to the Export and
Import Permits Act. The Order amends the Export Control List (ECL) to reflect
the Government of Canada’s obligations, commitments and policies resulting from
Canada’s participation in the Wassenaar Arrangement on Export Controls for
Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies, the Nuclear Suppliers Group, the Missile Technology Control Regime and the Australia Group. The
Order also removes controls that are determined to no longer be necessary. The
Order Amending the Export Control List consists of various changes, such as the
amendment of the definition of the “Guide,” the removal of unnecessary control
measures and the updating of references to various international commitments.
The majority of amendments are a direct result of Canada’s participation in various multilateral export control regimes.
The specific changes to the ECL are as follows:
The definition of “Guide” in section 1 of the ECL is replaced by “A Guide to Canada’s Export Controls — April 2011” so that it refers to the latest version of the
document. The April 2011 edition of A Guide to Canada’s Export Controls incorporates Canada’s obligations and commitments with respect to the four multilateral export control regimes of which Canada is a member. It also includes additions of strategic and military goods and technology of importance to national and
international security. Some of the changes include the addition of controls over
acoustic seabed survey equipment, laser microphones and underwater electromagnetic receivers incorporating magnetic field sensors, as well as deletions from
and clarification to existing export controls, such as the relaxation of controls relating to certain products incorporating cryptographic algorithms where the cryptographic algorithms cannot be used, certain ball bearings and certain fibre optic
cables.
The amendment removes export controls over certain food products, specifically
item 5202, “Roe Herring,” from the schedule to the ECL.
References to export control texts issued by various multilateral export control
regimes to which Canada is a member, including the Wassenaar Arrangement on
Export Controls for Conventional Arms and Dual-Use Goods and Technologies
(Dual-Use and Munitions Lists), the Nuclear Suppliers Group (Non-Proliferation
and Nuclear-Related Dual-Use Lists), the Missile Technology Control Regime
(Missile Technology Control Regime List) and the Australia Group (Chemical and
Biological Weapons Non-Proliferation List), have been updated to incorporate
these commitments into Canadian export control regulation.
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Canada amends remission order for alcoholic beverages for visiting
forces personnel
On February 13, 2013, the Canada Gazette published the Order Amending the
Visiting Forces and Visiting Forces Personnel Alcoholic Beverages Remission
Order (SI/2013-8, February 13, 2013) pursuant to the Financial Administration
Act. The Order amends the Visiting Forces and Visiting Forces Personnel Alcoholic Beverages Remission Order, which provides relief from customs duties and
additional duties equal to excise duties, excise duties, and the goods and services
tax (GST) / harmonized sales tax (HST) on alcoholic beverages sold to visiting
forces or visiting forces personnel stationed in Canada for official purposes.
The amendment corrects an omission in SI/2009-90 to specify that remission is
also granted in respect of the GST/HST imposed under the Excise Tax Act on
beer produced in Canada that is sold to visiting forces or visiting forces personnel.
The amendment also clarifies that, where the purchase price paid or payable by
the visiting forces or visiting forces personnel for alcoholic beverages includes an
amount for duties and taxes (e.g. where retail sales of alcoholic beverages are
privatized), remission is granted on the condition that the amount is credited or
reimbursed to the visiting forces or visiting forces personnel.

Canada and India conclude 7th round of CEPA
On February 6, 2013, The Honourable Ed Fast, Minister of International Trade
and Minister for the Asia-Pacific Gateway, announced the conclusion of the seventh round of negotiations toward a Canada-India comprehensive economic partnership agreement (CEPA). Negotiations took place in New Delhi on February 5
and 6, 2013. The announcement indicated that the negotiations were productive
and focused mostly on market access and related areas.
A Canada-India joint study concluded that a trade agreement between the two
countries could boost Canada’s economy by at least C$6 billion. That translates
to almost 40,000 new jobs across the country, or a C$500 boost to the average
Canadian family’s annual income, according to the announcement. Canada has
identified core economic opportunities in India in the energy, agriculture, infrastructure and education sectors.

Canada’s fight against foreign bribery strengthened
On February 5, 2013, the Foreign Affairs Minister, John Baird, announced that the
government is taking further steps to combat corruption and bribery by tabling
amendments to the Corruption of Foreign Public Officials Act in the Senate. The
reforms are being introduced in the Senate will further deter and prevent Canadian companies from bribing foreign public officials. The amendments are intended
to help ensure that Canadian companies continue to act in good faith in the pursuit of freer markets and expanded global trade.

Regulations and proposals
The following documents of interest to international traders were published in the
Canada Gazette. (The sponsoring ministry, department or agency is also shown.
N=notice, PR=proposed regulation, R=regulation, O=Order)
Publication
Date

Title

Feb. 2, 2013 Environment/Health: Significant New Activity Notice No. 16917 pursu6
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Publication
Date

Feb. 9, 2013

Feb. 13, 2013

Feb. 16, 2013

Feb. 23, 2013

Feb. 27, 2013

Title
ant to the Canadian Environmental Protection ACT, 1999 (N)
Health: Notice to interested parties — Marketing Authorization for maximum residue limits for veterinary drugs under the Food And Drugs Act
(N)
Environment: Ministerial Condition No. 16978 pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 [regarding the substance sulfonic acids, branched alkane hydroxy and branched alkene, sodium
salts] (N)
Environment: Notice of time extension granted by the Minister of the
Environment under subsection 56(3) of the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act, 1999 (N)
Environment: Notice with respect to triclosan (5-chloro-2(2,4dichlorophenoxy)phenol) under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (N)
Foreign Affairs: Order Amending the Export Control List (SOR/2013-12,
January 31, 2013) pursuant to the Export and Import Permits Act (O)
Transport: Regulations Amending the Motor Vehicle Safety Regulations
(Interpretation, Section 18 and Standards 203, 204, 208, 212 and 219)
(SOR/2013-9, January 31, 2013) pursuant to the Motor Vehicle Safety
Act (R)
Environment: Regulations Amending the On-Road Vehicle and Engine
Emission Regulations (On-Board Diagnostic Systems for Heavy-Duty
Engines and Other Amendments) (SOR/2013-8, January 31, 2013)
pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Protection Act, 1999 (R)
Finance: Regulations Amending the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Regulations (SOR/2013-15, January
31, 2013) pursuant to the Proceeds of Crime (Money Laundering) and
Terrorist Financing Act (R)
National Revenue/ Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness: Order
Amending the Visiting Forces and Visiting Forces Personnel Alcoholic
Beverages Remission Order (SI/2013-8, February 13, 2013) pursuant
to the Financial Administration Act (O)
Environment: Ministerial Condition No. 17049 pursuant to the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act, 1999 [pertaining to ethanone,1-(2hydroxy-5-nonylphenyl)-,oxime, branched, Chemical Abstracts Service
No. 244235-47-0] (N)
Environment: Proposed Permits Authorizing an Activity Affecting Listed
Wildlife Species Regulations pursuant to the Species at Risk Act (PR)
Canadian Grain Comm.: Proposed Regulations Amending the Canada
Grain Regulations pursuant to the Canada Grain Act [pertaining to user
fees] (PR)
Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission: Proposed Administrative Monetary Penalties Regulations (Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission)
pursuant to the Nuclear Safety and Control Act (PR)
Environment: Federal Environmental Quality Guidelines (FEQGs) for
certain substances pursuant to the Canadian Environmental Protection
Act, 1999 (N)
International: Order Fixing April 1, 2013 as the Day on which the Act
Comes into Force, other than Sections 60 to 64 (SI/2013-16, February
27, 2013) pursuant to the Canada–Panama Economic Growth and
Prosperity Act

CBSA advance rulings
No recent advance rulings have been posted by the Canada Border Services
Agency (CBSA)
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D-Memoranda and CNs revised or cancelled
The following is a list of Canada Border Services Agency D-Memoranda, Customs Notices (CNs) and other publications issued, revised or cancelled during the
past month. (Dates are given in yyyy/mm/dd format.)
Date

Reference

2013-02-06

D6-2-6

2013-02-07

D11-5-10

2013-02-07

BSF5056

Action
Revised

Revised

Title
Refund of Duties and Taxes on Non-commercial
Importations
Canada-Jordan Free Trade Agreement (CJFTA)
Rules of Origin
I Declare A guide for residents of Canada returning
to Canada

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

Mexico
Mexico adds Australia Group materials to list of goods requiring export permit
On February 8, 2013, the Secretary of the Economy published in the Diario Oficial
de la Federacion (the Official Gazette) an Acuerdo modifying the June 16, 2011,
Acuerdo, as amended, to add the list of precursors controlled by the Australia
Group, including their CAS (Chemical Abstract Service) and number of the list to
which they belong within the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) to the list of
articles subject to the requirement of prior permission from the Secretary of the Economy
for export. The June 16 2011 list includes conventional arms, parts and components, dual
use goods, as well as software and technologies that could be diverted for the manufacture
and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.

Diario Oficial
The following documents of interest to international traders were published in the
Diario Oficial de la Federacion: Note: With regard to standards, only those which
appear to apply to international trade are listed. (An unofficial English translation
is shown.)
Publication
Date

Title

Economy: Acuerdo modifying the existing Acuerdo on the subject to the requirement of prior permission from the Ministry of Economy exports of conventional weapons, their parts and components, dual use goods, software
Feb. 8, 2013
and technologies that could be diverted for the manufacture and proliferation
of conventional weapons destruction and massive, published on June 16,
2011.
Environment and Natural resources: Responses to comments received on the
Draft Amendment to the Standard NOM-016- SEMARNAT-2003, which reguFeb. 19, 2013
lates sanitary requirements for importation of new lumber, published on May
17 , 2012.
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import cocoa beans originating in the Republic of Peru.
Feb. 20, 2013
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import footwear originating in the Republic of Peru
8
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Publication
Date

Title

Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import beans originating in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import evaporated milk and dulche de leche originating
in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import corn originating in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import oranges originating in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import bananas (organic Cavandish variety) originating
in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import dairy preparations originating in the Republic of
Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import grapefruit and lemon originating in the Republic
of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import avocados originating in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import pasta, butter, oil and cocoa powder originating in
the Republic of Peru
Economy: Acuerdo amending the Acuerdo through which the quota and allocation mechanism to import canned pepper originating in the Republic of Peru
Economy: Resolution amending paragraphs 5.5.2, 7.1.1.4, 7.3.1.1, 7.3.1.2.2,
7.3.1.2.3.1, 7.3.1.2.3.2, 7.3.1.2.4.1.3, 7.3.2.5. 8, 7.3.2.6.4, 9.4.2.4.8,
9.4.2.4.14 and adds article Third Transitory Mexican Official Standard NOMFeb. 22, 2013
005-SCFI-2011, measuring instruments, measuring and dispensing system
for petrol and other liquid fuels-Specifications, test methods and verification,
published on March 30, 2012.
Foreign Affairs: Decree promulgating the Protocol Amending the Free Trade
Agreement between the United Mexican States and the Oriental Republic of
Uruguay, signed in the city of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, on November
15, two thousand three, signed simultaneously in the City Montevideo Mexico
Feb. 27, 2013
and the first of October, two thousand twelve.
Economy: Acuerdo amending the acuerdo which set forth the rate applicable
from July 1, 2012 of the General Import Tax on goods originating from the
Eastern Republic of Uruguay

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

United States
[NOTE ON FEDERAL REGISTER TABLES IN THE UNITED STATES SECTION BELOW : N=NOTICE, FR=FINAL RULE,
PR=NOTICE OF PROPOSED RULEMAKING, AN=ADVANCE NOTICE OF PR, IR=INTERIM RULE, TR=TEMPORARY
RULE, RFI/FRC= REQUEST FOR INFORMATION/COMMENTS; H=HEARING OR MEETING; E=EXTENSION OF
TIME; C=CORRECTION; RO=REOPENING OF COMMENT PERIOD.]

Presidential documents
During the past month, President Obama signed the following documents relating
to international trade, national emergencies, sanctions, embargoes, or blocking
orders:
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Date
Feb. 6, 2013

Feb. 8, 2013

Feb. 15, 2013
Feb. 19, 2013

Feb. 22, 2013

Feb. 26, 2013

Subject
Notice of February 4, 2013 Continuation of the National Emergency With
Respect to the Situation in or in Relation to Côte d’Ivoire
Memorandum of January 31, 2013 - Delegation of Authority To Suspend the
Provisions of Title III of the Cuban Liberty and Democratic Solidarity
(LIBERTAD) Act of 1996
Presidential Determination No. 2013–04 of January 29, 2013—Unexpected
Urgent Refugee and Migration Needs Relating to Syria
Notice of February 13, 2013—Continuation of the National Emergency With
Respect to Libya
Executive Order 13636 of February 12, 2013 - Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity
Presidential Determination No. 2013–05 of February 8, 2013—Waiver of
Restriction on Providing Funds to the Palestinian Authority
Presidential Determination No. 2013–06 of February 11, 2013—Drawdown
Under Section 506(a)(1) of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
Amended, for Chad and France To Support Their Efforts in Mali
Notice of February 22, 2013—Continuation of the National Emergency With
Respect to Cuba and of the Emergency Authority Relating to the Regulation
of the Anchorage and Movement of Vessels

President continues National Emergency with respect to Libya
On February 15, 2013, the Federal Register published the Notice of February 13,
2013—Continuation of the National Emergency With Respect to Libya in which
President Obama extended for an additional year the National Emergency declared on February 25, 2011, by Executive Order 13566. The Notice indicated
that the US is working closely with the new Libyan government and with the international community to effectively and appropriately ease restrictions on sanctioned entities,
including by taking action consistent with the U.N. Security Council’s decision to
lift sanctions against the Central Bank of Libya and two other entities on December 16, 2011. The situation in Libya, however, continues to pose an unusual and
extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United States
and we need to protect against this threat and the diversion of assets or other
abuse by certain members of Qadhafi’s family and other former regime officials.

President endorses TPP and announces new Transatlantic Trade
and Investment Partnership in the State of Union Speech
On February 12, 2013, President Obama delivered the annual State of the Union
speech to Congress. The State of the Union speech offers the President an opportunity to speak to Congress and the American people about the past year and
the future. It often provides insight into the administration’s priorities for the coming year or term. Although many subjects were discussed by the President, it is
interesting to note that during the foreign policy portion he stated:
Now, even as we protect our people, we should remember that today’s world presents
not just dangers, not just threats, it presents opportunities. To boost American exports,
support American jobs and level the playing field in the growing markets of Asia, we
intend to complete negotiations on a Trans-Pacific Partnership. And tonight, I’m announcing that we will launch talks on a comprehensive Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership with the European Union -- because trade that is fair and free
across the Atlantic supports millions of good-paying American jobs.

Vice President Biden and various State Department officials had previously mentioned the possibility of a free trade agreement with the EU and the European
10
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Council has indicated that such an agreement would be one of its top priorities
(the others being FTAs with Japan and Canada). However, this is the first indication from the White House of its priority status. The negotiations would appear to
have bi-partisan support and some difficult hurdles, particularly in the field of agriculture. After the State of the Union speech, the Chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, Dave Camp (R-MI) said,
A strong, comprehensive trade and investment agreement with the EU has the potential to create significant good-paying jobs for American workers. Negotiations will not
be easy, but they have enormous potential to open new opportunities for us to sell our
goods and services in the EU. I welcome the President’s movement forward on this
effort and look forward to consulting closely with the Administration. Today’s announcement also reaffirms the need for bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority legislation to provide a clear framework for Congressional consideration and implementation
of trade agreements.

The Trade subcommittee Chairman Devin Nunes (R-CA) said,
I applaud the President’s announcement of his intent to negotiate an ambitious transatlantic trade agreement with the European Union. Bonding Europe and the United
States through a high-level trade agreement would help both economies and give rise
to a dominant economic alliance that would strongly influence other nations toward
free trade. I look forward to consulting with the Administration over the coming months,
particularly with regard to the removal of long-standing sanitary and phytosanitary barriers to our agriculture exports

President continues National Emergency with respect to Côte
d’Ivoire for additional year
On February 6, 2013, the Federal Register published a notice signed by President
Obama continuing the National Emergency With Respect to the Situation in or in
Relation to Côte d’Ivoire for an additional year. On February 7, 2006, by Executive Order 13396, the President declared a national emergency, pursuant to the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act (50 U.S.C. 1701–1706), to deal
with the unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United States constituted by the situation in or in relation to Côte d’Ivoire
and ordered related measures blocking the property of certain persons contributing to the conflict in Côte d’Ivoire.
The situation in or in relation to Côte d’Ivoire, which has been addressed by the
United Nations Security Council in Resolution 1572 of November 15, 2004, and
subsequent resolutions, has resulted in the massacre of large numbers of civilians, widespread human rights abuses, significant political violence and unrest,
and fatal attacks against international peacekeeping forces. Since the inauguration of President Alassane Ouattara in May 2011, the Government of Côte d’Ivoire
has made progress in advancing democratic freedoms and economic development. While the Government of Côte d’Ivoire and its people continue to make
progress towards peace and prosperity, the situation in or in relation to Côte
d’Ivoire continues to pose an unusual and extraordinary threat to the national security and foreign policy of the United States. For this reason, the national emergency declared on February 7, 2006, and the measures adopted on that date to
deal with that emergency, must continue in effect beyond February 7, 2013.
Therefore, in accordance with section 202(d) of the National Emergencies Act (50
U.S.C. 1622(d)), I am continuing for 1 year the national emergency declared in
Executive Order 13396.

House Ways and Means sets oversight priorities for 113th Congress
11
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The House Ways and Means Committee has released a draft letter to the Chairmen of the House Oversight & Government Reform Committee and House Administration Committee which sets forth its (and its subcommittees’) oversight prith
orities for the 113 Congress. With respect to matters within the Committee’s
trade jurisdiction, the following have been set forth:
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•

Trade Promotion Authority (TPA). Consideration of authority for the President to
negotiate and conclude trade agreements in consultation with Congress, and to
provide a clear framework for Congressional consideration and implementation.

•

Miscellaneous Tariff Bill (MTB). Continue work begun in the 112th Congress concerning noncontroversial bills to eliminate or reduce duties on products not made
in the United States, in accordance with bipartisan transparency guidelines. China. Oversight of systemic problems in US-China trade relations, including issues
related to China’s consistent lack of protection and enforcement of US intellectual
property rights, indigenous innovation requirements, use of industrial subsides,
export restraints on key products such as rare earth minerals, and currency undervaluation.

•

Customs Authorization. Continue work begun in the 112th Congress to consider
legislation to authorize US Customs and Border Protection, particularly to streamline and facilitate legitimate and compliant trade at the border, automate CBP processes, and improve enforcement.

•

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) Negotiations. Continued consultation with the
Administration to evaluate the status of the negotiations and specify Member
views on US negotiating positions, with the goal of concluding the negotiations in
2013.

•

Other Bilateral and Regional Negotiations. Evaluate prospect for additional trade
negotiations, including the International Services Agreement and a US/EU free
trade agreement, as well as bilateral investment treaty negotiations.

•

Preference Programs. Oversight of major US trade preference programs, including the Generalized System of Preferences (expiring July 2013), the Andean
Trade Preferences Act (expiring July 2013), and the African Growth and Opportunity Act (expiring 2015).

•

World Trade Organization (WTO). Oversight of US goals, dispute settlement, the
prospect for a trade facilitation agreement and expansion of the information technology agreement, and WTO accessions.

•

Enforcement. Oversight of enforcement of US rights and rights under trade
agreements, including the WTO Agreements and bilateral and regional free trade
agreements, to hold US trading partners accountable. Evaluation of proposals to
strengthen border enforcement related to US intellectual property rights, import
safety, and illegal transshipment. Oversight of administration of US trade remedy
laws, including border enforcement. Oversight of whether the United States is in
compliance with its obligations, particularly where the United States is facing retaliation.

•

Role of Trade in US Job Creation. Oversight of the role of trade in creating US
jobs and how to create new market access for US manufactured goods, agriculture, and services.

•

Trade Sanctions. Oversight concerning import sanctions with, among others, Iran,
Burma, North Korea, Syria, and Cuba.

•

Implemented Trade Agreements. Oversight of implemented agreements with Colombia; Panama; Korea; Peru; Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador,
Guatemala, and Honduras (CAFTA-DR); Oman; Bahrain; Singapore; Chile; Australia; Morocco; Jordan; Canada and Mexico (NAFTA); and Israel.

•

Trade Adjustment Assistance. Oversight concerning the Trade Adjustment Assistance programs for workers, firms, communities, and farmers.

•

Priorities of the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR). Oversight over USTR to evaluate priorities for the 113th Congress and concerns related to the international trade agenda.

Baker & McKenzie

•

Priorities of the United States International Trade Commission. Oversight over the
Commission concerning overall priorities and operations.

State updates list of participating countries under Clean Diamond
Trade Act
On February 21, 2013, the US Department of State (State) published in the Federal Register a list of participating countries and entities under the Clean Diamond
Trade Act (the Act)(Pub. Law 108-19) and Section 2 of Executive Order 13312 of
July 29, 2003. State identified all the Participants eligible for trade in rough diamonds under the Act, and their respective Importing and Exporting Authorities,
and revised the previously published list of December 31, 2008 (73 Fed. Reg.
80506) to add Cambodia, Cameroon, Kazakhstan, and Panama.
Section 4 of the Act requires the President to prohibit the importation into, or the
exportation from, the United States of any rough diamond, from whatever source,
that has not been controlled through the Kimberley Process Certification Scheme
(KPCS). Under Section 3(2) of the Act, ‘‘controlled through the Kimberley Process
Certification Scheme’’ means an importation from the territory of a Participant or
exportation to the territory of a Participant of rough diamonds that is either (i) carried out in accordance with the KPCS, as set forth in regulations promulgated by
the President, or (ii) controlled under a system determined by the President to
meet substantially the standards, practices, and procedures of the KPCS. The
referenced regulations are contained in the Rough Diamonds Control Regulations
at 31 C.F.R. part 592. Section 6(b) of the Act requires the President to publish in
the Federal Register a list of all Participants, and all Importing and Exporting Authorities of Participants, and to update the list as necessary. Section 2 of Executive Order 13312 delegates this function to the Secretary of State.

USTR publishes status of GSP petitions
On February 22, 2013, the office of the US Trade Representative (USTR) published in the Federal Register a notice regarding (1) the status of pending country
practice petitions submitted as part of previous Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) Annual Reviews, and (2) the schedule for public comments and a
public hearing on the ongoing GSP country practice reviews regarding worker
rights and/or child labor in Bangladesh, Georgia, Niger, the Philippines, and Uzbekistan, and protection of intellectual property rights (IPR) in Russia and Uzbekistan. The schedule for the review of the country practice petitions is provided in
the notice.

US and Egypt discuss expansion of trade and investment
On February 6, 2013, the US Trade Representative announced that Deputy
USTR Sapiro and Egyptian First Under Secretary of Industry and Foreign Trade
and Head of the Commercial Service Elsahragty met to discuss ways to expand
US-Egyptian trade and investment ties. The meeting demonstrated the continuing
close friendship and collaboration that characterizes the relations between the
United States and Egypt. During the meeting, both sides agreed that greater economic cooperation will benefit both countries by supporting sound government
policies that create jobs, boost investment, and fuel economic growth.
Ambassador Sapiro and Undersecretary Elsahragty made significant progress in
negotiations over establishing a new trade facilitation protocol and adopting core
information communication and technology principles. They also committed to
specific actions to cooperate in the areas of small-and medium-sized enterprise
13
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development, agriculture, standards, good regulatory practices and intellectual
property rights protection.
In the months ahead, the United States and Egypt will pursue intensified cooperation on economic, trade, and investment issues. These efforts will serve as a welcome complement to expand bilateral engagement.

USTR seeks comments on WTO disputes
The Office of the US Trade Representative (USTR) published the following documents related to WTO disputes in the Federal Register:
F.R. Date

Matter

WTO Dispute Settlement Proceeding Regarding IndoFeb. 19, 2013 nesia Importation of Horticultural Products, Animals
and Animal Products [Dispute No. WT/DS455]
WTO Dispute Settlement Proceeding Regarding United
States - Measures Affecting the Importation of Animals,
Feb. 22, 2013
Meat and other Animal Products From Argentina [Dispute No. WTO/DS447]

Comments Due
March 14, 2013

March 21, 2013

ITC terminates investigation on base quantity of ethyl alcohol for
fuel use imports
On February 12, 2013, the US International Trade Commission (ITC) published in
the Federal Register a notice of termination of investigation. The ITC terminated
the investigation following the expiration of the statutory requirement that the ITC
make such determinations. Section 423(c) of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the
Act), as amended (19 U.S.C. 2703 note), required the ITC to determine annually
the amount (expressed in gallons) that is equal to 7 percent of the US domestic
market for fuel ethyl alcohol during the 12-month period ending on the preceding
September 30. This determination was to be used to establish the “base quantity”
of imports of fuel ethyl alcohol, and the ITC transmitted its determinations to US
Customs and Border Protection for its use in the further administration of the law.
Section 423(g)(1)(B) of the Act, as amended, states that the effective period of
the provisions in section 423 (other than subsection (e)) shall apply to articles entered before the expiration of the effective period of Harmonized Tariff Schedule
of the United States heading 9901.00.50. The effective period of this heading expired December 31, 2011.

ITC investigations
The ITC initiated (I), terminated (T), requested information or comments (R) or
scheduled a hearing (H) regarding the following investigations (other than 337
and antidumping, countervailing duty or safeguards) this month: (Click on the investigation title to obtain details from the Federal Register notice or ITC Press
Release)
Investigation. No. and title
Inv. No. 332-539 U.S.-Korea Free Trade Agreement: Effects on U.S.
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (I/H)
Inv. No. 332-540 Digital Trade in the U.S. and Global Economies, Part
2 (I/H)
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Trade compliance enforcement actions - import, export, IPR, FCPA
CBP and US Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) have been stepping
up enforcement of trade compliance violations, as have the other agencies that
enforce import safety, standards, export and munitions control, sanctions and
FCPA laws. Rather than reproduce articles on these penalties, seizures and arrests, we have decided to list the links to the agency press releases which give
details. Child pornography, controlled substance and currency related seizures
and arrests will not be listed, unless connected to trade violations.
[Agencies: CBP=US Customs and Border Protection, ICE=US Immigration and Customs Enforcement,
USSS= US Secret Service, APHIS=Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service, BIS= Bureau of Industry
and Security, Office of Export Enforcement (Commerce), DOJ=Department of Justice, ATF=Bureau of
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives, DEA=Drug Enforcement Administration, FBI=Federal
Bureau of Investigation, GSA= General services Administration, SEC=Securities and Exchange Commission, OFAC=Office of Foreign Assets Control (Treasury), DoD=Dep’t of Defense components
[NCIS, DCIS, CID, etc.), DDTC= State Dep’t Directorate of Defense Trade Controls, BISN= Bureau of
International Security and Nonproliferation, CPSC=Consumer Product Safety Comm., USPIS=Postal
Inspection Service, FWS=Fish & Wildlife Service, NOAA=National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, APHIS= Animal & Plant Health Inspection Service, USDA.]

Date of Release

Subject

Offshore Marine Laboratories Settles Potential Civil Liability for Alleged
Feb. 1, 2013 Violations of the Iranian Transactions Regulations and Executive Order
13382 [Civil penalties of $97,695] (OFAC)
Ammunition to Jordan – US Embassy employee convicted of AECA violations
Ammunition and Night Vision Goggles to Mexico - Erik Alan Garza apFeb. 4, 2013
peared in federal court in the Western District of Texas (San Antonio)
following his extradition from Mexico on federal smuggling charges (ICE,
ATF, DOJ)
Proposed settlement with Whalen Furniture Manufacturing, Inc., d/b/a
Feb. 5, 2013
Bayside Furnishings [imported “boat beds] (CPSC)
Online Clothing Business Owners Arrested for Customs Fraud, Money
Feb. 5, 2013
Laundering (DOJ, IRS, ICE, local and state)
Corporations charged for allegedly importing hazardous and counterfeit
Feb. 6, 2013
toys from China for sale in the US (CBP. CPSC, ICE, locals, DOJ)
Former Jewelry Company Executive Sentenced in U.S.V.I. to Pay $1.1
Feb. 7, 2013 Million in Fines and Community Service for Illegal Trade of Protected
Black Coral (FWS, NOAA, DOJ, CBP, ICE)
Mahan Airways, Zarand Aviation, Gatewick LLC and others- Renewal of
Order Denying export privileges (BIS)
Feb. 8, 2013
CBP and CPSC Seize Lead-Contaminated Toys in San Juan (CBP,
CPSC)
Imposition of missile sanctions on two Chinese Foreign Persons [Public
Notice 8183] (BISN)
Imposition of Nonproliferation Measures Against Foreign Persons, IncludFeb. 11, 2013
ing a Ban on US Government Procurement [Public Notice 8184] (BISN)
Imposition of Nonproliferation Measures on Chinese and Iranian Foreign
Persons [Public Notice 8182] (BISN)
Auction house owner arrested for illegal sale of Korean artifact (ICE,
DOJ)
Feb. 12, 2013 Former Department of Defense Contractor Sentenced to 30 Months in
Prison for Smuggling Kickback Proceeds from Afghanistan to the United
States (FBI, DOD, DOJ)
Members of Rhino Smuggling Ring Arrested and Charged (DOJ, FWS,
ICE)
Feb. 13, 2013
3 Los Angeles-area residents indicted in large-scale phony credit card
scheme (ICE, USSS, CBP, DOJ)
Thermal Imaging Scopes and Cameras to Belarus- Vitali Tsishuk was
Feb. 14, 2013
sentenced in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania to 24 months in prison
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Date of Release

Feb. 15, 2013
Feb. 20, 2013

Feb. 21, 2013

Feb. 22, 2013

Feb. 26, 2013

Subject
for conspiring to export military-grade night vision devices to Belarus in
violation of the AECA and the IEEPA.
In the matter of Conner Hayden Kraegel – Order of February 8, 2013
Denying Export Privileges for conviction under AECA (BIS)
Two Companies and Five Individuals Charged With Roles in Illegal Honey Imports; Avoided $180 Million in AntiDumping Duties (DOJ, ICE, CBP,
FDA)
American Optisurgical, Inc. Settles Potential Civil Liability for Alleged Violations of the Iranian Transactions and Sanctions Regulations and the
Reporting, Procedures and Penalties Regulations ($449,000) (OFAC)
'Operation Red Zone' nabs $17.3 million in fake NFL merchandise (Seizure of 196,333 items, 6 federal, 35 state/local arrests) (ICE, CBP,
USPIS, DOJ, State/local)
Richard Stowell: 3 yr. Debarment Order [Docket No. FDA-2012-N-0714]
for felony convictions for importing misbranded and mislabeled seafood
(FDA)

Commerce issues final rule to extend steel import monitoring
On February 15, 2013, the Import Administration, International Trade Administration, Department of Commerce published in the Federal Register a final rule
[Docket No.: 121016549-2549-01] to extend the Steel Import Monitoring and
Analysis (SIMA) system until March 21, 2017. The purpose of the SIMA system is
to provide the public statistical data on steel imports entering the United States
seven weeks earlier than it would otherwise be available to the public. Aggregate
data collected from the licenses are made available to the public on a weekly basis following review by the Department. The rule is effective March 21, 2013.

CBP modifies port limits of Green Bay, WI
On February 28, 2013, US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) published in the
Federal Register a final rule [Docket No. USCBP–2011–0031; CBP Dec. 13–2]
amending the CBP regulations pertaining to CBP’s field organization by expanding and revising the geographical limits of the port of Green Bay, Wisconsin. The
port limits will be revised to refer to identifiable roadways and waterways rather
than townships and will be extended to include the entire Austin Straubel Airport.
The change will make the boundaries more easily identifiable to the public. The
change is part of a continuing program to more efficiently utilize CBP’s personnel,
facilities, and resources, and to provide better service to carriers, importers, and
the general public. The rule is effective April 1, 2013.

CBP establishes due process procedures on license-like processes
On February 26, 2013, US Customs and Border Protection (CBP) published in the
Federal Register a notice of proposed rulemaking [USCBP-2013-0009] which
would amend the CBP regulations to set forth due process procedures for CBP to
follow before suspending or revoking assigned entry filer codes, immediate delivery privileges or remote location filing privileges. These proposed changes will
codify in the regulations due process procedures consistent with the Administrative Procedure Act before CBP takes actions on these programs depriving an importer of these privileges. Comments must be received on or before April 29,
2013.
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Aguilar retiring at the end of March
On February 8, 2013, Homeland Security Secretary Napolitano announced that
David V. Aguilar, who has been acting as the Commissioner of Customs since
2011 will be retiring in March. Mr. Aguilar began his career as a Border Patrol
agent in 1978 and became Chief of the Border Patrol in 2004. In 2010 he was
named Deputy Commissioner of US Customs and Border Protection
(CBP). Aguilar led a workforce of over 60,000, including 43,000 uniformed law
enforcement officers, focusing on integrated border management, which includes
securing our nation’s border from all threats, while facilitating travel and trade.
Under his leadership, attempts to cross the border illegally are down nearly 80
percent from their peak, seizures of illegal drugs, weapons and other contraband
are up, and some of the safest communities in America are found in our border
states. He also led CBP to conduct the first West Coast Trade Symposium; expanded its travel facilitation “Trusted Traveler” programs; fully implemented the
Anti-Border Corruption Act of 2010 requirement of 100 percent applicant polygraph screening, ahead of schedule; launched two new Centers of Excellence
and Expertise and created six more; and worked with our international partners to
facilitate international trade and travel. Commissioner Aguilar has been integral in
leading CBP’s modern transformation, leveraging enhanced technology and training, increased Office of Air and Marine capabilities, and advanced information
analysis to assist legal travel and trade.

EU, US fully implement Mutual Recognition Decision
On February 8, 2013, CBP and the European Union (EU) announced the mutual
recognition decision between CBP’s Customs-Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (C-TPAT) program and the EU’s Authorized Economic Operator (AEO) program was fully implemented January 31.
This final phase of the agreement provides reciprocal benefits to C-TPAT members when exporting to EU member states. These benefits which include lower
risk score and less exams when shipping cargo were provided to members exporting into the US in Phase I of the agreement which was implemented in July
2012. The agreement was first signed in May 2012 by CBP Deputy Commissioner
David V. Aguilar and European Union Taxation and Customs Union Directorate
Director-General Heinz Zourek.
The goal of these arrangements is to link the various international industry partnership programs, so that together they create a unified and sustainable security
posture that can assist in securing and facilitating global cargo trade.
In addition to the European Union, CBP also has mutual recognition agreements
with Canada, Japan, Jordan, Korea, New Zealand and Taiwan.

Address change for NAFTA auto filings with Reg. Audit at CBP
On February 5, 2013, CBP published in the Federal Register a general notice announcing an address change for Regulatory Audit, Office of International Trade,
US Customs and Border Protection, for filing annual election to average for motor
vehicles under Section 11 of Appendix to Part 181, Rules of Origin Regulations of
North American Free Trade Agreement. The new address is as follows: US Customs and Border Protection, Office of International Trade, Regulatory Audit, 1717
H Street, NW (6th Floor), Washington, DC 20229-1141. Telephone number: 202325-7960. Fax number 202-325-7980. The change is effective immediately.
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Address change for Regulations and Rulings
On February 6, 2013, CBP published in the Federal Register a notice of change
in office location for Regulations and Rulings, in the Office of International Trade
which is relocating its office from the US Mint Annex Building at 799 9th Street,
NW, Washington, DC to 90 K Street, NE, Washington, DC 20229-1177. All correspondence directed to the Regulations and Rulings, Office of International Trade,
including mailed comments regarding section 1625 modifications or revocations,
should be sent to the new address. The main office phone number remains the
same.

CBP releases development roadmap for ACE for 2013
On February 19, 2013, CBP released a development roadmap for the Automated
Commercial Environment (ACE) called “Ace Moving Forward: Near Term Plans.”
Which sets forth the priorities (in order) for 2013. The three top priorities and their
descriptions are shown below:
Capability
Partner Government Agencies
(PGA) Message Set

Automated Corrections/Deletions

Initial Entry Summary (ES) Edits

Description
Establish the first phase of bi-directional communications between PGAs and CBP. This pilot includes
3 PGAs.
The ability to process, then accept (or deny) corrections or deletions sent via EDI by the Trade related
to Entries already on file. The expectation is that the
system will retain version control and highlight specific changes for easy identification.
The ability to determine when Harbor Maintenance
Fees (HMF) are allowed. HMF applies to Ocean
Mode of Transportation.

The PGA Message Set and the Initial ES Edits are scheduled for completion by
June 2013. The Automated Correction/Deletions is scheduled for January 2014.
The next items on the prioritized backlog are the Automated invoice, ACE accounts (Refactor** from legacy ACE), ACE Entry Summary (Refactor from legacy
ACE) and Statements. [** Refactoring refers to a technical process largely invisible to users in which existing code is modified/revised in order to improve system
performance.] Priorities are subject to change.

CBP issues directive on quota-class merchandise
On January 31, 2013, CBP issued CBP Directive No. 3230-37B Subject: QuotaClass Merchandise: Processing and Reporting, replacing Customs Directive
3230-37A dated May 5, 1999. The Directive provides guidance to CBP field offices on the processing and reporting of quota-class merchandise for consumption
and withdrawal from warehouse for consumption. Specifically, it provides guidance on determining the time of presentation of the entry summary, which establishes quota priority and status.

CBP says that improperly formatted ACE Ocean Manifest data has
resulted in the release on confidential data
CSMS #13-000064 dated February 7, 2013 was issued because CBP has received numerous complaints from importers/consignees regarding specific data
(namely, party/shipper/consignee name and address) that has been publicly disclosed despite their submitted requests for confidentiality in accordance with 19
C.F.R. 103.31 (d). After thorough investigation, CBP has determined that this
occurrence is the result of to the improper data entry by users and NOT CBP pro18
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gramming or systems error. The trade is reminded they are required to strictly
adhere to the data formats in the Implementation Guidelines (IGs). As indicated
in the IGs, the commercial party name fields must ONLY contain commercial party name data. Data transmitters are including “street address” data in the fields
for “commercial party name.” As a result, the name of the party stored in the ACE
database is corrupted because it includes address data. This inaccurate party
name data fails the confidentiality edits resulting in confidential business information being shared publicly. This inadvertent disclosure is tied directly to the
way in which data is transmitted by users.
Carriers and other parties filing ocean manifest transactions MUST take action to
ensure their software is correctly formatting this data. The commercial party
name and address data fields are located in the CAMIR (records S01, U01, N01)
and ANSI X12 (N1 segment). The ACE Implementation Guidelines can be found
on the CBP website.
Additional information was also provided in CSMS #08-000222 (Sept. 16, 2008),
copied below for your reference, describing the process by which CBP discloses
electronic vessel cargo information.
In accordance with 19 U.S.C. §1431(c), electronic vessel cargo information provided to CBP via Vessel AMS is subject to public disclosure. CBP regulations at
19 C.F.R. §103.31(e) identify the following data elements that are made available
to the public on a recurring basis through a subscription that is administered by
the Office of Administration and the Office of Information and Technology:
Carrier code
Manifest quantity
Notify party name (1)
Vessel country code
Manifest units
Notify party address (1)
Vessel name
Weight
Piece count
Voyage number
Weight unit

Description of goods
District/port of unlading
Shipper name (1)
Container number
Estimated arrival date
Shipper address (1)
Seal number
Bill of lading number
Consignee name (1)
Foreign port of lading
Consignee address (1)

(1) Designates a data element which will be deleted where confidentiality has
been requested in accordance with 19 C.F.R. §103.31(d).

Revocations or modifications of CBP rulings
See separate section below.

CSMS messages
The following CBP Cargo Systems Messaging Service (CSMS) notices were issued during the period covered by this Update:
Date

CSMS#
13-000048

Feb. 2, 2013 13-000049
13-000050
Feb. 1, 2013 13-000051
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ACE Banner will not Display During ACE Maintenance this
Weekend
Unscheduled Outage to ACE Portal Functionality - February
1, 2013
Transfers from Deconsolidator/CFS to Foreign Trade Zone in
the Air Environment
Unscheduled Outage to ACE Portal Functionality - February
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Date

CSMS#

13-000052
13-000053
13-000054
13-000055
13-000056
13-000057
13-000058
Feb. 5, 2013 13-000059
13-000060
Feb. 6, 2013 13-000061
13-000062
Feb. 7, 2013

13-000063
13-000064

13-000065
Feb. 8, 2013 13-000066
13-000067
Feb. 11, 2013 13-000068
13-000069
13-000070
Feb. 12, 2013
13-000071
13-000072
13-000073
13-000074
Feb. 13, 2012 13-000075
13-000076
Feb. 14, 2013 13-000077
13-000078
Feb. 19, 2013
13-000079
Feb. 20, 2013 13-000080
Feb. 21, 2013 13-000081
13-000082
Feb. 22, 2013
13-000083
13-000084
13-000085
Feb. 25, 2013 13-000086
13-000087
13-000088
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Title
1, 2013
Transfers from Deconsolidator/CFS to Foreign Trade Zone in
the Air Environment
Unscheduled Outage to ACE Portal Functionality - February
1, 2013
Transfers from Deconsolidator/CFS to Foreign Trade Zone in
the Air Environment
Transfers from DeconsolidatorCFS to Foreign Trade Zone in
the Air Environment
Transfers from DeconsolidatorCFS to Foreign Trade Zone in
the Air Environment
Unscheduled Outage to ACE Portal Functionality - February
1, 2013
Actualización Mensual de enero 2013 Para el Dueño de
Cuenta Comercial (TAO)
FSIS Hosts Teleconference on “Test and Hold” of Imported
Meat Products
Centralized Examination Station (CES) Solicitation for Area
Port of Seattle, Washington
What hardware and software is required for Trade to access
the ACE Secure Data Portal?
New Web-based Training Available
¿Qué sistema operativo se requiere para el acceso al Portal?
Improperly Formatted ACE Ocean Manifest Data Resulting in
Release of Confidential Data
ACE Production Deployment for February 9, 2013
System Issues
Systems Issues Update
Update to CSMS 13-000067 - Systems Issues on February
8, 2013
Update of ECCF Location 62698 (Nogales Intl. Airport) to
Inactive
Reminder: Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage February 13, 2013
Reminder: Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage February 13, 2013
Reminder: Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage February 13, 2013
Airport Security Bonds
Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage Completed
Revised ACE ABI CATAIR Documents Now Posted
FDA - ITACS Downtime Feb. 15, 2013 11:00 PM - Feb. 16,
2013 10:00 AM E.S.T.
ACE Certification Outage - February 16, 2013
Outage to ACE Certification on February 20, 2013
No Outage to ACE Certification on February 20, 2013
Harmonized System Update 1302 - Changes to the 2013
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the US
Wichita Kansas Port closure on 02/21/13 due to weather
ACE Production Deployment for February 23, 2013
ACE Production Deployment for February 23, 2013
Entry Summary Processing Issue - February 25, 3013
Entry Summary Processing Issue Resolved - February 25,
2013
Issue with Cargo Release Processing on ACE Entry Summaries - February 25, 2013
Centralized Examination Station (CES) Solicitation, Port of
Charleston SC
Local Closure for the Ports of Amarillo and Lubbock, Texas -
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Date

CSMS#

13-000089
13-000090

Feb. 26, 2013

13-000091
13-000092
13-000093
13-000094

Feb. 27, 2013

13-000095
13-000096
13-000097

Feb. 28, 2013

13-000098
13-000099

Title
February 25, 2013
Issue with Cargo Release Processing on ACE Entry Summaries Resolved- February 25, 2013
Local Closure for the Ports of Amarillo and Lubbock, Texas February 26, 2013
Technical Issue Causing ABI Delays
Technical Issue Now Resolved
Reminder: Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage February 27, 2013
Reminder: Scheduled Weekly ACE Certification Outage February 27, 2013
2012 ACE Customer Satisfaction Survey for the Trade
Issue with ACE Reports Data
Reminder FDA Food Facility Registration Renewal and Impact on Food Imports
Encuesta de Satisfacción sobre ACE para el 2012 está disponible ahora
February 2013 ACE Trade Account Owner Update

BIS makes technical corrections to EAR
On February 28, 2013, the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS), Department of
Commerce, published in the Federal Register a final rule which corrects reference
and typographical errors in the Export Administration Regulations (EAR). The corrections are editorial in nature and do not affect license requirements.
The rule revises the authority citations paragraphs to the following parts of the
EAR:
•

Parts 730, 734, 736, 742 and 745 of the EAR (15 C.F.R. parts 730, 734, 736, 742
and 745) to include citations to the President’s Notice of November 1, 2012—
Continuation of the National Emergency With Respect to Weapons of Mass Destruction (77 Fed. Reg. 66513, November 5, 2012), which is the most recent such
annual notice.

•

Part 730 of the EAR (15 C.F.R. part 730) to include citations to the President’s
Notice of September 11, 2012— Continuation of the National Emergency With
Respect to Persons Who Commit, Threaten To Commit, or Support Terrorism (77
Fed. Reg. 56519, September 12, 2012), which is the most recent such annual notice.

•

Parts 730 and 744 of the EAR (15 C.F.R. parts 730 and 744)to include a citation
to the President’s Notice of January 17, 2013 (Continuation of the National Emergency With Respect to Terrorists Who Threaten to Disrupt the Middle East Peace
Process (78 Fed. Reg. 4303, January 22, 2013), which is the most recent such
annual Presidential notice.

The final rule also updates seventeen parts of the EAR to correct spelling and
typographical errors, inaccurate internal references, incorrect paragraph designations and seventeen changes to chapter VII, subchapter C of 15 C.F.R. to update
the mailing address for the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS).

Business community responds to DOJ/SEC enforcement guidance
On February 19, 2013, the US Chamber of Commerce issued a press release
announcing that the US Chamber Institute for Legal Reform (ILR) and more than
30 state, national, and international business and advocacy groups responded by
letter to guidance released by the US Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regarding their enforcement of the For21
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eign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA). The letter commends the DOJ and the SEC
for the clarity the guidance brings to certain enforcement issues, while also outlining where the business community requests further clarification.
Specifically, the coalition’s letter praises the agencies for identifying components
of an effective compliance program and acknowledging thresholds that must generally be met before an entity is considered a government instrumentality. The
letter also applauds the guidance’s alignment of the agencies’ positions on subsidiary liability, its favorable treatment of voluntary reporting, its clear acceptance
of a mens rea standard for corporate criminal liability, and its inclusion of specific
examples of enforcement actions that the agencies declined to pursue, and why.
However, the letter also observes that the guidance fails to assure the business
community that the agencies will give sufficient weight to strong compliance programs, falls short of clearly defining who is a “foreign official,” and introduces new
uncertainty with respect to the agencies’ expectations in the wake of a merger or
acquisition. Furthermore, the letter points out that the guidance does not illustrate, through examples or hypotheticals, the level of due diligence expected
when businesses hire outside vendors and contractors to engage in foreign markets. Finally, the letter asks the DOJ and the SEC to make disclosure of their
declination decisions a routine practice.

Treasury publishes list of countries with boycotts
On February 14, 2013, the Department of the Treasury published in the Federal
Register its current list of countries requiring cooperation with an international
boycott In accordance with section 999(a)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of
1986. The following countries require or may require participation in, or cooperation with, an international boycott (within the meaning of section 999(b)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Code of 1986): Iraq, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syria, United Arab Emirates and Yemen.

NRC adds South Sudan to restricted destination list
On November 6, 2013, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) published in
the Federal Register a final rule [NRC-2012-0278] that revises the NRC’s export
and import regulations in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 C.F.R.)
part 110, “Export and Import of Nuclear Equipment and Material,” with regard to
US Government law and policy on South Sudan. The NRC is amending its export
and import regulations to add South Sudan to the restricted destinations list in §
110.29, while leaving Sudan on the embargoed destinations list in § 110.28. This
means that exports of certain nuclear and byproduct materials to South Sudan
may qualify for the NRC general license specified in §§ 110.21 through 110.24.

Restrictive measures and additions to OFAC, State BIS blocking orders, designations, sanctions and entity lists
During the past month, the following notices adding, removing or continuing persons (including entities) to/from restrictive measures lists were published in the
Federal Register by the Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) or by the State
Department (State) or the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS):
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F.R. Date

Applicable orders

OFAC: Designation of Seven Individuals and One Entity Pursuant to
Feb. 1, 2013 Executive Order 13581, “Blocking Property of Transnational Criminal
Organizations”
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 (“Blocking
Property of Weapons of Mass Destruction Proliferators and Their Supporters”) [updating SDN list to add alias]
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [adding 3
Feb. 5, 2013
individuals and 3 entities]
State - Bureau of Political-Military Affairs: Statutory Debarment under
the Arms Export Control Act and the International Traffic in Arms Regulations [Public Notice 8175]
OFAC: Unblocking of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons Pursuant to Executive Order 12978, “Blocking Assets and Prohibiting Transactions With Significant Narcotics Traffickers” [3 individuals]
OFAC: Additional Designations, Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation
Feb. 6, 2013
Act [1 indiv., 1 entity]
OFAC: Unblocking of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons Pursuant to the Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation Act [22
individuals and 13 entities]
State: Imposition of missile sanctions on two Chinese Foreign Persons
[Public Notice 8183]
State: Imposition of Nonproliferation Measures Against Foreign PerFeb. 11, 2013 sons, Including a Ban on US Government Procurement [Public Notice
8184]
State: Imposition of Nonproliferation Measures on Chinese and Iranian
Foreign Persons [Public Notice 8182]
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [4 entities, 1
individual] (N)
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [2 entities]
(N)
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [4 entities]
(N)
OFAC: Actions Taken Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [70 aircraft in
which Iran has interest] (N)
OFAC: Additional Designations, Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation
Feb. 12, 2013 Act [1 individual, 2 entities](N)
OFAC: Identification and Blocking of Aircraft Pursuant to Executive
Order 13224 (“Blocking Property and Prohibiting Transactions With
Persons Who Commit, Threaten To Commit,or Support Terrorism”) [47
aircraft] (N)
OFAC: Identification of an entity Pursuant to Executive Order 13582 of
August 17, 2011, “Blocking Property of the Government of Syria and
Prohibiting Certain Transactions with Respect to Syria” (N)
OFAC: Unblocking of five (5) individuals as Specially Designated Global Terrorists Pursuant to Executive Order 13224 (N)
OFAC: Designation of one (1) individual and four (4) entities Pursuant
to Executive Order 13628 of October 9, 2012 (“Authorizing the ImpleFeb. 15, 2013 mentation of Certain Sanctions Set Forth in the Iran Threat Reduction
and Syria Human Rights Act of 2012 and Additional Sanctions With
Respect to Iran.”) (N)
OFAC: Identification of Entities and Vessels Pursuant to the Iranian
Transactions and Sanctions Regulations and Executive Order 13599
Feb. 20, 2013
(“Blocking Property of the Government of Iran and Iranian Financial
Institutions”) (N)
OFAC: Identification of Additional Vessels Pursuant to the Iranian
Feb. 22, 2013 Transactions and Sanctions Regulations and Executive Order 13599
(N)
State: Additional Designation of A North Korean Entity and Two North
Korean Individuals Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [Public Notice
Feb. 26, 2013
8198] (N)
State: Additional Designation of Amr Armanazi Pursuant to Executive
23
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F.R. Date

Applicable orders

Order 13382 [Public Notice 8200]
State: Designation of the Center for Innovation and Technology Cooperation (CITC), Pentane Chemistry Industries (PCI), and Hossein
Tanideh Pursuant to Executive Order 13382 [Public Notice 8199]
Additional Designation of Faratech, Neda Industrial Group, Towlid Abzar Boreshi Iran, Tarh O Palayesh, Amir Hossein Rahimyar, and Mohammad Reza Rezvanianzadeh Pursuant to Executive Order 13382
[Public Notice 8201]
OFAC: Additional Designations, Foreign Narcotics Kingpin Designation
Act (N) [1 person]
Feb. 28, 2013
OFAC: Designation of One Entity Pursuant to Executive Order 13448
(Burma) (N)

CPSC issues final rule on toys and child care articles containing inaccessible parts with phthalates
On February 14, 2013, the Consumer Product safety Commission (CPSC) published in the Federal Register a final rule [Docket No. CPSC–2012–0040] containing guidance on phthalates contained in inaccessible component parts of children’s toys or child care articles subject to section 108 of the Consumer Product
Safety Improvement Act (CPSIA). Section 108 of the CPSIA, as amended by
Public Law 112–28, provides that the prohibition on specified products containing
phthalates does not apply to any component part of children’s toys or child care
articles that is not accessible to a child through normal and reasonably foreseeable use and abuse of such product.

CPSC Federal Register documents
The following Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) documents which
may be of interest to importers were published Federal Register during the past
month:
F.R. Date

Subject

Children’s Toys and Child Care Articles Containing Phthalates; Final
Feb. 14, 2013 Guidance on Inaccessible Component Parts [Docket No. CPSC-20120040] (FR)

Amendment to the standards of identity for distilled spirits
On February 25, 2013, the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau, Treasury (TTB) published in the Federal Register a final rule [Docket No. TTB–2012–
0002; T.D. TTB–112; Ref: Notice No. 127] amending the regulations setting forth
the standards of identity for distilled spirits to include “Cachaça” as a type of rum
and as a distinctive product of Brazil. This amendment follows requests received
from the Government of Brazil and subsequent discussions with the Office of the
United States Trade Representative. The effective date of the final rule is April 11,
2013. Existing certificates of label approval that contain the term “Cachaça” and
do not comply with the regulations in 27 C.F.R. part 5 will be revoked by operation
of regulation on August 26, 2013. Section 5.35a (27 C.F.R. 5.35a) is effective
from April 11, 2013 to February 25, 2015.
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HHS issues final rule on importers of non-human primates
On February 15, 2013, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC),
Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) published in the Federal Register a final rule [Docket No. HHS/CDC-2011-0001) amending regulations for the
importation of live nonhuman primates (NHPs) by extending existing requirements
for the importation of Macaca fascicularis (cynomolgus), Chlorocebus aethiops
(African green), and Macaca mulatta (rhesus) monkeys to all NHPs with the exception of the filovirus testing requirement. Filovirus testing will only be required
for Old World NHPs in quarantine that have illness consistent with filovirus infection or that die for any reason other than trauma during quarantine. HHS/CDC is
also finalizing a provision to reduce the frequency at which importers of cynomolgus, African green, and rhesus monkeys are required to renew their special permits (from every 180 days to every 2 years). HHS/CDC is incorporating existing
guidelines into the regulations and adding new provisions to address the following: NHPs imported as part of an animal act; NHPs imported or transferred by
zoological societies; the transfer of NHPs from approved laboratories; and nonlive imported NHP products. Finally, HHS/CDC is also requiring that all NHPs be
imported only through ports of entry where a HHS/CDC quarantine station is located. The final rule is effective April 16, 2013

HHS issues final rule on import of infectious substances
On February 4, 2013, the CDC/HHS published in the Federal Register a final rule
[Docket No. CDC–2011–0007] amending the regulations regarding the importation of infectious biological agents, infectious substances, and vectors. The
amendments improve HHS/CDC’s ability to prevent the introduction, transmission, or spread of communicable diseases into the United States. The final rule is
effective April 5, 2013.

FDA announces prescription labeling initiative and seeks comments
On February 6, 2013, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published in
the Federal Register a notification of an initiative and a request for comments and
information [Docket No. FDA-2013-N-0059] regarding the establishment of a
docket to receive comments on the proposed implementation of FDA’s Prescription Drug Labeling Improvement and Enhancement Initiative and on a proposed
pilot project relating to the voluntary conversion of labeling to the “Physician Labeling Rule (PLR)” format described in the 2006 FDA final rule, “Requirements on
Content and Format of Labeling for Human Prescription Drug and Biological
Products.” The purpose of the initiative and the pilot project is to enhance the safe
and effective use of prescription drugs by facilitating optimal communication
through labeling. FDA is seeking public comment on this initiative, and the pilot
project, particularly from stakeholders who develop and use prescription drug labeling. Comments received from stakeholders will assist the FDA in identifying
and addressing feasibility and implementation issues associated with this initiative. Electronic or written comments must be submitted by March 8, 2013..

FDA issues final rule on food detention
On February 5, 2013, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) published in
the Federal Register a final rule that adopts, without change, the interim final rule
(IFR) entitled “Criteria Used to Order Administrative Detention of Food for Human
or Animal Consumption” that was published in the Federal Register on May 5,
2011, (the 2011 IFR). This final rule affirms the IFR’s change to the criteria for
ordering administrative detention of human or animal food as required by the FDA
Food Safety Modernization Act (FSMA). Under the new criteria, FDA can order an
25
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administrative detention if there is reason to believe that an article of food is adulterated or misbranded. This final rule does not make any changes to the regulatory requirements established by the IFR. The final regulation also responds to
comments submitted in response to the request for comments in the IFR. The
final rule was effective on publication.

FDA and other HHS Federal Register documents
The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) and the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) have posted the following Federal Register guides, notices
or documents which may be of interest to international traders:
F.R. Date

Feb. 4, 2013

Feb. 5, 2013

Feb. 8, 2013

Feb. 11, 2013

Feb. 13, 2013

Feb. 15, 2013

Feb. 19, 2013

Feb. 25, 2013
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FDA: International Conference on Harmonisation; Draft Guidance on S10
Photosafety Evaluation of Pharmaceuticals; Availability [Docket No. FDA–
2013–D–0068] (N)
HHS/Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Foreign Quarantine;
Import Regulations for Infectious Biological Agents, Infectious Substances, and Vectors [Docket No. CDC–2011–0007] (FR)
FDA: Criteria Used to Order Administrative Detention of Food for Human
or Animal Consumption [Docket No. FDA- 2011-N-0197] (FR)
FDA: Draft Guidance for Industry and Food and Drug Administration
Staff; Civil Money Penalties for Tobacco Retailers: Responses to Frequently Asked Questions; Availability [Docket No. FDA-2012-D-1083] (N)
FDA: International Drug Scheduling; Convention on Psychotropic Substances; World Health Organization Scheduling Recommendations for
Gamma-hydroxybutyric Acid [Docket No. FDA-2008-N-0448] (N)
FDA: Draft Joint Food and Drug Administration/Health Canada Quantitative Assessment of the Risk of Listeriosis From Soft-Ripened Cheese
Consumption in the United States and Canada [Docket No. FDA-2012-N1182] (N)
FDA: Food and Drug Administration/Xavier University PharmaLink Conference--Quality in a Global Supply Chain [Docket No. FDA-2013-N-0001]
Conference on March 12, 2013
FDA: Food and Drug Administration Food Safety Modernization Act: Proposed Rules to Establish Standards for the Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of Produce for Human Consumption and for Current
Good Manufacturing Practice and Hazard Analysis and Risk- Based Preventive Controls for Human Food; Public Meeting [Docket Nos. FDA2011-N-0920 and FDA-2011-N-0921] (H)
HHS/CDC: Control of Communicable Disease; Foreign - Requirements
for Importers of Nonhuman Primates (NHP) [Docket No. HHS/CDC-20110001] (FR)
FDA: Current Good Manufacturing Practice and Hazard Analysis and
Risk-Based Preventive Controls for Human Food; Extension of Comment
Period for Information Collection Provisions [Docket No. FDA-2011-N0920] (PR/E)
FDA: Standards for the Growing, Harvesting, Packing, and Holding of
Produce for Human Consumption; Extension of Comment Period for Information Collection Provisions [Docket No. FDA-2011-N-0921] (PR/E)
FDA: Guidance for Industry on Labeling for Human Prescription Drug and
Biological Products-- Implementing the Physician Labeling Rule Content
and Format Requirements; Availability [Docket No. FDA-2005-D-0153]
(formerly 2005D-0011) (N)
FDA: Guidance for Industry: Guidance on the Labeling of Certain Uses of
Lecithin Derived From Soy Under Section 403(w) of the Federal Food,
Drug, and Cosmetic Act; Withdrawal of Guidance [Docket No. FDA2006-D-0409] (formerly 2006D-0169) (N) Withdrawal
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FSIS posts Compliance Guideline
The Food Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) has posted the FSIS Compliance
Guideline: Controlling Meat and Poultry Products Pending FSIS Test Results
2013. The purpose of the guidance document is to help domestic establishments
and importers of record comply with the Food Safety and Inspection Service’s
(FSIS) new policy that product FSIS tests for adulterants will not be allowed to
move into commerce until acceptable results become available. Specifically, it
articulates:
•
•

•
•
•

Which products and FSIS sampling and testing programs are subject to
this policy;
How domestic establishments can meet FSIS’s requirement for meat and
poultry establishments to hold or control product when FSIS collects a
sample;
How an establishment determines the amount of product it needs to hold;
How importers of record can meet FSIS’s requirement to hold or control
product when FSIS collects a sample; and
How an importer of record determines the amount of product they need to
hold.

It is important to note that this Guideline represents FSIS’s current thinking on this
topic and should be considered usable as of its issuance. Guidelines will be continually updated to reflect the most current information available to FSIS and its
stakeholders.
The guidance is designed for all FSIS regulated meat and poultry establishments
and importers of record whose products are subject to:
•
•

FSIS verification testing for pathogens or chemical residues considered
adulterants in FSIS regulated products, and
FSIS verification of non-food safety consumer protection regulatory requirements (e.g., protein-fat-free and moisture in hams).

Therefore, this guidance applies to most products subject to FSIS verification testing with the exception of raw products subject to routine FSIS verification testing
for Salmonella or other pathogens (such as Campylobacter) and poultry carcasses or other raw poultry parts subject to routine FSIS verification testing for residues. The applicable domestic and import testing programs are outlined further in
the document.

FAS seeks comments on dairy TRQ import licensing program
On February 6, 2013, the Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS) published in the
Federal Register an advance notice of proposed rulemaking requesting public
comments on possible changes to the Dairy Tariff-Rate Import Quota (TRQ) Licensing Program. In particular, comments are invited on these questions: (1)
Does the historical and non-historical license system still serve a purpose? (2)
Should any provisions of the current regulation be modified in light of significant
advances in technology and telecommunications? (3) Should methods be developed for issuing licenses that would increase competition among importers? (4)
Should licenses be auctioned or issued on another basis? (5) Should section
6.25(b)(i) regarding historical license reductions be eliminated, revised, or indefinitely suspended? (6) Should the basis upon which license fees are assessed be
changed from the current flat-fee per license? (7) Should the deadlines for the
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surrender and reallocation of licenses in section 6.26 be changed to allow earlier
reallocations? FAS will consider comments that it receives by April 8, 2013.

APHIS and other USDA notices issued
During the past month, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS)
and other US Department of Agriculture (USDA) agencies issued the following
Federal Register notices during the past month which may be of interest to international traders. [USDA=Office of the Secretary, FAS=Foreign Agricultural Service, AMS=Agricultural Marketing Service, FSIS=Food Safety Inspection Service]:
F.R. Date

Feb. 5, 2013

Feb. 6, 2013

Feb. 7, 2013

Feb. 11, 2013
Feb. 12, 2013
Feb. 13, 2013

Feb. 27, 2013

Subject
FSIS: Codex Alimentarius Commission: Meeting of the Codex
Committee on Food Additives [Docket No. FSIS-2013-0006] (N/H)
AMS: National Organic Program; Proposed Amendments to the National
List of Allowed and Prohibited Substances (Crops and Processing) [Document Number AMS-NOP-12-0016; NOP-12-07PR] (PR)
AMS: Mango Promotion, Research, and Information Order; Nominations
of Foreign Producers and Election of Officers [Document No. AMS-FV12-0041] (PR)
APHIS: Importation of Fresh Citrus Fruit from Uruguay, Including Citrus
Hybrids and Fortunella spp., Into the Continental United States [Docket
No. APHIS-2011-0060] (PR)
FAS: Dairy Tariff-Rate Import Quota Licensing Program (Advance NPR)
APHIS: Notice of Decision To Authorize the Importation of Litchi, Longan,
and Rambutan From the Philippines Into the Continental United States
[Docket No. APHIS–2012–0005] (N)
APHIS: Importation of Fresh Bananas From the Philippines into the Continental United States [Docket No. APHIS–2011–0028] (FR)
APHIS: Importation of Horses from Contagious Equine Metritis-Affected
Countries [Docket No. APHIS-2008-0112] (FR)
APHIS: Importation of Plants for Planting [Docket No. APHIS-2008-0071]
(PR)
AMS: Watermelon Research and Promotion Plan; Importer Membership
Requirements [Document Number AMS-FV-11-0031] (PR)
APHIS: Notice of Decision to Issue Permits for the Importation of Strawberry Fruit From Egypt Into the Continental United States [Docket No.
APHIS-2012-0009] (N)
FSIS: Codex Alimentarius Commission: Meeting of the Codex Committee
on Contaminants in Foods [Docket No. FSIS-2013-0011] (N/H/RFC)

FAS GAIN reports
Below is a partial list of Global Agriculture Information Network (GAIN) reports
that were recently issued by the US Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS) in the Food
and Agricultural Import Regulations and Standards (FAIRS) series as well as other reports related to import or export requirements. These provide valuable information on regulatory standards, export guides, and MRL (maximum residue limits). Information about, and access to, other GAIN reports may be found at the
FAS GAIN reports website.
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•

China

Regulation on Inspection and Quarantine of Imp and Exp DairyProduc

•

China

Administrative Measures for Inspection of Imported Cotton (FNAL)

•

China

ATO Guangzhou assists industry in lowering tariffs for U.S. dried
fruit

•

Croatia

Almonds - VASP certificate

•

France

French Law Banning Bisphenol A in Food Containers Enacted

•

Germany

FAIRS - Narrative
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•

Hong Kong

Export Permit Required for Baby Formula

•

India

Aflatoxin regulations for export of peanuts and peanut products

•

India

Extension of time period for renewal of licenses and registration

•

India

Clearance Procedures for Imported Alcoholic Beverages

•

Indonesia

FAIRS - Narrative

•

Japan

New MRLs for Formetanate Hydrochloride and a New Additive

•

Mexico

Update 2013 Exporting to Mexico – Managing Border Entry Issues

•

Oman

FAIRS - Certification

•

Pakistan

FAIRS - Narrative

•

Portugal

Exporter Guide

•

Romania

Romania Softens Discriminatory Tax Regime for Imported Spirits

•

Romania

Romanian authorities begin investigations on mislabeled horse
meat

•

Russia

Development of a National Standard for Organic Products in Russia

•

Russia

Customs Union Publishes SPS Measures for Public Comment

•

Russia

FAIRS - Narrative

•

Spain

Exporter Guide Annual

•

Thailand

AMS Certification is Acceptable to Thai Authorities

•

Turkey

FAIRS - Narrative

•

Vietnam

Vietnam Revises List of Additives Approved for Use in Food

CITA adds products to Annex 3.25 of CAFTA-DR
On February 1, 2013, the Committee for the Implementation of Textile Agreements (CITA) published in the Federal Register a determination under the textile
and apparel commercial availability provision of the Dominican Republic- Central
America-United States Free Trade Agreement (CAFTA–DR) to add a product in
unrestricted quantities to Annex 3.25 of the CAFTA–DR Agreement, effective
from February 1, 2013. The CITA has determined that certain cotton/polyester
three-thread circular knit fleece fabric, as specified in the Federal Register determination, is not available in commercial quantities in a timely manner in the
CAFTA–DR countries.
On February 15, CITA published in the Federal Register a determination under
the textile and apparel commercial availability provision of CAFTA–DR to add a
product in unrestricted quantities to Annex 3.25 of the CAFTA–DR Agreement,
effective from February 15, 2013. CITA has determined that certain 3-layered
composite fabric, described more fully in the Federal Register document is not
available in commercial quantities in a timely manner in the CAFTA–DR countries.

ITA seeks US vendors for NextGen Solutions
On February 5, 2013, the International Trade Administration (ITA), Department of
Commerce published in the Federal Register a notice and request for responses
from US vendors capable of exporting goods or services for the implementation of
Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) solutions that meet the
requirements of the International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) Aviation
System Block Upgrade (ASBU) initiative. The NextGen solutions address the
ICAO ASBU-designated performance improvement areas of: (a) Airport opera29
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tions, (b) globally interoperable systems and data, (c) optimum capacity and flexible flights, and (d) efficient flight paths. In addition, this request seeks responses
from (e) the knowledge and service providers who can facilitate these solutions.
ITA is developing a web-based NextGen Solutions Vendors Guide intended to be
used by foreign air navigation service providers, airport operators, and governmental authorities to identify US goods and services that can be used to help implement ICAO consistent NextGen solutions. The guide will highlight the US producers and suppliers who indicate that they have products that can be used to
implement one or more of the listed NextGen solutions. The NextGen Solutions
Vendors Guide will support the President’s National Export Initiative by fostering
export opportunities for the US air navigation equipment and services industry.
US vendors capable of exporting goods or services relevant to the NextGen solutions outlined above that are interested in participating in the NextGen Solutions
Vendors Guide should self-identify by March 29, 2013.

FTC issues final energy labeling rule
On February 6, 2013, Federal Trade Commission (FTC) published in the Federal
Register a final rule to implement amendments to the Energy Labeling Rule for
disclosures to help consumers, distributors, contractors, and installers easily determine whether a specific furnace or central air conditioner meets applicable Department of Energy regional efficiency standards.
The FTC’s Energy Labeling Rule (Rule) (16 C.F.R. Part 305), issued pursuant to
the Energy Policy and Conservation Act (EPCA), requires energy labeling for major household appliances and other consumer products to help consumers compare competing models. When first published in 1979, the Rule applied to eight
product categories: refrigerators, refrigerator freezers, freezers, dishwashers, water heaters, clothes washers, room air conditioners, and furnaces. The FTC has
since expanded the Rule’s coverage to include central air conditioners, heat
pumps, plumbing products, lighting products, ceiling fans, certain types of water
heaters, and televisions.
The amendments published in the final rule are effective on March 15, 2013.
However, the rule does not require implementation of the new disclosures until
the final compliance dates for the Department of Energy (DOE) regional standards. Thus, if the DOE standards are postponed or vacated for any reason, the
applicable labeling rules will not apply until DOE reissues a final compliance date.

Government procurement: DoD waiver for certain UK defense items
On February 14, 2013, the Department of Defense (DoD) published in the Federal
Register a notice waiving the statutory limitation of 10 U.S.C. 2534 for certain defense items produced in the United Kingdom (UK). The law limits DoD procurement of certain items to sources in the national technology and industrial base.
The waiver will permit procurement of the items listed from sources in the UK,
unless otherwise restricted by statute. These items are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
30
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Gyrocompasses.
Electronic navigation chart systems.
Steering controls.
Pumps.
Propulsion and machinery control systems.
Totally enclosed lifeboats.
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The waiver is effective beginning March 1, 2013 and continuing until February 28,
2014.

FCC issues final rule on International Settlements Policy reform
On February 15, 2013, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) published in the Federal Register a final rule [IB Docket No. 11-80; FCC 12-145]
which eliminates the International Settlements Policy (ISP) and applies a modified
version to Cuba. The FCC amends its rules and procedures to enhance its ability
to respond to foreign carriers’ anticompetitive behavior in and timely and effective
manner. Eliminating the ISP will enable more market-based arrangements between US and foreign carriers on all US-international routes giving US consumers
competitive pricing when they make international calls. The FCC also adopts certain limited measures to improve its ability to protect US consumers from the effects of anticompetitive conduct by foreign carriers. The rule is effective on
March 18, 2013 except for §45.51(d) which contains information collection requirements that have not been approved by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB). The Commission will publish a document in the Federal Register announcing the effective date of that rule change.

Federal Register documents
The following Federal Register documents which may be of interest to international traders were published during the past month by various Federal agencies:
F.R. Date

Feb. 1, 2013

Feb. 4, 2013

Feb. 6, 2013

Feb. 7, 2013
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Energy: Energy Conservation Program: Energy Conservation Standards
for Small, Large, and Very Large Commercial Package Air Conditioning
and Heating Equipment [EERE–2013–BT–STD–0007] (RFI and notice
of document availability)
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial
Equipment: Public Meeting and Availability of the Framework Document
for Commercial and Industrial Fans and Blowers [Docket No. EERE–
2013–BT–STD–0006] (N) public meeting and availability of the Framework Document)
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial
Equipment: Public Meeting and Availability of the Framework Document
for Commercial and Industrial Pumps [Docket No. EERE–2011–BT–
STD–0031] RIN 1904–AC54] (N) public meeting and availability of the
Framework Document.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Alpha-Cypermethrin; Pesticide
Tolerances [EPA–HQ–OPP–2010–0234; FRL–9376–1] (FR)
EPA: 2-Pyrrolidone, 1-Ethenyl-, Polymer With Ethenol; Tolerance Exemption [EPA–HQ–OPP–2012–0789; FRL–9376–1] (FR)
Energy: Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Microwave
Ovens (Active Mode) [Docket No. EERE–2010–BT–TP–0023] (PR)
Energy: Energy Conservation Program for Consumer Products: Test
Procedures for Residential Furnaces and Boilers [Docket No. EERE–
2013–BT–TP–0008] (PR) (N) of meeting
EPA: Endosulfan; Pesticide Tolerance [EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-0104; FRL9363-1] - Order Reestablishing Tolerance
EPA: Thiacloprid; Pesticide Tolerances [EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0311; FRL9374-9] (FR)
EPA: Product Cancellation Order for Certain Pesticide Registrations
[EPA–HQ–OPP–2010–0014; FRL–9377–1] (N)
EPA: Chlorpyrifos Registration Review; Preliminary Evaluation of the
Potential Risk From Volatilization; Notice of Availability [EPA-HQ-OPP2008-0850; FRL-9376-5]
Energy: Energy Conservation Program: Test Procedures for Residential
Clothes Dryers [Docket No. EERE–2011–BT–TP–0054] (Supp. NPR)
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F.R. Date

Feb. 8, 2013

Feb. 11, 2013

Feb. 13, 2013

Feb. 15, 2013

Feb. 19, 2013

Feb. 20, 2013

Feb. 21, 2013

Feb. 22, 2013
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Subject
Energy: Energy Conservation Program for Consumer Products and Certain Commercial and Industrial Equipment: Proposed Determination of
Commercial and Industrial Compressors as Covered Equipment [Docket
No. EERE–2012–BT–DET–0033] (RO)
EPA: Glycine max Herbicide-resistant Acetolactate Synthase; Exemption
from the Requirement of a Tolerance [EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0795; FRL9376-4] (FR)
EPA: Hexythiazox; Pesticide Tolerances [EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0916;
FRL-9376-9] (FR)
EPA: Notice of Receipt of Pesticide Products; Registration Applications
to Register New Uses [EPA-HQ-OPP-2013-0025; FRL-9376-8] (N)
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Consumer Products: Energy
Conservation Standards for Residential Boilers [Docket No. EERE–
2012–BT–STD–0047] (PR) Framework Document available
EPA: Pesticides; Draft Guidance for Pesticide Registrants on Antimicrobial Pesticide Products With Mold-Related Label Claims; Notice of Availability; Extension of Comment Period [EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0539; FRL9377-9]
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA): Federal Motor
Vehicle Safety Standards; Air Brake Systems [Docket No. NHTSA-20130011] (FR)
EPA: Pesticide Products; Registration Applications for a New Active
Ingredient [EPA-HQ-OPP-2013-0026; FRL-9378-5] (N)
Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA), Commerce: BE- 605: Quarterly
Survey of Foreign Direct Investment in the United States -- Transactions
of U.S. Affiliate with Foreign Parent [Docket No. 130131092-3092-01]
(N)
BEA: BE-577: Quarterly Survey of U.S. Direct Investment Abroad-- Direct Transactions of U.S. Reporter with Foreign Affiliate [Docket No.
130103005-3005-01] (N)
EPA: Receipt of Several Pesticide Petitions Filed for Residues of Pesticide Chemicals in or on Various Commodities [EPA-HQ-OPP-20130023; FRL-9378-4] (N)
Federal Communications Commission: International Settlements Policy
Reform [IB Docket No. 11-80; FCC 12-145] (FR)
Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA): Pilot Project on
NAFTA Trucking Provisions [Docket No FMCSA-2011-0097] (N)
EPA: 3-decen-2-one; Exemption from the Requirement of a Tolerance
[EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0065; FRL-9378-1] (FR)
EPA: Certain New Chemicals; Receipt and Status Information [EPA-HQOPPT-2013-0053; FRL-9377-4] (N)
EPA: Product Cancellation Order for Certain Pesticide Registrations
[EPA–HQ–OPP–2009–1017; FRL–9377–2] (N)
EPA: Notice of Receipt of Requests to Voluntarily Cancel Certain Pesticide Registrations [EPA-HQ-OPP-2009-1017; FRL-9378-9] (N)
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial
Equipment: Commercial and Industrial Pumps [Docket No. EERE-2011BT-STD-0031] (E)
EPA: Regulation of Fuels and Fuel Additives: 2013 Renewable Fuel
Standards; Public Hearing [EPA–HQ–OAR–2012–0546; FRL–9784-4]
(H/E)
EPA: Renewable Fuel Standards Renewable Identification Number
(RIN) Quality Assurance Program [EPA-HQ-OAR-2012-0621; FRL9758-7] (PR)
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS): Endangered and Threatened Wildlife
and Plants; Listing Three Foreign Macaw Species [Docket No. FWS–
R9–ES–2012–0013; FWS–R9–ES–2011–0101] (PR/RO)
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial
Equipment: Public Meeting and Availability of the Framework Document
for Packaged Terminal Air Conditioners and Packaged Terminal Heat
Pumps [Docket No. EERE–2012–BT–STD–0029] (N/H/PR)
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F.R. Date

Feb. 25, 2013

Feb. 26, 2013

Feb. 27, 2013

Feb. 28, 2013

Subject
Energy: Energy Efficiency Program for Commercial and Industrial
Equipment: Public Meeting and Availability of the Framework Document
for Commercial and Industrial Fans and Blowers [Docket No. EERE2013-BT-STD-0006] (E)
EPA: Notice of Receipt of Requests to Voluntarily Cancel Certain Pesticide Registrations [EPA-HQ-OPP-2010-0014; FRL-9378-7] (N)
EPA: Proposed Significant New Use Rules on Certain Chemical Substances [EPA-HQ-OPPT-2012-0727; FRL-9376-7] (PR)
Energy: Energy Conservation Program for Consumer Products: Energy
Conservation Standards for Residential Water Heaters [Docket Number
EERE-2012-BT-STD-0022] (PR/H)
Labor: National Advisory Committee for Labor Provisions of U.S. Free
Trade Agreements; Notice of Open Meeting on March 19, 2013
EPA: Acetochlor; Pesticide Tolerances [EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0302; FRL9377-6] (FR)
EPA: Pyraflufen-ethyl; Pesticide Tolerances [EPA-HQ-OPP-2011-1002;
FRL-9379-6] (FR)
EPA: Pyroxasulfone; Pesticide Tolerances [EPA-HQ-OPP-2012-0308;
FRL-9379-9] (FR)
EPA: Receipt of Several Pesticide Petitions Filed for Residues of Pesticide Chemicals in or on Various Commodities [EPA-HQ-OPP-20130023; FRL-9380-2] (N/RFC)
EPA: Diflubenzuron; Receipt of Application for Emergency Exemption;
Solicitation of Public Comment [EPA-HQ-OPP-2013-0092; FRL-9379-2]
(N)
Energy: Energy Conservation Program: Availability of the Preliminary
Technical Support Document for General Service Fluorescent Lamps
and Incandescent Reflector Lamps [Docket No. EERE–2011–BT–STD–
0006] (N/H)
Energy: Energy Conservation Program for High-Intensity Discharge
Lamps: Public Meeting and Availability of the Interim Technical Support
Document [Docket No. EERE–2010–BT–STD–0043] (N/H)
FWS: Conference of the Parties to the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES); Sixteenth Regular Meeting; Tentative U.S. Negotiating Positions for Agenda
Items and Species Proposals Submitted by Foreign Governments and
the CITES Secretariat [FWS–R9–IA–2011–0087; FF09A30000
FXIA16710900000 134] (N)

ITA/Commerce lists scope rulings
On February 8, 2013, the International Trade Administration (ITA), Department of
Commerce, published in the Federal Register a list of scope rulings and anticircumvention determinations made between July 1, 2012 and September 30, 2012.
ITA intends to publish future lists after the close of the next calendar quarter.

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

The Americas - South America
Argentina
Boletin Oficial publications
The following Decrees, Administrative Decisions and Resolutions (Res.) which
may be of interest to international traders were published in the Boletin Oficial de
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la Republica Argentina (Official Gazette) or the Customs Bulletin during the period
covered by this Update [Unofficial translation].
BO Date

Feb. 1, 2013

Feb. 7, 2013

Feb. 8, 2013

Feb. 13, 2013

Feb. 14, 2013

Feb. 18, 2013

Feb. 19, 2013

Feb. 22, 2013

Feb. 25, 2013

Subject
Administración Nacional de Medicamentos, Alimentos y Tecnología
Médica (ANMATM): Disp. № 637/2013 (Jan. 30, 2013) prohibiting the
sale and use of the named product
ANMATM: Disp. № 638/2013 (Jan. 30, 2013) prohibiting the sale and
use of the named product
Decree 140/2013 (Feb. 4, 2013) exemption from the payment of import
duty and other taxes on products from countries participating in the
International Fair of Northern Argentina “FERINOA 2013”, to be held in
the city of Salta, Province of Salta.
AFIP: Gen. Res. 3441 (Feb. 7, 2013) Foreign Trade Single Window –
amendment modifying the management guidelines for advance
payments abroad (DAPE) contained in Gen. Res. 3417
ANMATM: Desp. № 854/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 855/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 856/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 860/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 857/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 858/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 859/2013 (Feb. 6, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
Financial Information Unit: Res. № 29/2013 (Feb. 15, 2013) (Prevention
of Terrorist Financing) Duty to Report "Suspicious events or
transactions." Means and opportunity. Administrative freezing of assets;
UNSCR 1267.
Financial Information Unit: Res. № 30/2013 (Feb. 15, 2013) (Prevention
of Terrorist Financing) Exchange of information between national
specific controller, similar foreign agencies, financial intelligence units
and agencies of foreign counterparts.
ANMATM: Desp. № 984/2013 (Feb. 15, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 1044/2013 (Feb. 18, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization and use of certain products
ANMATM: Desp. № 1045/2013 (Feb. 18, 2013) Prohibiting the
commercialization of medicines and medical specialties
AFIP: Gen. Res. № 3442 (Feb. 18, 2013) Export destinations for
natural gas consumption; determination of taxable value
Environment and Sustainable Dev.: Res. № 95/2013 (Feb. 13, 2013)
Exceptions to the ban on import of species and subspecies of wildlife

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.
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Brazil
Diário Oficial da União publications
The following notices, Ordinances (Portarias), Circulars and Resolutions of interest to international traders were published in the Diário Oficial da União (Official
Gazette) during the period covered by this Update.
DOU Date

Subject

Camex Res. № 03 of February 5, 2013 Changes the alternate representative of the Ministry of Finance in the Finance Committee and the
Export Guarantee - COFIG
Camex Res. № 06 of February 5, 2013 Provides for the Brazilian Nomenclature Detailing (DBN) and establishing the Technical Group
Management Detailing Brazilian Nomenclature - GDBN
Camex Res. № 07 of February 5, 2013 Dismisses the request for reconsideration against the CAMEX Resolution 77, of 29 October 2012
Feb. 2, 2013
Camex Res. № 08 of February 5, 2013 Dismisses the request for reconsideration against the CAMEX Resolution 77, of 29 October 2012
Camex Res. № 09 of February 5, 2013 Changes to 2% (two percent)
the rates of import duty levied on goods Informatics and Telecommunications, on condition of Ex-tariff
Camex Res. № 10 of February 5, 2013 Changes to 2% (two percent)
and 0% (zero percent) until December 31, 2013, the rates of the Import
Tax on Capital Goods on condition of Ex-tariff
Camex Res. № 11 of February 6, 2013 Amends List Exceptions to the
Feb. 7, 2013
Brazilian MERCOSUR Common External Tariff.
Secex Ordinance № 03 of 07 February 2013 - DOU of 08/02/2013.
Rectified in the DOU of 02/14/2013. Treats of the Protocol Service of
the Bureau of Foreign Trade.
Camex Res. № 12 of February 7, 2013 Establishes procedure for pubFeb. 8, 2013 lic consultation on the Common External Tariff of Mercosur Exception
List - LETEC and Transitory elevations List of Common External Tariff
for reasons of trade imbalances derived from the international economic situation, as attachments to this Resolution.
Correction: Feb. 22, 2013

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

Chile
National Customs postings and Diario Oficial
The following documents, which may be of interest to international traders were
posted to the National Customs Service (NCS – Servicio Nacional de Aduanas)
website or published in the Diario Oficial de la República de Chile (Official Gazette) or [Partial list; Unofficial translation].
Date

Subject

NCS: Circular № 0006 providing approval for import of “switch técnico”
used in pesticides
NCS: Circular № 0011 relating to Valuation and terms “freight” and
“THC” – terminal handling charges
8 Jan. 2013
NCS: Circular № 0012 relating to the format and error in translating of
4 Jan. 2013

the Certificate of Origin for the Chile – Malaysia FTA

14 Jan. 2013 NCS: Circular № 0643 Accurate processing instructions that covers
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Date

17 Jan. 2013
28 Jan. 2013
29 Jan. 2013
31 Jan. 2013

6 Feb. 2013

21 Feb. 2013
25 Feb. 2013
26 Feb. 2013

Subject
goods in DIN presumption of abandonment
NCS: Res. № 0802 (17 Jan. 2013) Amendment to Annex No. 51-32 of
the Compendium of Customs Regulations, on account codes

NCS: Res. № 1081 (28 Jan. 2013) approving the Draft Regulatory
Agenda for 2013
NCS: Circular № 0032 Instructions for delayed registration (input) of
completed requirements on the DTI system
NCS: Circular № 0034 Updating instructions in Circ. № 315 (29 Oct.
1997) to add imports of ozone depleting hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFC)
Hacienda: Decree № 9 declaring the international fair: “Expo Eficiencia
Energética AChEE 2013”
th
Hacienda: Decree № 34 declaring the international fair: “17 IPRAS
World Congress-Santiago 2013”
NCS: Res. № 1637 (12 Feb. 2013) Amending the Compendium of Customs Standards
Hacienda: Decree № 66 - applied rebates of customs duties for the
import of raw sugar, refined sugar grades 1 and 2, and refined sugar
grades 3 and 4, and substandard
NCS:Res. № 2504 (Apr. 5, 2012) - Amending the Compendium of Customs Standards

Classification opinions and classification and valuation decisions
Classification opinions (dictámenes) from 1993 to 2009, Advance Classification
Rulings (Resolutions) for 2010-2013 and Classification and Valuation decisions
(fallos) at the first and second instance levels from 2003 to the present are available on the Chilean National Customs Service website.

Asia-Pacific
[Please note that material pertaining to the Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC) and the new Customs Union between Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan is
shown under EUROPE.]

Australia
Implementation of the Customs Tariff Amendment (Schedule 4) Act
2012
Australian Customs and Border Protection (ACBP) Notice 2013/07 of 14 February
2013 provides information on the new standing by-laws and other instruments
that will take effect on 1 March 2013, as part of the Schedule 4 implementation
contained in the Customs Tariff Amendment (Schedule 4) Act 2012.
Standing by-laws are set out in the Schedule of Concessional Instruments Part II
(SCI Part II) of the Customs Tariff Working Pages. All standing by-laws linked to
Schedule 4 items will be repealed from 1 March 2013 and new by-laws will be
issued, as required. In many instances, existing by-laws applicable to similar or
related goods have been combined. Where a standing by-law is redundant or has
had no usage in the last three years, or the parent item is being revoked without
replacement, a new by-law has not been created. For goods entered on or after 1
March 2013, it will be necessary to use the appropriate new by-laws, with the relevant treatment code or reference number on import declarations.
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Holders of cheese and curd quota instruments may continue to use these instruments until 30 June 2013. Further advice concerning administrative arrangements
for these quota instruments will be provided prior to that date.
AusIndustry Determinations made for the purposes of current item 71 of Schedule
4 to the Customs Tariff give effect to decisions to grant tariff concessions under
the Enhanced Project By-law Scheme (EPBS). The legislation that gives effect to
the changes to Schedule 4 includes provisions that deem any item 71 determinations, in effect on 1 March 2013, to be item 44 determinations in respect of goods
entered for home consumption after that date.
Certain Inputs to Manufacture (CIM) concessions are given effect through AusIndustry Determinations made for the purposes of item 57 or item 60 (new items 46
and 47, respectively) of Schedule 4 to the Customs Tariff. CIM concessions that
would have been in effect on 1 March 2013 but for the changes to Schedule 4 will
be repealed on and from that day. AusIndustry has written to those importers
holding CIM concessions and will continue to communicate with them concerning
the process for granting new CIM concessions for goods entered for home consumption on and from 1 March 2013.
ACBP will progressively publish guidelines for comment, for each new Schedule 4
item, through the tariff public advice system. This can be accessed on the tariff
public advice products page.

Submissions to dumping and subsidisation investigations
Australian Customs Dumping Notice (ACDN) No. 2013/17 of 7 February 2013,
provides details of the procedures and time limits to be used by interested parties
in lodging submissions in dumping or subsidization investigations. The ACDN
explains the how to file, redact and mark “public” and “For Official Use Only”
(confidential information) submissions as well as the formats that may be used.
All non-confidential copies of submissions received from interested parties will be
placed on the Customs and Border Protection website ‘Electronic Public Record’
(EPR) page.

Australia announces new sanctions against Iran
On 10 January 2013, Australian Foreign Minister Bob Carr announced further
Australian sanctions on Iran, affecting the financial, trade, energy and transport
sectors. The sanctions include financial and travel restrictions on additional individuals and entities active in the oil, gas and financial sectors or related to Iran’s
WMD proliferation activities.
They include new measures prohibiting:
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•

financial transactions between Australian and Iranian banks, including the
Central Bank of Iran, unless authorised in advance;

•

export of additional materials and the provision of services relevant to
Iran’s nuclear and ballistic programs, and to industries controlled by the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps;

•

import of natural gas from Iran and the provision of related services, and
broadening restrictions on export of key equipment for the Iranian oil, gas
and petrochemical industries; and

•

use of Australian vessels for transport or storage of Iranian petrochemical
products; construction of new oil tankers for Iran and supply of key naval

Baker & McKenzie

equipment and technology for ship building and maintenance; and flagging and classification services for Iranian tankers and cargo vessels.
The additional measures are broadly aligned with those introduced by the European Union and other countries. The Government will seek public comment on an
exposure draft of proposed amendments to the Autonomous Sanctions Regulations 2011 before the new sanctions are formally implemented.

Customs and Border Protection CEO announced
The Minister for Home Affairs Jason Clare has announced the appointment of
Michael Pezzullo as Chief Executive Officer of the Australian Customs and Border
Protection Service. Mr Pezzullo has been Acting CEO since September 2012 and
prior to that was Chief Operating Officer since July 2009. Prior to joining Customs
and Border Protection, Mr Pezzullo was Deputy Secretary Strategy in the Department of Defence.

ACBP notices and advices
The following ACBP Notices (ACN) (other than anti-dumping and countervailing
duty) and Cargo advices (ACCA) were issued during the period covered by this
Update:
Date

Series and №

14 Feb. 2013 ACN 2013/07

Title
Implementation of the Customs Tariff Amendment
(Schedule 4) Act 2012 Arrangements for Customs Bylaws and Other Instruments

Australian Tariff Precedents
The Australian Customs and Border Protection Service (ACBP) publishes and
posts its Tariff Precedent Files. Tariff Precedents are considered statements from
Customs made to provide guidance on various classification issues.

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

China (including Hong Kong SAR)
Hong Kong proposes updated safety standards for toys and children’s products
On January 21, 2013, the Government of Hong Kong issued a press release announcing that it was proposing to adopt up-to-date safety standards promulgated
by the relevant standards institutions for toys and eight types of children's products designated under the Toys and Children's Products Safety Ordinance (Cap
424).
The Toys and Children's Products Safety Ordinance stipulates that no person
shall manufacture, import or supply any toy or designated children's product unless it complies in all respects with the safety standards listed in the Ordinance.
The standards stipulated are mostly international standards or standards adopted
in major economies. The Government keeps in view updates to the standards so
as to apply up-to-date and operative versions to products supplied in Hong Kong.
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The safety standards stipulated for toys and for eight types of children's products,
namely "babies' dummies", "baby walking frames", "bunk beds for domestic use",
"child safety barriers for domestic use", "children's cots for domestic use", "children's paints", "playpens for domestic use" and "wheeled child conveyances",
have been updated. The Government proposes to adopt up-to-date versions of
those safety standards and is consulting the public. Details of the proposal are
stated in an information note available on the website of the Commerce, Industry
and Tourism Branch of the Commerce and Economic Development Bureau
(CEDB). .

Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

India
Custom House Agents requirements
On 6 February 2013, the Central Board of Excise & Customs (CBEC) issued Circular № 06/2013-Customs to implement the decision of the Supreme Court in
Sunil Kohli and others vs. Union of India and others (Civil Appeal Nos. 4053-4061
of 2012 [arising out of SLP (C) Nos 19124-19132 of 2010]) decided 27 April 2012.
In that case, the Supreme Court held that those who had passed the examination
under Customs House Agents Licensing Regulations, 1984 do not have to again
appear for examination under the Customs House Agents Licensing Regulations
2004 (CHALR 2004). Accordingly, the CBEC has decided to delete Para 8.1 and
Para 8.2 of Circular No. 9/2010- Customs dated 08.04.2010. The implication of
this modification of Circular No. 9/2010- Customs dated 08 April 2010, is that the
Customs shall no longer insist that persons who have passed the examination
under the 1984 Regulations have to additionally qualify in the new subjects given
below.
•

The Patents Act, 1970 and Indian Copyright Act 1957;

•

Central Excise Act, 1944;

•

Export promotion schemes;

•

Procedure on appeal and revision petition;

•

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988;

•

Online filing of electronic Customs declarations;

•

Narcotics Drug and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985; and

•

Foreign Exchange management Act, 1999.

Thus, subject to fulfilment of all others requirements such persons will now be
directly eligible for grant of CHA license.

Other CBEC notifications, circulars and instructions
The following Central Board of Excise and Customs (CBEC) Customs notifications (NT-non tariff, T-tariff), circulars (Circ) and instructions (other than antidumping, countervailing duty, safeguard, foreign currencies, administrative matters) were issued during the period covered by this Update:
Date

Series and №

6 Feb. 2013 19/2013 Cust (NT)
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Subject
Customs House Agents Licensing (Amendment)
Regulations, 2013.
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Date

13 Feb. 2013
15 Feb. 2013
18 Feb. 2013
19 Feb. 2013
20 Feb. 2013

Series and №

Subject

Cir. 06/2013 Customs Issue of Custom House Agent License
Catalyst for plant, machinery or equipment and
Not.03/2013 Cus. (T)
catalyst for initial charge have been imported
21/2013 Cus. (NT)
Tariff value of certain commodities
5- goods when imported into India against a Post
05-06/2013 Cus. (T)
Export EPCG duty credit scrip
07/2013 Cus (T)
Amends Not. № 05-06/2013 Cus.(T)
Long Range Surface to Air Missile (LR-SAM) Pro08/2013 Cus.(T),
gramme of Ministry of Defence

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

Malaysia
Customs rulings
Monthly compendiums of Customs classification rulings (with images where
available) are available on the recently redesigned Royal Malaysian Customs Department website. Although the rulings are written in Malay, the product is usually
listed in English and there are often English language descriptions and references
to rulings in English from other Customs administrations. The rulings may be
found under the topic: Keputusan Ketetapan Kastam.

Myanmar (Burma)
Laws
The Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (Union Assembly) of Myanmar enacted a number of important laws in 2012 including needed reforms of labor laws, foreign exchange,
and environmental conservation.
The law that garnered the most attention, by far, was Myanmar’s long awaited
new Foreign Investment Law (FIL) which came into effect on 2 November 2012,
with a number of amendments suggested by President Thein Sein being incorporated in the version passed into law. The FIL clarifies some issues for investors
and creates new incentives for investment in Myanmar. Yet, it also extends the
powers and remit of the Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC”), whose task is
to approve and oversee foreign investment. Read Baker & McKenzie’s Myanmar
Center’s analysis of the law by clicking here. Further information is available from
the Myanmar Center.
Please see the Baker & McKenzie Myanmar Center February Newsletter for a list
of pending bills.
Key laws promulgated in 2012 were:
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
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Name
The Settlement of Labour Disputes Law
Environment Conservation Law
The Foreign Exchange Management law
Essential Goods and Services Law
Import-Export Law
The Foreign Investment Law

Law No.
5/2012
9/2012
12/2012
13/2012
17/2012
21/2012

Baker & McKenzie

New Foreign Investment Regulations in Myanmar
On 31 January 2013, the Ministry of National Planning and Economic Development (MNPED) and the Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC) each published
Notifications under the Foreign Investment Law (FIL). These notifications combine to provide a fairly clear overall framework for foreign investment in Myanmar
both in terms of process and in terms of what foreigners can invest in and on what
basis. There are, however, some ambiguities, especially in the description and
scope of individual investment activities which will perhaps be resolved as investment goes ahead. We will issue a second alert on some of the more detailed
provisions of the MNPED Rules affecting the ongoing administration of investments.
For details, please see our Myanmar Center’s latest Client Alert: New Foreign
Investment Regulations in Myanmar Part 1, which summarizes the Notifications
and discusses the investment approval process, investment categories and nonpermitted activities, approvals needed, reserved activities, etc.

New Zealand
NZ moves forward with plain packaging of tobacco products
On 19 February 2013, the New Zealand Government official website announced
that the Government has decided it will bring in legislation to put tobacco products
into plain packaging. In April last year the Government had agreed 'in principle' to
introduce a plain packaging regime in alignment with Australia pending the outcome of a public consultation process. The public consultation closed on 5 October 2012 and Cabinet considered a report on the consultation outcomes on Monday.
Plain packaging for tobacco will mean cigarette packs and tobacco pouches will
have much larger pictorial health warnings and be stripped of the marketing imagery tobacco companies use to promote their products. The colours and design
of the packs will be standardised in regulations designed to maximise the impact
of the health warnings. Tobacco brand names will have to be printed in standard
type fonts and sizes.
The Associate Minister of Health said the consultation process generated about
300 substantive written submissions as well as a further 20,000 plus postcards,
form letters and signatures on petitions either in support or opposing plain packaging.
New Zealand is on track to be the second country in the world to legislate for plain
packaging and, like Australia, expects legal challenges. The Cabinet has decided
that the Government will wait and see what happens with Australia’s legal cases,
making it a possibility that if necessary, enactment of New Zealand legislation
and/or regulations could be delayed pending those outcomes.
[Note: On 20 February 2013, the US Chamber of Commerce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the Emergency Committee for American Trade, the
United States Council for International Business, the National Foreign Trade
Council, the Transatlantic Business Council and the US-ASEAN Business Council
issued a statement indicating that they are “deeply disturbed” about the announcement that New Zealand will introduce legislation that mandates the plain
packaging of all tobacco products. The organizations indicated that while they
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“respect the right of New Zealand to regulate in the public interest, but this approach is contrary to regulatory best practices and will violate New Zealand’s international trade obligations, while facilitating illicit trade and counterfeiting. Above
all, there is no compelling evidence that it will actually advance the public interest.”]

NZ seeks to strengthen trade ties with Latin America
On 25 February 2013, the New Zealand Government official website announced
that Prime Minister Key will lead a trade delegation to Mexico, Colombia, Chile
and Brazil from March 4-14 as part of the Government’s increased focus on
strengthening bilateral relations, and capitalising on trade opportunities, with the
Latin America nations. Mr Key will be the first foreign leader to be hosted by the
new President of Mexico, Enrique Peña Nieto, and the first New Zealand Prime
Minister to make an official visit to Colombia.

JBMS functions available from April 2013 On 18 February 2013, New
Zealand Customs Service (NZCS) announced that key functions of the Joint Border Management System (JBMS) Trade Single Window will be progressively
available to industry from April 2013. The JBMS will ultimately provide the import
and export industry with a single electronic point of contact with New Zealand
border agencies. Trade Single Window will enable industry to deal directly with
government agencies for customs and biosecurity requirements, and Customs
and the Ministry for Primary Industries (MPI) can more effectively manage risks
for goods crossing the border.
. The implementation approach will:
•

allow thorough testing and performance assurance of each stage before
moving to the next

•

ensure that the border clearance activities of Customs and MPI are not
compromised during the changeover

•

ensure that there is the least possible interruption to industry.

Click here for Joint Border Management System 2013 Questions and Answers.

Import entry guidelines for goods purchased on CIF or similar basis
New Zealand Customs Service (NZCS) e-Newsletter Issue 188, 8 February 2013
contains NZCS import entry guidelines on how to account for international transportation and insurance costs, where goods have been sold for export to New
Zealand on a Cost Insurance and Freight (CIF) or similar basis. These guidelines
are set out below and should be used by anyone lodging import entries to ensure
that a consistent approach is followed.
Note: the treatment applied under (3) below should not be taken as the default
option. All reasonable steps must be taken to obtain a breakdown of individual
costs before the import entry is submitted on the basis of the third option below.
NZCS states that it will continue to actively confirm the validity and accuracy of
import entries irrespective of the treatment adopted.
Treatment of different import entry situations
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1. All costs are identified separately - If the cost of the goods and costs of international transportation and insurance are identified separately; the Customs value of
the goods must be determined, and the Customs value along with the costs of
international transportation and insurance should be entered into the relevant
fields of the import entry.
2. No breakdown of costs are provided- If the cost of the goods and costs of international transportation and insurance are bundled into a single figure; the person lodging the import entry should take all reasonable steps to obtain a breakdown of the transportation and insurance costs in respect of the shipment, supported by suitable evidence, before completing the relevant fields of the import
entry.
3. Breakdown of costs cannot be obtained - If the person lodging the import entry
has exhausted all reasonable avenues to obtain the breakdown of costs, e.g.
through making enquiries with the importer, seller or freight forwarder; the import
entry may be treated in the following way:
a) Provided that the cost of the goods and costs of international transportation
and insurance are included in the bundled price, the total CIF price (including any required additions) may be declared as the Customs value. A value
of $0.00 may be entered in the freight and insurance fields of the import entry; or
b) The Customs value must be established by proceeding sequentially through
the other methods of Customs valuation (refer Schedule 2 of the Customs
and Excise Act 1996) until the Customs value can be determined. A written
independent quote with the same shipping route must also be obtained
from a freight forwarder in relation to the shipment. The determined Customs value and quoted transportation and insurance costs are then to be
entered into the appropriate fields of the import entry.
For either treatment detailed in (3) above, the person lodging the import entry
must make a brief comment in the remarks field specifying which treatment has
been applied.

Europe
European Union and EFTA
EU to provisionally apply trade agreement with Peru from 1 March
On 28 February 2013, the Official Journal published a notice concerning the provisional application between the European Union and Peru, of the Trade Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of the one part, and
Colombia and Peru, of the other part
The Trade Agreement between the European Union and its Member States, of
the one part, and Colombia and Peru, of the other part, signed in Brussels on 26
June 2012, shall, pursuant to its Article 330(3), be provisionally applied between
the European Union and Peru as from 1 March 2013. By virtue of Article 3(1) of
the Council Decision of 31 May 2012 on the signing and provisional application of
the Agreement, the EU does not apply provisionally Article 2, Article 202(1) and
Articles 291 and 292 of the Agreement, pending the completion of the procedures
for its conclusion.
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EU establishes transitional measures for sugar sector when Croatia’s accession
On 27 February 2013, the Official Journal published Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 170/2013 of 25 February 2013 laying down transitional
measures in the sugar sector by reason of the accession of Croatia. Croatia’s accession is due to occur 1 July 2013. Because the 2012/2013 marketing year will
be under national arrangements, transitional arrangements are necessary to
change over from the production and trade arrangements in force in Croatia to
those provided for in Regulation (EC) No 1234/2007. Consequently, the provisions on minimum beet prices, inter-professional agreements, production charge,
quota system and quota allocation provided for in Articles 49, 50, 51, Article
55(1)(b) and Article 56 of Regulation (EC) No 1234/2007 will not apply to Croatia
in the marketing year 2012/2013.
There is a considerable risk of disruption on the markets in the sugar sector by
products being introduced into Croatia before its accession to the Union for speculation purposes. Provisions facilitating the transition have been drafted to avoid
such speculative movements or other market disturbances. Specific rules are included to take into account the particularities of the sugar sector.
Other provisions are included to prevent operators from circumventing the application of charges on certain sugar products in free circulation by placing goods
which have been already released for free circulation in the Union as constituted
at 30 June 2013 or in Croatia before its accession under a suspensive regime,
either in temporary storage or under one of the treatments or procedures referred
to in Article 4(15)(b) and (16)(b) to (g) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92 of
12 October 1992 establishing the Community Customs Code. Additional
measures have been taken to prevent the accumulation of surplus stocks and to
identify those operators involved in major speculative movements.

Regional Convention on preferential rules of origin published
On 26 February 2013, the Official Journal published the Council Decision of 26
March 2012 on the conclusion of the Regional Convention on pan-EuroMediterranean preferential rules of origin (2013/94/EU), as well as the text of the
Regional Convention on pan-Euro-Mediterranean preferential rules of origin.
The Regional Convention establishes a single set of preferential rules of origin
among the contracting parties. These parties are the EU, the EFTA States (Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway and Switzerland) and Algeria, Egypt, Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, Morocco, the Palestine Liberation Organisation (for the benefit of the
Palestinian Authority), Syria, Tunisia, Turkey (the participants in the Barcelona
Process) and Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, FYR of Macedonia,
Montenegro, Serbia and Kosovo (UNSCR 1244(1999)) (the participants in the
European Union’s Stabilisation and Association Process), and Denmark on behalf
of the Faroe Islands.
The Regional Convention will eliminate the necessity of amending each bilateral
protocol each time that contracting parties conclude diagonal cumulation arrangements; rather, reference will be made to the Regional Convention. Third
parties who have an agreement with any of contracting parties may request accession. The Regional Convention establishes a single set of definitions, rules
and proofs of origin, and forms as well as standard procedures and arrangements
for administrative cooperation.
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EU issues recommendations regarding fraudulent practices in the
marketing of certain foods.
On 21 February 2013, the Official Journal published Commission Recommendation of 19 February 2013 on a coordinated control plan with a view to establish the
prevalence of fraudulent practices in the marketing of certain foods (2013/99/EU).
The recommendations consist of official controls on foods destined for the final
consumer or mass caterers, which are marketed and/or labelled as containing
beef; and official controls on horsemeat destined for human consumption to detect phenylbutazone residues. The recommendations were issued in response to
the discovery in a number of Member States of certain pre-packaged products
contained horsemeat, which was not declared in the list of ingredients appearing
directly on the package or on a label attached thereto. Instead, the name of certain such foods and/or the accompanying list of ingredients misleadingly referred
solely to the presence of beef.

EU issues regulations for generalised tariff preferences
On 21 February 2013, the Official Journal published Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 154/2013 of 18 December 2012 amending Annex II to Regulation
(EU) No 978/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council applying a
scheme of generalised tariff preferences. Article 4 of Regulation (EU) No
978/2012 (GSP Regulation) establishes criteria for the granting of tariff preferences under the general arrangement of the Generalised Scheme of Preferences
(GSP). Accordingly, a country that has been classified by the World Bank as a
high or an upper-middle income country for three consecutive years should not
benefit from such preferences. The list of beneficiary countries of the general arrangement of the GSP is established in Annex II to the GSP Regulation. The Republic of Azerbaijan and the Islamic Republic of Iran have been classified by the
World Bank as upper- middle income countries in 2010, 2011 and 2012. Accordingly, the Republic of Azerbaijan and the Islamic Republic of Iran have been removed from the list of the beneficiary countries of a general arrangement of the
GSP and Annex II to the GSP Regulation has been amended accordingly
On 21 February 2013, the Official Journal also published Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) No 155/2013 of 18 December 2012 establishing rules related to
the procedure for granting the special incentive arrangement for sustainable development and good governance under Regulation (EU) No 978/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council applying a scheme of generalised tariff
preferences. Article 9(1) of Regulation (EU) No 978/2012 establishes the requirements for the granting of the preferences under the special incentive arrangement for sustainable development and good governance. To ensure the
transparency and predictability of the process, the Commission has been empowered by the European Parliament and the Council to adopt a delegated act to
establish rules related to the procedure for granting the special incentive arrangement for sustainable development and good governance in particular with
respect to deadlines and the submission and processing of requests.
In line with paragraph 4 of the Common Understanding on delegated acts between the European Parliament, the Council and the European Commission, appropriate and transparent consultations, including at expert level, have been carried out on the procedural rules provided for in the Regulation.
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EU imposes additional restrictive measures on DPRK (North Korea)
On 19 February 2013, the Official Journal published Council Decision
2013/88/CFSP of 18 February 2013 amending Decision 2010/800/CFSP concerning restrictive measures against the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (N.
Korea). The Decision imposed or amended the following restrictive measures:
•

A prohibition on the sale, supply or transfer to the DPRK of certain other goods
relevant to the DPRK’s weapons of mass destruction-related programmes, in particular its ballistic-missile sector, especially certain types of aluminium;

•

A clarification that where the decision provides for a prohibition on financial services, this includes the provision of insurance and re-insurance services;

•

A prohibition on the sale, purchase, transportation or brokering of gold, precious
metals and diamonds to, from or for the Government of the DPRK;

•

A prohibition on the delivery of newly printed or minted or unissued DPRK denominated banknotes and coinage to or for the benefit of the Central Bank of the
DPRK;

•

A prohibition on the sale or purchase of DPRK public or public-guaranteed bonds;
and

•

A prohibition on the opening of new branches, subsidiaries, or representative offices of DPRK banks in the territories of Member States, and the establishment of
new joint ventures, or the taking of an ownership interest by the DPRK banks, including the Central Bank of DPRK, with banks within the jurisdiction of Member
States. Furthermore, Member States should take the appropriate measures to
prohibit financial institutions within their territories or under their jurisdiction from
opening representatives offices or subsidiaries in the DPRK;

In addition, the Decision provides that when an inspection referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 of Art. 7 of Decision 2010/800/CFSP is undertaken, Member
States shall seize and dispose of items whose supply, sale, transfer or export is
prohibited under the Decision in accordance with paragraph 14 of UNSCR 1874
(2009) and paragraph 8 of UNSCR 2087 (2013). The Decision also provides that
no claims in connection with the performance of any contract or transaction affected by measures decided on pursuant to relevant UNSC resolutions or
measures of the Union or any Member State in accordance with relevant decision
of the UNSC or covered by this Decision, may be granted to designated persons
or entities or any other person or entity in the DPRK.
On the same date, the Official Journal published Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 137/2013 of 18 February 2013 amending Council Regulation (EC)
No 329/2007 concerning restrictive measures against the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea which published updated information on EU Member State
websites on competent authorities and expanded the list of individuals and entities subject to EU restrictive measures and sanctions related to the DPRK. In
addition, the Regulation deleted certain entries from Annex V. to regulation (EC)
No 329/2007.
For additional details, see our Client Alert on this subject: EU Strengthens Sanctions Against North Korea (DPRK).

EU amends restrictive measures against Zimbabwe
On 19 February 2013, the Official Journal published Council Decision
2013/89/CFSP of 18 February 2013 amending Decision 2011/101/CFSP concerning restrictive measures against Zimbabwe. The Decision renews the existing restrictive measures in Decision 2011/101/CFSP until 20 February 2014, but states
that there are no longer grounds for keeping certain persons and entities on the
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list of persons and entities to which the restrictive measures provided for in Decision 2011/101/CFSP apply. In order to facilitate dialogue between the Union and
the Government of Zimbabwe, the suspension of the travel ban imposed on the
two members of the re-engagement team of the Zimbabwe Government listed
under Decision 2011/101/CFSP is maintained. Furthermore, the suspension of
the travel ban is extended to cover six additional members of the Government of
Zimbabwe.
On 20 February 2013, the Official Journal published Commission Implementing
Regulation (EU) No 145/2013 of 19 February 2013 amending Council Regulation
(EC) No 314/2004 concerning certain restrictive measures in respect of Zimbabwe which implements the above Council Decision and updates the list of competent authorities.

EU imposes health checks on wood packaging material used in the
transport of certain commodities originating in China
On 20 February 2013, the Official Journal published Commission Implementing
Decision of 18 February 2013 on the supervision, plant health checks and
measures to be taken on wood packaging material actually in use in the transport
of specified commodities originating in China. The Regulation provides that thewood packaging material of each consignment of the specified commodities (in
Annex I to the Regulation) shall be subject to customs supervision and to supervision by the responsible official bodies. Specified commodities may only be placed
under one of the customs procedures as specified in Article 4(16)(a), (d), (e), (f)
and (g) of Regulation (EEC) No 2913/92, if the formalities as specified in Article 3
have been completed. The responsible official bodies may require that airport
authorities, harbour authorities or either importers or operators, as arranged between them, give, as soon as they are aware of the imminent arrival of the specified commodities, advance notice thereof to the customs office of the point of entry and to the official body of the point of entry. Where the plant health checks
show that points (2) and (8) of Section I of Part A of Annex IV to Directive
2000/29/EC are not complied with or that the wood packaging material is contaminated by harmful organisms listed in Part A of Annex I to that Directive, the
Member State concerned shall immediately subject the noncompliant wood packaging material to one of the measures provided for in Article 13c(7) of that Directive. The Regulation will remain in place until 2015, with a review by 31 March
2014.

Commission proposes to open plurilateral trade negotiations on services
On 15 February 2013, the European Commission announced that it had asked
the Council to give its green light for negotiations on a new international agreement on trade in services. To begin with, 21 WTO Members will be at the negotiating table, but the EU is keen to encourage others to join. The EU is also pushing for the agreement to dovetail with WTO rules so it can be later folded into the
WTO system.
The negotiations will cover all services sectors, including information and communication technology (ICT) services, logistics and transport, financial services
and services for businesses. But the EU, like the other participants, is looking for
the negotiations to go beyond simply further opening up markets for services. The
aim is also to develop new rules on trade in services, such as those applying to
government procurement of services, licensing procedures or access to communication networks. For further information, see MEMO/13/107.
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Commission proposes new consumer product safety rules
On 13 February 2013, the European Commission proposed new rules to improve
the safety of consumer products circulating in the Single Market and to step-up
market surveillance concerning all non-food products, including those imported
from third countries. The Commission press release on the subject stated that this
will contribute both to strengthening consumer protection and to creating a level
playing field for businesses. Unsafe products should not reach consumers or other users and their improved identification and traceability will be a key improvement that will help to take them quickly out of the market. Once adopted by the
European Parliament and by the Council the new rules will be enforced by the
national market surveillance authorities in the Member States which will benefit
from strengthened cooperation and enhanced tools to carry out controls.
Today’s EU on market surveillance and consumer product safety are fragmented
and scattered over several different pieces of legislation, thus creating gaps and
overlaps. The key changes in the legislative proposals that the Commission
adopted will enable better coherence of the rules regulating consumer products
identification and traceability and improved coordination of the way authorities
check products and enforce product safety rules across the European Union.
•

Alignment of the general obligations of economic operators to ensure the safety of
all consumer products with clearer responsibilities for manufacturers, importers
and distributors.

•

More effective tools to enforce safety and other product-related requirements and
to take action against dangerous and non-compliant product across all sectors
through a single set of coherent rules for market surveillance.

•

Improved traceability of consumer products throughout the supply chain – enabling a swift and effective response to safety problems (e.g. recalls). To do that
manufacturers and importers shall ensure that products bear an indication of the
country of origin of the product or, where the size or nature of the product does
not allow it, that indication is to be provided on the packaging or in a document
accompanying the product. For products manufactured in the Union, the indication shall refer to the Union or to a particular Member State. The indication of
origin supplements the basic traceability requirements concerning the name and
address of the manufacturer. Such information can facilitate the task of market
surveillance authorities in tracing the product back to the actual place of manufacture and enable contacts with the authorities of the countries of origin in the
framework of bilateral or multilateral cooperation on consumer product safety for
appropriate follow up actions

•

Creation of a more cooperative system of market surveillance across the EU.

•

Streamlined procedures for the notification of dangerous products, and synergies
between the existing Rapid Alert Information System (RAPEX) and the Infor-

mation and Communication System for Market Surveillance (ICSMS).
The two legislative proposals are complemented by a multi-annual plan for market
surveillance setting out 20 concrete actions to be undertaken from now to 2015 to
improve market surveillance under the current regulatory framework and until the
new rules come into effect. Directive 87/357/EEC on food-imitating products
and Directive 2001/95/EC on general product safety will be replaced by a new
state-of-the-art Consumer Product Safety Regulation. The rules governing
market surveillance that are spread over several pieces of legislation will be
merged into one legal instrument applicable to all (non-food) products. Additional information may be found in MEMO /13/93 Product Safety and Market

Surveillance Package 2013 - Questions and answers.
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EU-US FTA endorsed by Commission and Council
On 4 February 2013, the President of the European Commission, José Manuel
Barroso, wrote to the President of the European Council in advance of the 7-8
February summit meeting and stated,
…While preserving and reinforcing the centrality of the multilateral trading
system is in our long-term strategic interest, in the current environment we
must also be more proactive in our bilateral relationships….
He went on to say,
… We will shortly start negotiations with Japan and look forward to a positive
outcome of the High Level Working Group on Jobs and Growth for a possible
comprehensive Free Trade Agreement with the United States. The importance of these strategic partners cannot be overstated. To turn these opportunities into reality will require us to have a clear vision of our long-term interests; to manage the complexity and trade-offs associated with any trade
agreement; to speak with one voice; and to engage constructively with our
partners. As always, political will and collective discipline will be crucial to our
success.
On 8 February 2013, the second day of the summit, the Council (representing the
Heads of State or Government of the 27 EU Member States) endorsed the launch
of new trade agreement negotiations with key partners considering those with the
United States, Japan and Canada particularly significant. With respect to the
United States, the Council Conclusions (Document EUCO 3/13, dated 8 February
2013) stated that
7. Building on the tangible progress made in recent months in the EU’s bilateral trade agenda, all efforts should be devoted to pursuing agreements with
key partners, prioritising those negotiations that will provide most benefit in
terms of growth and jobs. In particular, the European Council:
(a) looks forward to the report of the EU-US High Level Working Group on
Jobs and Growth and its recommendations. The European Council calls upon
the Commission and the Council to follow up on these recommendations
without delay during the current Presidency. It reiterates its support for a
comprehensive trade agreement which should pay particular attention to
ways to achieve greater transatlantic regulatory convergence

EU welcomes the re-opening of the Japanese market for EU beef
after 12 years
On 6 February 2013, EU Trade Commissioner De Gucht, Health and Consumer
Policy Commissioner Borg, and Agriculture and Rural Development Commissioner Cioloş issued a statement welcoming the re-opening of the Japanese market
for imports of EU beef and beef products from 1 February 2013 and on today’s
endorsement by Member States to allow beef imports from Japan to the EU.
The Statement said that the “Japanese decision sends an encouraging signal to
other Member States seeking to apply to export beef to Japan, and whose equally
high level of food safety has already been internationally recognised by the World
Organisation for Animal Health (OIE). The EU is looking forward to seeing this
reflected when this welcome opening by Japan will be widened to also include
other EU Member States.”
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The reopening comes as the EU and Japan are preparing for negotiations of a
Free Trade Agreement. At the same time, Member States in the Standing Committee of the Food Chain and Animal Health endorsed allowing Japanese exports
of beef and beef products to the EU market. This includes exports of sought after
products such as “Kobe” beef.

Commission issues tariff classification regulations
No tariff classification regulations were issued by the European Commission during the period covered by this Update.

Amendments to the CN Explanatory Notes
No amendments to the Explanatory Notes to the Combined Nomenclature of the
European Union were published in the Official Journal during the period covered
by this Update.

Binding Tariff Information
The European Community has created the Binding Tariff Information (BTI) system
as a tool to assist economic operators to obtain the correct tariff classification for
goods they intend to import or export.
Binding Tariff Information is issued on request to economic operators by the customs authorities of the Member States. It is valid throughout the Community, regardless of the Member State which issued it. For information about an existing
BTI, you may want to contact the customs administration of the Member State
which issued it. However, remember that, according to the provisions for data
protection, there are limitations as to the information an administration can provide. You can search and consult existing BTIs on the EBTI-database.

Official Journal documents
The following documents of interest to international traders (excluding documents
relating to day-to-day management of agricultural matters, individual protected
designations of origin registrations, approvals or restrictions on specific substances and fishing rights) were published in the Official Journal of the European Union:
OJ Date

Subject

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 87/2013 of 31 January
2013 correcting the Polish version of Implementing Regulation (EU) No
29/2012 on marketing standards for olive oil
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 88/2013 of 31 January
1 Feb. 2013
2013 amending Decision 2007/777/EC and Regulation (EC) No 798/2008
as regards the entries for Ukraine in the lists of third countries from which
certain meat, meat products, eggs and egg products may be introduced
into the Union
Notice concerning the entry into force of an Agreement on Trade in Bananas between the European Union and the United States of America
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 91/2013 of 31 January
2013 laying down specific conditions applicable to the import of groundnuts from Ghana and India, okra and curry leaves from India and water2 Feb. 2013
melon seeds from Nigeria and amending Regulations (EC) No 669/2009
and (EC) No 1152/2009
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 95/2013 of 1 February
2013 concerning the authorisation of a preparation of Pediococcus acidilactici CNCM MA 18/5M as a feed additive for all fish other than salmonids
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OJ Date

5 Feb. 2013

6 Feb. 2013

8 Feb. 2013

9 Feb. 2013

12 Feb. 2013

13 Feb. 2013

14 Feb. 2013

15 Feb. 2013
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Subject
(holder of authorisation Lallemand SAS)
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 96/2013 of 1 February
2013 concerning the authorisation of a preparation of Lactobacillus buchneri NCIMB 30139 and of a preparation of Lactobacillus casei ATTC PTA
6135 as feed additives for all animal species
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 102/2013 of 4 February
2013 amending Regulation (EU) No 206/2010 as regards the entry for the
United States in the list of third countries, territories or parts thereof authorised for the introduction of live ungulates into the Union, the model veterinary certificate ‘POR-X’ and the protocols for testing for vesicular stomatitis
Commission Regulation (EU) No 107/2013 of 5 February 2013 amending
Annex I to Directive 2002/32/EC of the European Parliament and of the
Council as regards maximum levels for melamine in canned pet food
Commission Directive 2013/2/EU of 7 February 2013 amending Annex I to
Directive 94/62/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on
packaging and packaging waste
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 114/2013 of 6 November 2012
supplementing Regulation (EU) No 510/2011 of the European Parliament
and of the Council with regard to rules for the application for a derogation
from the specific CO2 emissions targets for new light commercial vehicles
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 115/2013 of 8 February
2013 amending the Annex to Regulation (EU) No 37/2010 on pharmacologically active substances and their classification regarding maximum
residue limits in foodstuffs of animal origin, as regards the substance diclazuril
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 116/2013 of 8 February
2013 amending the Annex to Regulation (EU) No 37/2010 on pharmacologically active substances and their classification regarding maximum
residue limits in foodstuffs of animal origin, as regards the substance
eprinomectin
Regulation (EU) No 98/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 15 January 2013 on the marketing and use of explosives precursors
Six-monthly Progress Report on the implementation of the EU Strategy
against the Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction (2012/II) [2013/C
37/04]
position (EU) No 1/2013 of the Council at First Reading with a view to the
adoption of a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending Annex I to Council Regulation (EC) No 1528/2007 as regards
the exclusion of a number of countries from the list of regions or states
which have concluded negotiations Adopted by the Council on 11 December 2012 [2013/C 39 E/01]
Commission Regulation (EU) No 122/2013 of 12 February 2013 amending
Regulation (EC) No 1950/2006 establishing, in accordance with Directive
2001/82/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the Community code relating to veterinary medicinal products, a list of substances
essential for the treatment of equidae
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 125/2013 of 13 February
2013 amending Regulation (EC) No 1235/2008 laying down detailed rules
for implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 834/2007 as regards the
arrangements for imports of organic products from third countries
Commission Regulation (EU) No 126/2013 of 13 February 2013 amending
Annex XVII to Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 of the European Parliament
and of the Council on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals (REACH)
Commission Directive 2013/3/EU of 14 February 2013 amending Directive
98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council to extend the inclusion in Annex I thereto of the active substance thiamethoxam to product-type 18
Commission Directive 2013/4/EU of 14 February 2013 amending Directive
98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council to include Didecyl-
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OJ Date

16 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

20 Feb. 2013

21 Feb. 2013
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Subject
dimethylammonium Chloride as an active substance in Annex I thereto
Commission Directive 2013/5/EU of 14 February 2013 amending Directive
98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council to include
pyriproxyfen as an active substance in Annex I thereto
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 131/2013 of 15 February
2013 laying down exceptional measures as regards the release of out-ofquota sugar and isoglucose on the Union market at reduced surplus levy
during the 2012/2013 marketing year
Commission Decision of 14 February 2013 concerning the non-inclusion of
certain substances in Annex I, IA or IB to Directive 98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council concerning the placing of biocidal products on the market (notified under document C(2013) 670) [2013/85/EU]
Council Decision of 12 February 2013 on the conclusion on behalf of the
European Union of the Nagoya-Kuala Lumpur Supplementary Protocol on
Liability and Redress to the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety [2013/86/EU]
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 139/2013 of 7 January
2013 laying down animal health conditions for imports of certain birds into
the Union and the quarantine conditions thereof
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 142/2013 of 19 February
2013 amending Regulation (EC) No 2535/2001 as regards the data relating to the body issuing certificates in New Zealand for the export of milk
products
Commission Regulation (EU) No 143/2013 of 19 February 2013 amending
Directive 2007/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council and
Commission Regulation (EC) No 692/2008 as regards the determination of
CO2 emissions from vehicles submitted to multi-stage type-approval
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 144/2013 of 19 February
2013 amending Regulation (EC) No 606/2009 as regards certain oenological practices and the applicable restrictions and Regulation (EC) No
436/2009 as regards the registering of these practices in the documents
accompanying consignments of wine products and the wine sector registers to be kept
Commission Implementing Decision of 18 February 2013 on the supervision, plant health checks and measures to be taken on wood packaging
material actually in use in the transport of specified commodities originating in China (notified under document C(2013) 789) [2013/92/EU]
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 154/2013 of 18 December
2012 amending Annex II to Regulation (EU) No 978/2012 of the European
Parliament and of the Council applying a scheme of generalised tariff preferences
Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 155/2013 of 18 December
2012 establishing rules related to the procedure for granting the special
incentive arrangement for sustainable development and good governance
under Regulation (EU) No 978/2012 of the European Parliament and of
the Council applying a scheme of generalised tariff preferences
Commission Directive 2013/6/EU of 20 February 2013 amending Directive
98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council to include
diflubenzuron as an active substance in Annex I thereto
Commission Implementing Decision of 19 February 2013 approving restrictions of authorisations of biocidal products containing difenacoum notified by Germany in accordance with Directive 98/8/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council (notified under document C(2013)
772)[2013/95/EU]
Commission Implementing Decision of 19 February 2013 regarding restrictions of authorisations of biocidal products containing difenacoum notified by Germany in accordance with Directive 98/8/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council (notified under document C(2013)
780)[2013/96/EU]
Commission Implementing Decision of 19 February 2013 as regards a
Union financial aid towards a coordinated control plan with a view to establish the prevalence of fraudulent practices in the marketing of certain foods
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OJ Date

22 Feb. 2013

23 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

27 Feb. 2013
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Subject
(notified under document C(2013) 1035) [2013/98/EU]
Commission Recommendation of 19 February 2013 on a coordinated control plan with a view to establish the prevalence of fraudulent practices in
the marketing of certain foods [2013/99/EU]
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 159/2013 of 21 February
2013 concerning the authorisation of a preparation of sodium benzoate,
propionic acid and sodium propionate as a feed additive for pigs, poultry,
bovines, sheep, goats, rabbits and horses and amending Regulations (EC)
No 1876/2006 and (EC) No 757/2007
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 161/2013 of 21 February
2013 concerning the authorisation of a preparation of sodium hydroxide as
a feed additive for cats, dogs and ornamental fish
Commission Directive 2013/7/EU of 21 February 2013 amending Directive
98/8/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council to include Alkyl
(C12-16) dimethylbenzyl ammonium chloride as an active substance in
Annex I thereto
Update of the list of residence permits referred to in Article 2(15) of Regulation (EC) No 562/2006 of the European Parliament and of the Council
establishing a Community Code on the rules governing the movement of
persons across borders (Schengen Borders Code) [2013/C 51/06]
Update of the list of border crossing points referred to in Article 2(8) of
Regulation (EC) No 562/2006 of the European Parliament and of the
Council establishing a Community Code on the rules governing the
movement of persons across borders (Schengen Borders Code) [2013/C
51/07]
Summary of European Union decisions on marketing authorisations in
respect of medicinal products from 1 October 2012 to 31 October
2012(Published pursuant to Article 13 or Article 38 of Regulation (EC) No
726/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council) [2013/C 53/01]
Summary of European Union decisions on marketing authorisations in
respect of medicinal products from 1 November 2012 to 30 November
2012(Published pursuant to Article 13 or Article 38 of Regulation (EC) No
726/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council) [2013/C 53/02]
Summary of European Union decisions on marketing authorisations in
respect of medicinal products from 1 January 2013 to 31 January
2013(Published pursuant to Article 13 or Article 38 of Regulation (EC) No
726/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council) [2013/C 53/03]
Summary of European Union decisions on marketing authorisations in
respect of medicinal products from 1 January 2013 to 31 January
2013(Decisions taken pursuant to Article 34 of Directive 2001/83/ECor
Article 38 of Directive 2001/82/EC)[2013/C 53/04]
Commission Implementing Decision of 21 February 2013 amending Decision 2007/777/EC as regards the entry for Brazil in the list of third countries and parts thereof from where imports into the Union of biltong/jerky
and pasteurised meat products are authorised (notified under document
C(2013) 899) [2013/104/EU]
Council Decision of 14 April 2011 on the signing, on behalf of the European Union, of the Regional Convention on pan-Euro-Mediterranean preferential rules of origin [2013/93/EU]
Council Decision of 26 March 2012 on the conclusion of the Regional
Convention on pan-Euro-Mediterranean preferential rules of origin
[2013/94/EU]
Update of reference amounts for the crossing of the external borders, as
referred to in Article 5(3) of Regulation (EC) No 562/2006 of the European
Parliament and of the Council establishing a Community Code on the rules
governing the movement of persons across borders (Schengen Borders
Code) [2013/C 56/08]
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 170/2013 of 25 February
2013 laying down transitional measures in the sugar sector by reason of
the accession of Croatia
Commission Regulation (EU) No 171/2013 of 26 February 2013 amending
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OJ Date

Subject

Annexes I and IX, replacing Annex VIII to Directive 2007/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a framework for the
approval of motor vehicles and their trailers, and of systems, components
and separate technical units intended for such vehicles (Framework Directive), and amending Annexes I and XII to Commission Regulation (EC)
No 692/2008 implementing and amending Regulation (EC) No 715/2007 of
the European Parliament and of the Council on type-approval of motor
vehicles with respect to emissions from light passenger and commercial
vehicles (Euro 5 and Euro 6) and on access to vehicle repair and maintenance information
Corrigendum to Regulation (EU) No 1151/2012 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 21 November 2012 on quality schemes for agricultural products and foodstuffs
Notice concerning the provisional application between the European Union
and Peru, of the Trade Agreement between the European Union and its
Member States, of the one part, and Colombia and Peru, of the other part
Notice concerning the entry into force of the Agreement in the form of an
Exchange of Letters between the European Union and Brazil pursuant to
Article XXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994
relating to the modification of concessions with respect to processed poultry meat provided for in the EU Schedule annexed to GATT 1994, and of
the Agreement in the form of an Exchange of Letters between the European Union and Thailand pursuant to Article XXVIII of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 1994 relating to the modification of con28 Feb. 2013 cessions with respect to processed poultry meat provided for in the EU
Schedule annexed to GATT 1994
Notice concerning the entry into force of a Protocol between the European
Union and the Republic of Tunisia establishing a Dispute Settlement
Mechanism applicable to disputes under the trade provisions of the EuroMediterranean Agreement establishing an association between the European Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic
of Tunisia, of the other part
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 175/2013 of 27 February
2013 amending Implementing Regulation (EU) No 540/2011 as regards
the withdrawal of the approval of the active substance didecyldimethylammonium chloride

Restrictive measures established, amended, corrected
During the past month, the following restrictive measures were established,
amended or corrected:
OJ Date

Restrictive Measure

Council Regulation (EU) No 85/2013 of 31 January 2013 amending Regulation (EC) No 1210/2003 concerning certain specific restrictions on economic
and financial relations with Iraq
Council Implementing Regulation (EU) No 86/2013 of 31 January 2013 implementing Article 11(4) of Regulation (EU) No 753/2011 concerning restrictive measures directed against certain individuals, groups, undertakings and
entities in view of the situation in Afghanistan
1 Feb. 2013
Council Implementing Decision 2013/73/CFSP of 31 January 2013 implementing Decision 2011/486/CFSP concerning restrictive measures directed
against certain individuals, groups, undertakings and entities in view of the
situation in Afghanistan
Council Decision 2013/72/CFSP of 31 January 2013 amending Decision
2011/72/CFSP concerning restrictive measures directed against certain
persons and entities in view of the situation in Tunisia
Corrigendum to Council Decision 2012/457/CFSP of 2 August 2012 amend12 Feb. 2013 ing Decision 2010/413/CFSP concerning restrictive measures against Iran
(OJ L 208, 3.8.2012)
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OJ Date

13 Feb. 2013

16 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

20 Feb. 2013

Restrictive Measure
Corrigendum to Council Implementing Regulation (EU) No 709/2012 of 2
August 2012 implementing Regulation (EU) No 267/2012 concerning restrictive measures against Iran (OJ L 208, 3.8.2012)
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 123/2013 of 12 February
2013 amending for the 186th time Council Regulation (EC) No 881/2002
imposing certain specific restrictive measures directed against certain persons and entities associated with the Al Qaida network
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 132/2013 of 15 February
2013 amending for the 187th time Council Regulation (EC) No 881/2002
imposing certain specific restrictive measures directed against certain persons and entities associated with the Al Qaida network
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 137/2013 of 18 February
2013 amending Council Regulation (EC) No 329/2007 concerning restrictive
measures against the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
Council Decision 2013/88/CFSP of 18 February 2013 amending Decision
2010/800/CFSP concerning restrictive measures against the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea
Council Decision 2013/89/CFSP of 18 February 2013 amending Decision
2011/101/CFSP concerning restrictive measures against Zimbabwe
Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) No 145/2013 of 19 February
2013 amending Council Regulation (EC) No 314/2004 concerning certain
restrictive measures in respect of Zimbabwe

Antidumping and countervailing duty cases
See separate Antidumping Countervailing Duty and Safeguards Investigations, Orders & Reviews section below.

United Kingdom
UK issues Export Control (Iran Sanctions) Order
On 20 February 2013, the legislation.gov.uk website published SI 2013/340 - The
Export Control (Iran Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2013 (the Iran Order). The
Order makes provision relating to the enforcement of new trade sanctions against
Iran specified in Council Regulation (EU) No 1263/2012 (the Amending Iran
Regulation), which amends Council Regulation (EU) No 267/2012 of 23 March
2012 concerning restrictive measures against Iran. The new provisions are given
effect by amending the Export Control (Iran Sanctions) Order 2012 (S.I.
2012/1243) which makes provision for the enforcement of most of the current
trade restrictions against Iran.
The Iran Order provides for national offences and penalties that are required to
supplement the new trade restrictions specified in the Amending Iran Regulation.
These new provisions are concerned with prohibiting:
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•

Trade with Iran in key naval equipment and technology for ship-building, maintenance or refit;

•

Trade with Iran in graphite, raw or semi-finished metals, such as aluminium and
steel and software for certain industrial processes;

•

Ban on the import, purchase or transport of Iranian natural gas;

•

Prohibition on swaps of natural gas;

•

Trade in software for integrating industrial processes;

•

Technical and financial assistance or brokering in relation to all the new prohibited
activities specified above.

Baker & McKenzie

UK revokes 2012 Iran order in light of recent EU-wide regulations
On 31 January 2013, the Financial Restrictions (Iran) Order 2012 (the Order)
which was issued under the Counter-Terrorism Act 2008, was revoked by HM
Treasury in SI 162/2013 – The Financial Restrictions (Iran) (Revocation) Order
2013. The Order had prohibited UK financial or credit institutions from engaging in
transactions with Iranian financial or credit institutions unless the UK institution
obtained a licence. The Order was revoked because Counsel Regulation (EU)
1263/2012 of 21 December 2013 amending EU Regulation 267/2012 (the Regulation), which is effective throughout the EU, contains restrictive measures for all
EU financial institutions in Art 30. UK implementation of the Regulation is found in
SI 163/2013 The Iran (European Union Financial Sanctions) (Amendment) Regulations 2013.
In practice UK credit and financial institutions should not experience a significant
difference in complying with the restrictions. It remains prohibited for UK credit
and financial institutions to transfer funds to or from Iranian credit and financial
institutions except where authorised by the competent authority. Some dealings
(e.g. new correspondent accounts) with Iranian banks also remain prohibited under the EU Regulation. Note that the prohibitions in the EU Regulation apply to
Iranian financial institutions (e.g. money transmitters) as well as Iranian banks.
The key differences from a compliance perspective are the thresholds above
which licences need to be applied for:
•
•

•

•

•

No licence is required if the transfer between a UK credit or financial institution
and an Iranian credit or financial institution is under €10,000.
No prior authorisation is required if the transfer between a UK credit or financial
institution and an Iranian credit or financial institution is a personal remittance and
is under €40,000. A prior notification must be sent to the Treasury if the transfer is
of €10,000 or more.
Humanitarian payments involving UK credit and financial institutions and Iranian
credit and financial institutions are exempt from the prohibition on transfers of
funds between UK credit and financial institutions and Iranian credit and financial
institutions if they are of €100,000 or under. A prior notification must be sent to the
Treasury if the transfer is of €10,000 or above.
Article 30(2) of EU Regulation 1263/2012 sets out other grounds on which the
Treasury may authorise transfers of funds between UK credit and financial institutions and Iranian credit and financial institutions.
It remains prohibited to make funds or economic resources directly or indirectly
available to any person, entity or body designated under the EU Regulation, including the designated Iranian banks.

The HM Treasury revocation notice includes a table which sets out the notification
& authorisation requirements for transfers of funds between UK credit and financial institutions and Iranian credit and financial institutions.

BIS publishes list of suspension and quota applications
The Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) has published a list and
current status of applications for the 1 July 2013 round of the European Union
(EU) temporary duty suspensions and tariff quotas scheme, last updated 31 January 2013.
This scheme allows the duty free importation into the EU of raw materials, components and semi-finished products which cannot be supplied (or supplied in suf-
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ficient quantities) from EU or Turkish manufacturers and are used in a process to
make another product.
You can make an application if you are:
•

a business established in the EU

•

an EU manufacturing user of the component in question

•

a distributor applying on behalf of EU manufacturing customers

•

EU company subsidiaries outside of the EU or Turkey

•

an agent (lawyer, accountant or consultant) representing one of the
above

Successful duty suspensions requests are valid for 5 years. After 5 years they are
reviewed under the ‘prolongation’ scheme where they can be renewed for a further 5 years. Tariff quotas are valid for twelve months and automatically renewed
for the same quantity each year. Objections to tariff suspensions or quotas can be
made at anytime during the validity period.

BIS and MoD clarify Crown immunity of controlled military items
The BIS and Ministry of Defence have posted an overview on GOV.UK about
how Crown immunity is an exemption from Export or Trade Control licences for
military goods owned by the Crown.
The UK Crown is not bound by the provisions of the Export Control Act 2002 for
goods specified by Schedule 2 of the Export Control Order 2008 (i.e., the UK Military List which forms part of the UK Strategic Export Control Lists). Where the
Crown owns the controlled military goods, technology or software being exported,
or has similar rights over disposal, then an exporter may carry out the export
without a licence. This ‘crown immunity’ exemption is subject to the issuing of an
appropriate letter from Arms Control and Counter Proliferation Policy (ACP) in the
MOD.
Crown immunity does not apply if the goods are owned privately. In this case a
licence will be required if the goods are subject to control by the Export Control
Organisation. Goods are generally controlled either because they are listed on the
UK Strategic Export Control Lists or as a result of End-Use Controls. For more
information see the guide on strategic exports: when to request an export licence.

HMRC updates
The following Joint Customs Consultative Committee (JCCC) Customs Information Papers (CIPs) were issued by HM Revenue & Customs:
Release Date

Ref. No. and Subject

Customs Information Paper (13) 06 Export - Best Practice for Arrival and Departure Messages
Customs Information Paper (13) 07 New Regulation amending the conditions
relating to the provision of equipment - to EU personnel in Iran - that could be
used for internal repression
Customs Information Paper (13) 08 New Regulation introducing further re1 Feb. 2013 strictive measures against Iran
Customs Information Paper (13) 09 New Regulation adding to the list of natural and legal persons, entities and bodies subject to restrictive financial
measures imposed under the EU sanctions regime against Iran.
Fraud Civil Investigation Manual New permanent manual replaces previous

29 Jan. 2013
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Release Date

Ref. No. and Subject

interim version of guidance
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO) - EU/US Mutual Recognition AEO EU/US Mutual Recognition fully implemented. EU Commission frequently
asked questions now published
Customs Information Paper (13) 13 Changes to HMRC offices dealing with
28 Feb. 2013
Customs Clearances of vehicle imports
Notice 760 (February 2013) Customs Freight Simplified Procedures (CFSP)
Feb. 2013 This notice reflects the new requirements for authorisation for Customs
Freight Simplified Procedures (CFSP) and other legislative changes.
Notice 780 (March 2013) Common Agricultural Policy import procedures and
Mar. 2013
special directions for goods

ECO Notices to Exporters
The following Notices to Exporters were issued by the Export Control Organisation (ECO):
Date

Notice No. and Subject

Notice to Exporters 2013/05 – further changes to Open General Export Licence (Military Goods, Software and Technology)
Notice to Exporters 2013/06 – Open General Export Licence (Military Goods,
4 Feb. 2013
Software and Technology: Government or NATO End Use)
20 Feb. 2013 Notice to Exporters 2013/07- Enhanced SPIRE features will benefit exporters
4 Feb. 2013

Other EU-EFTA Notices
Import-export related measures
The following import, export or antibribery measures were published in the on-line
editions of the official gazettes of the countries shown during the period covered
by this Update. [This is a partial listing, unofficial translations.] *The date shown
may be the signature date, release date or publication date, depending on local
practice.
Date*

18 Jan. 2013
5 Feb. 2013
15 Feb. 2013
22 Feb. 2013
1 Feb. 2013
6 Feb. 2013
13 Feb. 2013

20 Feb. 2013
22 Feb. 2013
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Measure
Eire (Ireland)
SI 13 of 2013 European Communities (Safety Of Toys) (Amendment) Regulations 2013
SI No. 32 of 2013 European Union (Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment) (Amendment) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 40 of 2013 - European Communities (Official Controls on the Import
of Food of Non-Animal Origin for Pesticide Residues) (Amendment) Regulations 2013.
S.I. No. 59 of 2013 - European Communities (Official Controls
on the Import of Foods of Non-Animal Origin) (Amendment) Regulations 2013
Iceland
№ 4/2013 AD amending Annex I to the Customs №. 88/2005, as amended.
№ 117/2013 Regulation amending the regulation on international security
features on terrorism №. 122/2009
№ 131/2013 Regulation on the certification and recognition of certification in
the EU emission trading system.
№ 142/2013 Regulation of the (third) Regulation no. 168/2011 on the conditions and requirements for the issuance of medical certificates of marketing
aquatic animals, their products and their import into the EEA area, and a list
of types of vector-borne
№ 162/2013 Regulation of the (first) Regulation no. 284/2011 on the entry
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Date*

14 Feb. 2013

22 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

8 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

1 Feb. 2013
4 Feb. 2013
5 Feb. 2013

8 Feb. 2013

12 Feb. 2013

15 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

22 Feb. 2013
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Measure
into force of Regulation (EC) no. 1152/2009 imposing special conditions on
the import of certain foodstuffs from certain third countries due to contamination risk by aflatoxins and repealing Decision 2006/504/EB.
Luxembourg
Mem. № 27 Economy and Foreign Commerce: Publication of the Annex to
Directive 2012/47/EU Commission of 14 December 2012 amending Directive
2009/43/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council as regards the list
of defense-related products, in accordance Article 1 of the Law of 28 June
2012 on the conditions of transfers of defense-related products within the
European Union.
Mem. № 29 Grand-Ducal Regulation of 18 February 2013 repealing 1. the
Grand-Ducal Regulation of 27 July 1997 on the hygiene of foodstuffs 2. the
Grand-Ducal Regulation of 4 July 1988 laying down the conditions of hygiene
and sanitation in the food sector collective
Mem № 29 Grand-Ducal Regulation of 26 December 2012 amending the
Grand-Ducal Regulation of 14 April 2003 on fruit juices and certain similar
products intended for human consumption - CORRIGENDUM.
Mem. № 31 Grand-Ducal Regulation of 18 February 2013 on the inclusion of
an active substance in Annex I of the amended law of 24 December 2002
relating to biocidal products
Malta
№ 57 of 2013 – Cosmetic Products (Amendment) Regulations, 2013
Government Gazette of Malta No. 19,028 – 08.02.2013
№ 75 of 2013 - Arms Licensing (Amendment) Regulations, 2013
Government Gazette of Malta No. 19,037 – 26.02.2013
№ 76 of 2013 - Arms Act (Amendment of Schedules) Regulations, 2013
Government Gazette of Malta No. 19,037 – 26.02.2013
Norway
FOR 2013.01.28 No. 116: Regulations amending the regulations on imports
from third countries of certain live animals, bees, bumblebees and fresh meat
of certain animals (MAF)
FOR 2012.12.18 No. 1441: Regulation amending the Regulation on feed additives (MOH)
FOR 2013.01.28 No. 131: Regulation amending the Regulation on materials
and articles in contact with food (Food Contact Regulation) (HOD)
FOR 2013.02.04 No. 137: Regulation amending the Regulation on additives
for use in animal nutrition (MAF)
FOR 2013.02.04 No. 139: Regulation amending the Regulation on nutrition
and health claims made on foods (MOH)
FOR 2013.02.04 No. 140: Regulations amending the Regulations on maximum drug residues in foods of animal origin (MOH)
FOR 2013.02.01 No. 147: Regulations amending the regulations on residues
of pesticides in food and feed (MOH)
FOR 2013.02.07 No. 152: Regulation amending the Regulation on ecodesign
of energy-related products (økodesignforskriften) (OED)
FOR 2013.02.11 No. 171: Regulations amending the regulations on import
and transit of poultry and poultry products from certain third countries and
regulations on imports of cooked meat, meat products, treated stomachs,
bladders and intestines from third countries (MAF)
FOR 2013.02.07 No. 176: Regulations amending the regulations on plants
and measures against pests and regulations regarding payment of fees for
special services from the Fisheries (MAF)
FOR 2013.02.11 No. 178: Regulations amending the regulations on imports
from third countries of certain live animals, bees, bumblebees and fresh meat
of certain animals (MOH)
FOR 2013.02.14 No. 196: Regulations on special import conditions for certain
non-animal products from Ghana, India and Nigeria (MAF, MOH)
FOR 2013.02.14 No. 197: Regulation amending the Regulation on the supervision and control of import and export of food products and of products of
animal origin within the EEA, and of non-animal foods from third countries
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Date*

26 Feb. 2013

5 Feb. 2013

6 Feb. 2013

11 Feb. 2013

13 Feb. 2013

18 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

22 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

14 Feb, 2013

19 Feb. 2013

21 Feb. 2013

23 Feb. 2013
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Measure
(MAF, MOH)
FOR 2013.02.14 No, 198: Regulatory changes in regulations on public oversight of compliance with legislation on animal nutrition, food and health and
welfare of animals (control regulations) MCA (MAF, MOH)
FOR 2013.02.01 No. 205: Regulation amending the Regulation on feed additives (MOH)
Poland
№ 174 Regulation of the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development of 18
January 2013 on the list of agri-food products imported from abroad and their
minimum quantities to be of commercial quality control
№ 176 Notice of the Minister of Finance of 14 December 2012 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
the implementation of monitoring compliance with customs laws and other
regulations related to the import and export of goods
№ 192 Notice of the Minister of Finance dated January 9, 2013 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
the jurisdiction of the customs authorities
№ 194 Notice of the Minister of Finance dated January 9, 2013 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
the jurisdiction of the customs authorities
№ 202 Notice of the Minister of Finance of 24 December 2012 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
customs offices competent for international shipments
№ 206 Notice of the Minister of Finance of 24 December 2012 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
the list of goods for the purposes of taxation of goods and services imports
№ 223 Regulation of the Minister of Internal Affairs of 7 February 2013
amending Regulation on the protection worth held by the Border Guard officers on board the aircraft
№ 225 Regulation of the Minister of Finance dated 7 February 2013 amending Regulation on conditions for tax warehouses and records by operators of
bonded warehouses
№ 248 Notice of the Minister of Internal Affairs of 25 January 2013 on the
publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Internal
Affairs and Administration on conditions for the Border Guard officers and
their family members lump-sum cash equivalent if unused entitlement at the
expense of the journey of the competent authority of the Border Guard
№ 253 Regulation of the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development of 8
February 2013 amending Regulation on the content of undesirable substances in animal feed
№ 266 Notice of the Minister of Finance dated 31 January 2013 on the publication of the consolidated text of the Regulation of the Minister of Finance on
conducting specialized training for appointment as a first step in the body of
the Customs Service and the aspirants in the body of the younger officers of
the Customs Service
Spain
Presidency: PRE/193/2013 Order of 7 February, amending Part III of Annex II
of Royal Decree 1205/2011, of 26 August, on the safety of toys. (BOE-A2013-1555)
Presidency: PRE/255/2013 Order of 14 February, which includes the active
oxide copper (II) hydroxide, copper (II), basic copper carbonate, bendiocarb
and flufenoxuron in Annex I of Royal Decree 1054 / 2002 of 11 October, regulating the assessment process for registration, licensing and marketing of
biocides. (BOE-A-2013-1784)
Agriculture, Food and Environment: AAA/275/2013 Order of 18 February,
amending Annex IV of Royal Decree 1614/2008 of 3 October on animal
health requirements for animals and aquaculture products and prevention and
control of certain diseases in aquatic animals. (BOE-A-2013-1922)
Finance & Public Adm.: Royal Decree 152/2013 of 22 February, authorizing
the signing of the Agreement amending the Cooperation Agreement of July 9,
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Date*

5 Feb. 2013

12 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

8 Feb. 2013
11 Feb. 2013
14 Feb. 2013
19 Feb. 2013

Measure
2004, between Philip Morris International Inc., PMPI LLC (as successor of
Philip Morris Inc Product .), Philip Morris Duty Free Inc., and Philip Morris
World Trade SARL of the one part and the European Union and the participating Member States on the other. (BOE-A-2013-2064)
Switzerland
DFF on the order of goods subject to tariff cuts according to their usage (Ordinance relief customs OADou) (RS 631.012)
Protocol of 9 November 1995 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or Authorities (RS
0.131.11)
European Convention on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters of 20 April
1959 (RS 0.351.1)
Agreement of 22 November 1950 on the importation of educational, scientific
or cultural (RS 0.631.145.141)
Amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer, 17 September 1997 (RS 0.814.021.3)
Amendment to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer, December 3, 1999 (RS 0.814.021.4)
Rotterdam Convention of 10 September 1998 on the Prior Informed Consent
Prior Informed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and
Pesticides in the subject of international trade (RS 0.916.21)
Protocol 2 of 5 May 1998 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or Authorities concerning
inter-territorial cooperation (RS 0.131.12)
Convention on the fight against human trafficking (RS 0.311.543)
DFF on the order of contribution rates to the export of agricultural commodities (RS 632.111.723.1)
Ordinance of the Swiss Agency for Therapeutic Products on the enactment of
the pharmacopoeia and the recognition of other pharmacopoeias (RS
812.214.11)
Ordinance on the reporting of furs and fur products (Ordinance on reporting
furs) (RS 944.022)
Federal Decree approving the Protocol No. 3 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or Authorities concerning Euroregional co-operation (GEC)
Protocol No. 3 to the European Outline Convention on Transfrontier Cooperation between Territorial Communities or Authorities concerning Euroregional
co-operation (GEC) (RS 0.131.13)
DFI Ordinance on the control of the import and transit of animals and animal
products (Ordinance on controls, OITE) (RS 916.443.106)
DFI Ordinance on the control of the import and transit of animals and animal
products (Ordinance on controls, OITE) (RS 916.443.106)
Customs Convention of 14 November 1975 on the International Transport of
Goods under Cover of TIR Carnets (TIR Convention)
United Kingdom
SI 2013/234 - The Enactment of Extra-Statutory Concessions Order 2013
SI 2013/233 - The Timber and Timber Products (Placing on the Market)
Regulations 2013
SI 2013/264 - The Food Safety (Sampling and Qualifications) (England) Regulations 2013
SI 2013/296 - The Crime (International Co-operation) Act 2003 (Designation
of Participating Countries) (England, Wales and Northern Ireland) Order 2013

Restrictive measures established, amended, corrected
The following restrictive measures (grouped by country) were established,
amended or corrected and published in the national official journals or agency
websites during the period covered by this Update. [This is a partial listing, unoffi-
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cial translations.] *The date shown may be the signature date, release date or
publication date, depending on local practice.
Date*

15 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

22 Feb. 2013

15 Feb. 2013

25 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

7 Feb. 2013

8 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

28 Feb. 2013
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Restrictive Measure
Eire (Ireland)
S.I. No. 42 of 2013 - European Communities (Restrictive Measures Against
Certain Persons and Entities Associated With Usama Bin Laden, the AlQaida Network and the Taliban) (Amendment) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 49 of 2013 - Criminal Justice (Terrorist Offences) Act 2005 (Section
42(2)) (Counter Terrorism) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 50 of 2013 - Criminal Justice (Terrorist Offences) Act 2005 (Section
42(6)) (Counter Terrorism) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 51 of 2013 - European Union (Democratic Republic of Congo) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 52 of 2013 - European Union (Republic Of Guinea) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 53 Of 2013 - European Union (Liberia) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013
S.I. No. 54 of 2013 - European Union (Egypt) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013.
S.I. No. 60 of 2013 - European Union (Libya) (Financial Sanctions) Regulations 2013.
Liechtenstein
№ 87 Regulation of 8 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the Regulation on Measures against persons and organizations with ties to the group
“Al-Qaeda”
№ 90 Regulation of 19 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the
Regulation on Economic Sanctions against the Republic of Iraq
№ 91 Regulation of 19 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the
Regulation on Measures against persons and organizations with links to the
Taliban
№ 92 Regulation of 19 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the
Regulation on Measures against persons and organizations with ties to the
group "Al-Qaeda"
№ 104 Regulation of 26 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the
Regulation on Sanctions against Zimbabwe
№ 105 Regulation of 26 February 2013 concerning the amendment of the
Regulation on Measures against persons and organizations with ties to the
group "Al-Qaeda"
Luxembourg
Mem. № 18 Ministerial Regulation of 6 February 2013 amending Annex IC of
grand-ducal regulation of 29 October 2010 implementing the Law of 27 October 2010 on the implementation of resolutions of the Security Council of
the United Nations and of acts adopted by the European Union with prohibitions and restrictive measures in financial matters against certain persons,
entities and groups in the context of the fight against the financing of terrorism
Mem. № 19 Grand-Ducal Regulation of February 4, 2013 submitting to license the import, export and transit of certain goods to Syria.
Mem. № 19 Grand-Ducal Regulation of February 4, 2013 submitting to license the import, export and transit of certain goods to Iran
Mem. № 19 Grand-Ducal Regulation of February 4, 2013 submitting license
to import charcoal originating in or consigned from Somalia
Mem. № 32 Ministerial Regulation of 25 February 2013 amending Annex IC
of grand-ducal regulation of 29 October 2010 implementing the Law of 27
October 2010 on the implementation of resolutions of the Security Council of
the United Nations and of acts adopted by the European Union with prohibitions and restrictive measures in financial matters against certain persons,
entities and groups in the context of the fight against the financing of terrorism
Mem. № 33 Ministerial Regulation of 26 February 2013 amending Annex IC
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Date*

28 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013

12 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013
26 Feb. 2013

19 Feb. 2013
20 Feb. 2013

Restrictive Measure
of grand-ducal regulation of 29 October 2010 implementing the Law of 27
October 2010 on the implementation of resolutions of the Security Council of
the United Nations and of acts adopted by the European Union with prohibitions and restrictive measures in financial matters against certain persons,
entities and groups in the context of the fight against the financing of terrorism
Mem. № 34 Ministerial Regulation of 27 February 2013 amending Annex IC
of grand-ducal regulation of 29 October 2010 implementing the Law of 27
October 2010 on the implementation of resolutions of the Security Council of
the United Nations and of acts adopted by the European Union with prohibitions and restrictive measures in financial matters against certain persons,
entities and groups in the context of the fight against the financing of terrorism
Malta
№ 68 of 2013 - Enforcement of European Union Sanctions (Lebanon) Regulations, 2013 Government Gazette of Malta No. 19,032 – 19.02.2013
Switzerland
Ordinance on Measures against persons and entities associated with Usama
bin Laden, “Al-Qaeda” and the Taliban (RS 946.203)
Ordinance instituting measures against the Democratic Republic of Congo
(RS 946.231.12)
Ordinance instituting measures against the Democratic People’s Republic of
Korea (RS 946.231.127.6)
Ordinance on Measures against Syria (RS 946.231.172.7)
Ordinance on Measures against persons and entities associated with Usama
bin Laden, "Al-Qaeda" and the Taliban (RS 946.203)
United Kingdom
SI 2013/244 - The Guinea (Sanctions) (Overseas Territories) Order 2013
SI 2013/237 - The United Nations Sanctions (Overseas Territories) (Revocations) Order 2013
SI 2013/340 - The Export Control (Iran Sanctions) (Amendment) Order 2013

Non EU-EFTA European Countries
Ukraine
Tariff classification and value information
The State Customs Service of Ukraine (SCS) issues tariff classification letters (in
Ukrainian) for the guidance of Customs officers and members of the public. These letters are available on the Classification page of the SCS website, along with
links to the Tariff Nomenclature and Explanatory notes.
Information on valuation policies may be found (in Ukrainian) on the Control of
Customs Value page.

SCS Documents
The SCS has posted the following documents (not including local orders). Draft
orders are posted for the purpose of receiving public comment. Regulatory impact
analyses are also generally available on the SCS website:
Posting Date

Title

SCS Order № 5 of 11 Jan. 2013 on the cancellation of SCS Order № 534 of
11 Oct. 2012 regarding Customs dog training center
SCS Order № 6/6ah of 11 Jan. 2013 On suspending permits for the open11 Jan. 2013
ing and operation of duty free shops - Administration of the State Border
11 Jan. 2013
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Posting Date

Title

Service of Ukraine, State Customs Service of Ukraine
18 Jan. 2013 SCS Order № 15 of 18 Jan. 2013 on declaring as void, some SCS orders
SCS Order № 22 of 22 Jan. 2013 on order canceling SCS Order № 595 of
22 Jan. 2013
01 Nov. 2012
SCS Order № 33 of 29 Jan. 2013 approving the commission to reorganize
29 Jan. 2013
the State Customs Service of Ukraine
SCS Order № 38 of 04 Feb. 2013 on approval of the Department of Training and Dog Training Specialists
4 Feb. 2013
SCS Order № 36 from 04 Feb. 2013 on amending SCS Order № 33 of 29
Jan. 2013 regarding reorganization of the SCS into a newly formed Ministry
SCS Letter from 14 Feb. 2013 № 11.1/2-16.3/1565-EP on the enforcement
of the Law of Ukraine "On the seeds and propagating material"
14 Feb. 2013
Appendix: Letter from 14.02.2013 № 11.1/2-16.3/1565-EP on the enforcement of the Law of Ukraine "On the seeds and propagating material"

CEFTA
The Central European Free Trade Agreement (CEFTA) Secretariat maintains a
CEFTA Trade Portal which provides general information for each member country
(Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro,
Serbia and UNMIK Kosovo), links to government websites and detailed information for each country in each of the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customs
Licensing
Sanitary, Phytosanitary & Veterinary Regulation
Technical Requirements
Border Police Control
Trade Regime
Public Procurement

Albania
Albania to accept ATA Carnets
On February 20, 2013, the US Council for International Business (USCIB) announced that Albania is the latest country to join the ATA Carnet system and will
begin to accept ATA Carnets starting February 25, 2013. ATA Carnet country
members waive customs duties and taxes on many types of goods brought into a
country temporarily when an ATA Carnet, sometimes called a merchandise passport is used. The ATA Carnet serves as both a Customs entry and a surety bond.

Eurasian Economic Community (EurAsEC)
Decisions and recommendations of the Eurasian Economic Commission
The following Eurasian Economic Commission (EEC) decisions and recommendations have been posted on the Customs Union website:
Publication
Date

Title

EEC Board Recommendations
Recommendation № 2 of the EEC Board of February 5, 2013
5 Feb. 2013
"Progress on projects of international agreements in the sphere of
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Publication
Date

19 Feb. 2013

31 Jan. 2013
11 Feb. 2013

13 Feb. 2013

14 Feb. 2013

27 Feb. 2013

5 Feb. 2013

6 Feb. 2013

20 Feb. 2013
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Title
customs regulations."
Recommendation № 3 of the EEC Board of 19 Feb. 2013 “On the necessity of training procedures for the development and implementation
of international programs in the framework of the Common Economic
Space”
EEC Decisions
EEC Decision № 1 The representation of the Eurasian Economic
Commission in the Republic of Belarus and the Republic of Kazakhstan
EEC Decision № 4 On the main directions of coordination of national
industrial policy of the Republic of Belarus, Kazakhstan and the Russian Federation
EEC Decision № 5 On the directions of further development of integration processes
EEC Decision № 6 On amendments to the technical regulations of the
Customs Union "On the safety of wheeled vehicles" (TR TC 018/2011)
EEC Decision № 7 On the methodology to assess the state of competition
EEC Decision № 8 On establishment of import duty rates of the Common Customs Tariff of the Customs Union in respect of certain closeddie forging hydraulic presses, radial forging hydraulic machines
EEC Decision № 9 On amendments to the schedule in the development of instruments for the implementation of the Agreements, forming
a single economic space
EEC Decision № 11 About the project agreement on the order movement of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their precursors in
the customs territory of the Customs Union
EEC Decision № 12 On the extension of spheres of natural monopolies
in the Russian Federation
EEC Decision № 13 On the directions of development of integration
processes
EEC Board Decisions
EEC Board Decision № 13 On establishment of import duty rates of the
Common Customs Tariff of the Customs Union on the butter, dairy
spreads, other fats and oils derived from milk, as well as for certain
types of cheese and cheese
EEC Board Decision № 14 On the implementation of the Agreement on
common principles and rules of regulation of natural monopolies on
December 9, 2010
EEC Board Decision № 15 About the project agreement on the order
movement of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and their precursors in the customs territory of the Customs Union
EEC Board Decision № 16 Amendments to the Advisory Committee on
Oil and Gas
EEC Board Decision № 17 On the organization of the Eurasian Economic Commission cooperation with the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development (UNTAD)
EEC Board Decision № 18 On amendments to the schedule in the development of instruments for the implementation of the Agreements,
forming a single economic space
EEC Board Decision № 19 About Repeal of the Customs Union Commission decision of 14 March 2011 № 590 and on August 16, 2011 №
734
EEC Board Decision № 20 Amendments to the Decision Board Eurasian Economic Commission of June 7, 2012 № 70 "On the Advisory
Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure,"
EEC Board Decision № 21 On the formation of bilateral trade statistics
states - members of the Customs Union and the Common Economic
Space for the 2013
EEC Board Decision № 22 Amendments to the Decision of the Com-
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Publication
Date

Title
mission of the Customs Union on September 20, 2010 № 378
EEC Board Decision № 23 On the Procedure of the Eurasian Economic
Commission requests the competent authorities of states - members of
the Customs Union and the Common Economic Space on the harmonization of tariffs for exceptional organizations of railway transport for
freight
EEC Board Decision № 24 On the implementation of the Agreement on
the regulation of access to rail transport, including the basis of the tariff
policy on December 9, 2010
EEC Board Decision № 25 Amendments to the Advisory Committee for
Natural Monopolies
EEC Board Decision № 26 Draft Memorandum of Understanding between the Eurasian Economic Commission and the International Organization for Migration

Preliminary classification decisions issued by the Customs Authorities of the States
The Commission of the Customs Union has posted a table which provides a collection of preliminary decisions of the Customs authorities of Russia, Belarus and
Kazakhstan which involve the tariff classification of goods as of November 2012.
The tables list the tariff codes, a description, rationale (GRIs) for the decision and
country that issued the decision.

Belarus
Preliminary decisions on tariff classification
The State Customs Committee maintains a searchable database of preliminary
decisions on the tariff classification of goods (База данных товаров, в
отношении которых принято предварительное решение о
классификации). The database has been updated through 7 February 2013. It
may be searched by tariff code or description (in Russian).

Russian Federation
Russia enacts law to reduce exposure to tobacco smoke and prevent illicit trafficking in counterfeits and smuggled tobacco products
On 26 February 2013, the Rossiyskaya Gazeta published Federal Law № 15-FZ
of February 23, 2013 “On health protection from exposure to environmental tobacco smoke and the effects of tobacco use.” The law takes a systematic, comprehensive approach to tobacco control based on the World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control. It includes public health
measures, labeling and packaging requirements, smoking and sales bans in certain public areas (to protect the public against environmental effects and to reduce exposures to minors), cooperation between governments and tobacco organizations, a ban on advertising and promotion of events (sponsorship) by tobacco organizations, educational programs, measures to prevent both the trade in
counterfeit products and the illicit trade in genuine tobacco products, medical care
and other measures.
Most of the provisions of the new law will enter into effect on 1 June 2013. However, the packaging and labeling provisions will enter into force on 1 January
2014. Certain of the smoking and sales bans will take effect on 1 June 2014 and
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certain steps to prevent illicit cross-border trafficking (but not the confiscation of
counterfeits and plants that produced them within the Eurasian Economic Community) will take effect on 1 January 2017.

Preliminary decisions on tariff classification
The Federal Customs Service (FCS) has a searchable on-line database of preliminary decisions on tariff classification. The database has been updated through 28
February 2013. It may be searched by tariff code, description (in Russian) or note
number.

Legislation (acts, resolutions, orders, etc.)
The following Russian Federation (RF) Acts, Government Resolutions/Decrees
(Постановление Правительства) (GR), Federal Customs Service (FCS) Orders
and other pieces of legislation were published in the Rossiyskaya Gazeta or the
Official Portal for Legal Information (Официальный интернет-портал правовой
информации) during the period of coverage of this Update:
R.G. Date of
Publication

1 Feb. 2013

6 Feb. 2013

13 Feb. 2013
15 Feb. 2013
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Subject
FCS Order № 2535 of December 14, 2012 On Amendments to the Administrative Regulations of the Federal Customs Service for the provision of
public services by making a preliminary decision on the country of origin,
approved by the Federal Customs Service № 1978 of September 30, 2011
Decree № 59 of the Russian Federation of January 30, 2013 On Amendments to the list of technological equipment (including components and
spare parts), analogues of which are not produced in the Russian Federation, whose import into the territory of the Russian Federation is not liable to
value added tax
FCS Order № 2315 of November 14, 2012 On approval of the list of positions of the federal civil service, in which the rotation of the federal civil
servants of customs bodies of the Russian Federation
Decree № 36 of the Russian Federation of January 25, 2013 The adoption
of the Russian Federation Annex B.6 to the Convention on Temporary Admission
Federal List of Extremist Materials
Federal List of Extremist Materials
FCS Order № 2483 of December 11, 2012 The Repeal of certain legal acts
of the FCS of Russia and Amending FCS Order № 1665, December 29,
2007
Federal Law № 2-FZ of the Russian Federation of February 1, 2013 On
ratification of the Agreement between the Russian Federation and the Eurasian Economic Commission on the terms of the Eurasian Economic Commission in the Russian Federation
Federal Law № 3-FZ of the Russian Federation of February 1, 2013 On
ratification of the Agreement between the Russian Federation and the Eurasian Group on Combating Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism
on the terms of its Secretariat in the Russian Federation
Federal Law № 4-FZ of the Russian Federation of February 1, 2013 On
ratification of the Protocol amending the Agreement on rules of origin of
goods in the Commonwealth of Independent States of 20 November 2009
Order № 820 of the Ministry of Economic Development (Economic Development of Russia) of December 27, 2012 On measures to implement the
decision № 1358 of the Government of the Russian Federation of December 21, 2012 On the distribution of volumes of tariff quotas for meat from
cattle , pork and poultry meat products in 2013
Federal List of Extremist Materials
FCS Order № 2668 of December 27, 2012 on amendments to the model
form of agreement on the use of the centralized procedure for payment of
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R.G. Date of
Publication

19 Feb. 2013

20 Feb. 2013

22 Feb. 2013

25 Feb. 2013

26 Feb. 2013

Subject
customs duties and taxes, approved by FCS Order № 2245 of November 2,
2011
Order № 270-OD of the Federal Agency for Development of the State Border of the Russian Federation of December 6, 2012 The opening of road
freight and passenger standing multilateral point over the border of Shebekino (Belgorod region)
Federal List of Extremist Materials
Decision № 2 of the Chief Medical Officer of the Russian Federation of
January 17, 2013 on the Supervision of biologically active additives to food"
Decision № 58 of the Chief Medical Officer of the Russian Federation of
December 20, 2012 On strengthening the supervision over production and
sale of pork
Decree of the Russian Federation № 126 of February 16, 2013 On forming
the foundation allowance of employees of the Federal Penitentiary Service,
the Ministry of the Russian Federation for Civil Defence, Emergencies and
Elimination of Consequences of Natural Disasters (in the part of the federal
State Fire Service Fire Service), the Russian Federal Service for Drug Control and the Federal Customs Service
Order № 136 of the Federal Service for Technical and Export Control
(FSTEC Russia) of 19 October 2012 On Amendments to the Rules of the
Federal Service for Technical and Export Control, approved by FSTEC
Russia f№ 167 `rom May 12, 2005
Order № 301-OD of the Federal Agency for Development of the State Border of the Russian Federation of December 17, 2012 N 301-OD "The opening of road freight and passenger standing multilateral point over the border
of Kuibyshev (Djakovo) (Rostov region)"
FCS Order № 21 of January 14, 2013 On Amendments to the Regulations
about the features of completed applications for conditional release (Application for components imported goods) and the Declaration on the product,
approved by FCS Order № 206 of February 4, 2011
Federal Law № 15-FZ of February 23, 2013 On health protection from exposure to environmental tobacco smoke and the effects of tobacco use

Africa
South Africa
South African Customs and Excise Act Amendments of Rules and
Tariff Schedules
Publication
Date

Publication
Details

GG 36147
Notice R.106

15 Feb. 2013

GG 36147
Notice R.104
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Withdrawal of Provisional Payment on
Acetaminephenol manufactured by Angui Lu'an Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd, classifiable in tariff heading 2924.29 originating in or imported from China - ITAC
Report 421
Notice R.106
Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 2
with the insertion of the following items:
206.04 for prepared pigments, prepared
opacifiers and prepared colours, vitrifiable enamel and glazes, engobes (slips),
liquid lustres and similar preparations,
of a kind used in the ceramic, enamelling or glass industry; glass frit and other glass, in the form of powder, gran-

Implementation
Date

15 Feb. 2013
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Publication
Date

Publication
Details

GG 36147
Notice R.98

GG 36166
Notice R.120

22 Feb.2013

GG 36166
Notice R.119

GG 36166
Notice R.118

27 Feb. 2013

n/a

GG 36184
Notice R.133

28 Feb. 2013
GG 36184
Notice R.132
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ules or flakes 206.04/3207.40/01.06 for
glass frit and other glass, in the form of
powder, granules or flakes manufactured or exported by Smalticeram Do
Brazil Ltda at a rate of 24,65%
206.04/3207.40/02.06 for glass frit and
other glass, in the form of powder,
granules or flakes (excluding that
manufactured or exported by Smalticeram Do Brazil Ltda at a rate of 50%,
imported from or originating in Brazil –
ITAC Report 414
Notice R.104
Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 1
by the substitution of tariff subheadings
0307.39.10 and 0307.39.90 to increase
the rate of customs duty from 'free' to
25% - ITAC Report 413
Notice R.98
Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 1
by the insertion of tariff subheadings
7007.21.20 and 7007.21.90 to increase
the rate of customs duty on laminated
safety glass from 15% to 30% - ITAC
Report 416
Notice R.120
Amendment of Part 3 of Schedule No. 5
by the insertion of refund item
536.00/00.00/03.00, as a consequence
to the implementation of the Automotive
Production and Development Programme (APDP) that came into effect
on 1 January 2013
Notice R.119
Substitution of 6-digit tariff subheadings
6302.39, 6302.51, 6302.53 and
6302.59 to remove the rates of duties
with effect from 1 January 2013 when
the additional 8-digit subheadings were
created
Notice R.118
Budget Review 2013 - Taxation proposals as tabled by the Minister of Finance at 14H58 in Parliament today
Taxation Proposals 2013
Amendment of Part 2 of Schedule No. 4
to insert rebate item
460.05/2713.20/01.06 for petroleum
bitumen classifiable in tariff subheading
2713.20 – ITAC Report 422
Notice R.133
Amendment of Part 1 of Schedule No. 3
to substitute description of rebate item
316.17/00.00/03.00 to exclude mounted
populated circuit boards used in the
manufacture of reception apparatus for
television not designed to incorporate a
video display or screen, known as top
boxes, classifiable in tariff subheading
8528.71 - ITAC Report 415

Implementation
Date

22 Feb. 2013

1 Jan. 2013

Effective from
time of tabling
on 27 February
2013

1 Mar. 2013
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Publication
Date

Publication
Details

Subject

Implementation
Date

Notice R.132

Newsletters, Reports, Articles, Etc.
Baker & McKenzie Global VAT/GST Newsletter
Baker & McKenzie’s December 2012 Global VAT/GST Newsletter provides a
quick update into important developments in the field of VAT/GST across the
globe. In order to maximize the effectiveness of this newsletter to you, most articles are brief and are designed to flag topics that are likely to affect multi-national
businesses. Contacts for the Global VAT/GST Newsletter are:
•
•
•
•
•

Erik Scheer (Chair, Baker & McKenzie Global VAT Group)
Folkert Idsinga (Chair, Baker & McKenzie European VAT Group)
Jan Snel (Steering Committee, Baker & McKenzie Global VAT Group)
Edmund Leow (Chair, Baker & McKenzie APAC VAT Group)
Roger van de Berg (General Editor)

Publications, Alerts, Newsletters
The following Baker & McKenzie publications, client alerts, legal alerts or newsletters released during the period of coverage of this Update may be of interest to
you:
Subject
Global International Trade Compliance Update – February 2013
Global Funds Client Alert: SEC Enforcement Chief has Private Equity in his sights
Myanmar Center Newsletter: February 2013
Myanmar Center Client Alert: New Foreign Investment Regulations in Myanmar Part 1
Bangkok Pharmaceuticals & Healthcare Regulatory Affairs Client Alert: Cosmetics Product Information Files Must be Kept Readily Accessible for Inspection
Buenos Aires Labor Newsletter – January 2013 (Eng.) (Span.)
Buenos Aires Labor News Alert – Prórroga Al Beneficio De Reducción De Contribuciones Patronales. Decreto N° 125/2013 PEN
Buenos Aires Oil and Gas Alert: Natural Gas - Incentive program and higher prices
EMEA Legal Insights Bulletin – Winter 2013
Hong Kong Data Privacy Client Alert: New Guidance on Direct Marketing
Kyiv Banking & Finance Legal Alert: NBU Eases Foreign Currency Placement Abroad
(Eng.) НБУ спрощує розміщення іноземної валюти за кордоном (Ukr.) НБУ
упрощает размещение иностранной валюты за границей (Russ.)
Kyiv Banking & Finance Legal Alert: Ukraine: Regulatory Changes for Shareholders of
Financial Institutions (Eng.); Україна: Регуляторні зміни щодо акціонерів/учасників
фінансових установ (Ukr.); Украина: Регуляторные изменения в отношении
акционеров/участников финансовых учреждений (Russ.)
North America Climate Change and Environmental Markets Legal Alert: Obama Administration’s Second Term Carbon and Clean Energy Agenda
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Webinars, Meetings, Seminars, Etc.
Save the Date! 4th Annual ICPA European Conference
th

The 4 Annual International Compliance Professionals Association (ICPA) European Conference will be held at the Ballsbridge Hotel, Pembroke Road, Dublin 4,
Ireland from 23-25 June 2013.
Topics and Tracks: The Conference has been segmented into three tracks following import, export and general topics. The information provided to attendees will
be timely, accurate and actionable allowing for immediate application and focused
on results both in tactical and strategic terms. Speakers will be among the most
experienced and knowledgeable professionals, as well as the regulators involved
in the increasingly complex area of international trade today.
Who Should Attend?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All ICPA Members with EU Responsibilities
Trade Compliance Professionals
International Trade Counsel
Compliance Specialists and Analysts
Managers and Directors with Responsibilities For:
Import Compliance or Operations
Export Compliance or Operations
Supply Chain Compliance or Security
Internal Controls
Government Relations

The Conference cost of €675 ($850 USD) per attendee includes admission to
sessions, meals during the event and conference materials. €50 ($100) discount
given to the 2nd and subsequent registered attendee(s) from the same company.
Discounted hotel rates are available to conference attendees. Registration is now
open: Register here (USD) or here (Euro).

You’re Invited! 2013 International Trade Compliance Webinar Series
Join us for our 2013 International Trade Compliance Webinar Series. Our focus this year will
be on “Globalization of the Supply Chain: Trade Regulation and Developments.” We
expect 2013 to an exciting year, with many developments on the trade regulation side. We
will focus on WTO developments in Russia, trade agreements and what US trade policy will
look like post-election. We will also conduct several webinar sessions that will focus on recent enforcement cases and trends in Latin America, trade sanctions, and FCPA and antibribery. Terrie Gleason of our Washington DC office, Co-Chair of the Global Customs Practice, will moderate these webinars (unless otherwise noted).
All webinars will begin at 11:00 AM EST/EDT (US) and are scheduled to run approximately
90 minutes. If you reside in a different time zone and wish to verify your time - please click on
the following link: www.timeanddate.com. Webinar Dates and Topics are shown below.
You may view past webinars in this series by clicking on the blue title:
•

•
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Russia’s Accession to the WTO - Speakers: Alexander Bychkov (Moscow) and Vladimir Efremov (Moscow) [Original broadcast January 15]
PowerPoint Only
US, EU and Swiss Trade Sanctions Enforcement Cases and Trends Speakers: Jasper Helder (Amsterdam), Jonathan Poling (Washington,
DC) Philippe Reich (Zurich) [Original broadcast: February 12, 2013] PowerPoint Only

Baker & McKenzie

•

•

•

•

•

Tuesday, March 12 - Trans-Pacific Partnership and Other Trade Agreement Developments - Speakers: Frederick Burke (Ho Chi Minh City), Edmundo Elias (Guadalajara), Diane MacDonald (Chicago), Brian Cacic
(Toronto)
Tuesday, April 23 - Increased Customs Scrutiny and Enforcement Activity
in Latin America - Speakers: Adriana Ibarra-Fernandez (Mexico City),
Alessandra Machado (Sao Paulo), Esteban Ropolo (Buenos Aires)
Tuesday, May 21 - Post-Election US Trade Policy - Speakers: Stuart
Seidel (Washington, DC), Teresa Gleason (Washington, DC), and John
McKenzie (San Francisco/Palo Alto)
Tuesday, June 18 - FCPA and Anti-Bribery Cases and Trends in the US,
China and Russia - Speakers: Reagan Demas (Washington, DC),
Michelle Gon (Shanghai), Alexander Bychkov (Moscow) tor: Maria McMahon (Washington, DC)
Tuesday, July 23 - Customs Valuation and Transfer Pricing: Developments in the US, Canada, EU and China - Speakers: Robert Eisen (New
York), Paul Burns (Toronto), Jennifer Revis (London), Eugene Lim (Hong
Kong) - Moderator: William D. Outman (San Francisco)

MCLE Credit for each webinar: 1.5 general CLE credit for California, Illinois, New York, and Texas. Baker &
McKenzie LLP is a California and Illinois CLE approved provider. Baker & McKenzie LLP has been certified by
the New York State CLE Board as an accredited provider in the state of New York for the period 12/12/0912/11/12 (12/12/12-12/11/15 renewal pending). Baker & McKenzie LLP is an accredited sponsor, approved by
the State Bar of Texas, Committee on MCLE. This non-transitional program is not appropriate for newly admitted
New York attorneys. These courses have been approved for CES and CCS credit by the National Customs
Brokers & Forwarders Association of America, Inc.

REGISTER HERE
Questions: If you have any questions regarding this webinar series, please contact: Sal Gonzalez, Marketing Coordinator, Tel: +1 202 835 1661, sal.gonzalez@bakermckenzie.com.

2012 EU Customs Webinar Series: Boost Your Local Compliance
Our EU Customs Group brought together its considerable local knowledge and
“on the ground” experience to deliver its first webinar series. This 2012 series was
centred around several key EU Customs topics, which have been identified to
help companies review and boost their local compliance procedures.
Our panel of speakers and moderators was comprised of leading Customs experts from various EMEA locations including: Alexander Bychov (Moscow), Ross
Denton (London), Jasper Helder (Amsterdam), Nicole Looks (Frankfurt), Erik
Scheer (Amsterdam). If you missed any of the webinars, you will be able to
watch them by clicking on the title below. If you just want the PowerPoint, click on
“For PowerPoint only” after the appropriate webinar.
Webinar Dates and Topics:
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•

Tariff classification: Understanding YOUR responsibility to properly classify products in the EU Combined Nomenclature [Broadcast: March 29,
2012] (For PowerPoint only)

•

Customs valuation: Developments and trends in customs valuation: identifying potential risks and savings opportunities [Broadcast: April 26, 2012]
(For PowerPoint only)

•

Origin and FTAs: Update on Free Trade Agreements in the EU: how to
benefit from trade arrangements [Broadcast: May 24, 2012] [For PowerPoint only]

Baker & McKenzie

The International Trade Compliance Update is a publication of
the Global Trade and Commerce
Practice Group of Baker &
McKenzie. Articles and comments are intended to provide our
readers with information on recent legal developments and issues of significance or interest.
They should not be regarded or
relied upon as legal advice or
opinion. Baker & McKenzie advises on all aspects of International Trade law.
Comments on this Update may
be sent to the Editor:
Stuart P. Seidel
Washington, D.C.
+1 202 452 7088
stuart.seidel@bakermckenzie.com

A note on spelling, grammar
and dates-In keeping with the global nature
of Baker & McKenzie, the original
spelling, grammar and date formatting of non-USA English language material has been preserved from the original source
whether or not the material appears in quotes.
Credits:
Unless otherwise indicated, all information is taken from official international organization or government websites, or their newsletters or press releases.

Relationships with third parties: Assessing risks on third-party relationships: how to deal with your customs broker? [Broadcast: June 28, 2012]
(For PowerPoint only]

•

CIS developments: Customs compliance in Russia, Single Economic Area and CIS [Broadcast: September 20] (For PowerPoint only)

•

The impact and compliance risks of transfer pricing adjustments on customs valuation: Profit based transfer pricing vs. cost based customs value: how does it work in practice? [Broadcast October 18, 2012] (For
PowerPoint Only)

•

Compliance and risk management: Best practices in mitigating risks and
tackling your compliance challenges [Broadcast November 15, 2012] (For
PowerPoint only)

•

Building and implementing an effective compliance programme for customs, VAT and other indirect taxes: Implementing an indirect tax control
framework: how does it work? [Broadcast December 6, 2012] (For PowerPoint Only)

Our complimentary webinar series was aimed at in-house legal counsel and customs compliance managers, ranging from those who are new to the areas concerned, through to experienced practitioners who wanted to refresh their
knowledge and learn more about customs regulations and compliance.
For more information, please contact sophie.ash@bakermckenzie.com.

View 2012 International Trade Compliance Webinars on-line
Our 2012 Global International Trade Compliance Webinar Series focused on
“Best Practices” in Customs, Export Control and Sanctions, Antidumping/Countervailing Duty, and Anti-Corruption/Anti-Bribery Compliance Programs
in numerous regions around the world as we explore what major multinationals do
to have stellar “Best Practices” compliance programs in the international trade
arena.
If you missed any of the 90 minute programs in our series or just want a copy of
the presentation, they are available on our website (Click the blue title to access
the video and presentation).

Source documents may be
accessed by clicking on the blue
hypertext links.
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•

Anti-Corruption and Anti-Bribery Corruption Compliance Programs in
the US, EU and China [Broadcast January 10, 2012]

•

Export Control Compliance Programs in the US, EU and Mexico
[Broadcast February 14, 2012]

•

Trade Sanctions Compliance Programs in the US, EU and Canada
[Broadcast March 13, 2012]

•

Customs Free Trade Agreements and Duty Preference Compliance
Programs in the US, Canada, Mexico and China [Broadcast April 17]

•

Customs Valuation and Transfer Pricing Compliance Programs in the
US, EU and Canada [Broadcast May 15, 2012]

•

Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Compliance Programs in the
US and Canada [Broadcast June 12, 2012]

•

Customs Classification Compliance Programs in the US, EU and
China [Broadcast August 28, 2012]

Baker & McKenzie

2011 International Trade Compliance webinar series now on-line
International Trade Developments and Audits, Investigations and Prior
Disclosures Around the World
Baker & McKenzie’s Global International Trade, Compliance and Customs Practice Group began its 2011 webinar series in January. Each completed 90 minute
webinar has been made available on-line in case you missed it or want to see it
again.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US and EU Iran Sanctions Update [Broadcast January 18, 2011]
Antidumping/CVD Developments: Asia, North American and Brazil
[Broadcast February 15, 2011]
Export Control and Sanctions [Broadcast March 15, 2011]
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) and Anti-bribery [Broadcast
April 19, 2011]
Customs (Europe) [Broadcast May 17, 2011]
Customs (The Americas) (Part 1) [Broadcast May 24, 2011]
Customs (The Americas) (Part 2) [Broadcast June 14, 2011]
Customs (Asia) [Broadcast July 19, 2011]

2010 International Trade Compliance webinars still available on-line
If you missed any of our 2010 International Trade Compliance webinars, they are
all available on our website and may be viewed on line. Just click on the link below. Most are 90 minutes, however those with an * are 2 or more hours long:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customs 101: Classification, Valuation, Origin and Recordkeeping
(January 2010)
*Customs Audits, Enforcement Actions in the North American and
Asian Regions (February 2010)
Customs Audits and Enforcement Actions in the EU and South America (March 2010)
Export Control Violations in the US, EU, China and Hong Kong (April
2010)
NAFTA Verifications: US, Canadian and Mexican Recent Cases (May
2010)
Antidumping and Countervailing Duties: Trends and Enforcement Issues in the US, Canada, and Asia/Pacific (June 2010)
*FCPA and Antibribery Investigations and Penalty Actions: US, EU,
China, Russia and Vietnam (July 2010)

Private Equity Vodcast: FCPA/Anti-Corruption Compliance
We invite you to view the latest addition in Baker & McKenzie’s Private Equity
Vodcast series: FCPA/Anti-Corruption Compliance – Considerations for Private
Equity, Venture Capital and Hedge Funds - Presenter: Jerome Tomas (Chicago)
Private equity investors and their portfolio companies are increasingly becoming
the focus of anti-corruption enforcement agencies. In this vodcast, Jerome Tomas, Corporate Compliance partner provides a snapshot of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act (FCPA), implications to private equity investors and practical steps
to avoid liability.
Topics covered in the vodcast include:
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Part I: Key elements of the FCPA
UK Bribery Act
Practical valuation issues
Part II: Pre-acquisition due diligence
Post-acquisition compliance
Private equity liability issue
This and previous vodcasts can be accessed at
www.bakermckenzie.com/privateequity/vodcast or
https://www.youtube.com/bakermckenziepe.
If you have any questions regarding this topic, please feel free to contact Jerome
Tomas or your usual Baker & McKenzie contact.

WTO TBT Notifications
Member countries of the World Trade Organization (WTO) are required under
the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement) to report to the
WTO all proposed technical regulations that could affect trade with other Member
countries. The WTO Secretariat distributes this information in the form of “notifications” to all Member countries. This chart summarizes notifications in English
posted by the WTO during the past month. If you are interested in obtaining copies of any of these notifications, please contact stuart.seidel@bakermckenzie.com
who will try to obtain the text. Some notifications are only available in the official
language of the country publishing the notification. Note: All dates are given as
mm/dd/yyyy; National flags are not scaled for relative comparison.
Country
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Notification

Date Issued

Final Date for Merchandise Covered
Comments

Argentina

ARG/107/Add.2

1/31/2013

Not given

Wine products

Argentina

ARG/278

1/31/2013

Not given

Wine products

Brazil

BRA/404/Add.3

2/13/2013

Not given

Brazil

BRA/408/Add.3

2/13/2013

Not given

Brazil

BRA/500/Add.1

2/13/2013

Not given

Canada

CAN/383

2/7/2013

5/26/2013

Radiocommunications equipment

Canada

CAN/359/Add.1

2/25/2013

Not given

Motor vehicles

Canada

CAN/350/Add.1

2/28/2013

Not given by
country

Vehicle emissions

Chile

CHL/220

2/14/2013

4/1/2013

Washing machines

Colombia

COL/107/Add.2

1/29/2013

Not given

Land-based mobile sources for freight or
passenger transportation

Colombia

COL/121/Add.6

1/29/2013

Not given

Alcohol, alcoholic beverages

Colombia

COL/187

1/29/2013

4/16/2013

Fertilizers

Colombia

COL/188

1/29/2013

4/24/2013

Flavourings

Colombia

COL/145/Add.1

2/7/2013

Not given

Materials, objects, packaging and equipment of plastic or elastomer that come into
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Road wheels for motor vehicles (HS
8708.70)
Parts and accessories for motor vehicles
(brakes, radiators, mufflers, exhaust pipes,
clutches, steering wheels, etc.) (HS 8708)
Ceramic roofing tiles (HS 6905) or concrete
tiles (HS 6810)
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Notification

Date Issued

Final Date for Merchandise Covered
Comments
contact with food and alcoholic beverages
for human consumption
Safety devices for swimming pools (HS
3925.90, 8301.40.90, 8531.10, 9032.20,
8536.50.19 and 3926.90.90)

Colombia

COL/174/Add.1

2/7/2013

Not given

Colombia

COL/188

1/29/2013

4/24/2013

Flavourings

Colombia

COL/148/Add.1

2/7/2013

Not given

Metallic materials, objects, containers and
equipment, as well as their coatings and
parts, intended to come into contact with
food and beverages for human consumption
and the manufacture, storage, marketing,
distribution, sale, exportation and importation thereof

Colombia

COL/189

1/31/2013

4/29/2013

Pharmaceutical products

Ecuador

ECU/94

1/29/2013

4/23/2013

Ecuador

ECU/95

1/29/2013

4/23/2013

Ecuador

ECU/8/Add.2

2/13/2013

Not given

Footwear (HS 6401.10.00.00,
6401.92.00.00, 6401.99.00.00,
6402.12.00.00, 6402.19.00.00,
6402.20.00.00, 6402.91.00.00,
6402.99.10.00, 6402.99.90.00,
6403.12.00.00, 6403.19.00.00,
6403.20.00.00, 6403.40.00.00,
6403.51.00.00, 6403.59.00.00,
6403.91.10.00, 6403.91.90.00,
6403.99.10.00, 6403.99.90.00,
6404.11.10.00, 6404.11.20.00,
6404.19.00.00, 6404.20.00.00,
6404.20.00.00, 6405.10.00.00,
6405.20.00.00 and 6405.90.00.00)
Washing machines (HS 8450.11.00.00 and
8450.20.00.00)
Lubricating oils (HS 2710)
Apparel, ready made garments and home
textiles and textiles used in their production,
in addition to dyed and colored yarns, carpets and floor coverings
Natural leather, artificial leather, bags,
shoes and its parts
Fluorinated greenhouse gases (hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs)
and sulphur hexafluoride (SF6)) as listed in
Annex I of the proposal and other fluorinated gases listed in Annex II; Products and
equipment containing or relying on those
substances (in particular refrigeration, air
conditioning equipment and heat pumps,
fire-protection systems, electrical switchgear, aerosol sprays, fluorinated greenhouse gas containers, solvents and foams)

Egypt

EGY/29/Rev.1

2/21/2013

Not given

Egypt

EGY/30/Rev.1

2/21/2013

Not given

European Union

EU/91

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

European Union

EU/92

2/12/2013

4/12/2013

Fruit and vegetables

European Union

EU/93

2/15/2013

4/15/2013

Biocidal products

European Union

EU/94

2/15/2013

5/15/2013

Radio equipment

European Union

EU/96

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Products originating from agriculture, including aquaculture and intended to be placed
on the market in the EU as organic prod-
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ucts.
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France

FRA/142

1/17/2013

Not given

Radio communications equipment

Georgia

GEO/70

1/29/2013

Not given

Accreditation

Israel

ISR/651

1/29/2013

3/29/2013

Israel

ISR/652

1/29/2013

3/29/2013

Israel

ISR/653

1/29/2013

3/29/2013

Israel

ISR/654

1/29/2013

3/29/2013

Israel

ISR/555/Add.1/Corr.1 2/7/2013

Not given

Liquefied petroleum gases (LPG)

Israel

ISR/655

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

Braking systems (HS 8708.30)

Israel

ISR/656

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

Hand operated tools (HS 7317, 8205.59)

Japan

JPN/414

2/13/2013

3/22/2013

Vehicle type construction machines (HS
8429)

Japan

JPN/415

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

Electrical appliances and materials

Japan

JPN/416

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

Oceanographic Radar in the 3-50 MHz band

Japan

JPN/417

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

FPU (Field Pick-up Unit) in the 1.2GHz &
2.3GHz band

Japan

JPN/418

2/25/2013

4/30/2013

Drugs (HS 30)

Kenya

KEN/357

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric lamps

Kenya

KEN/358

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric lamps

Kenya

KEN/359

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric lamps

Kenya

KEN/360

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric lamps

Kenya

KEN/361

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric lamps

Kenya

KEN/362

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric machines

Kenya

KEN/363

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Electric machines

Kenya

KEN/364

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Animal feed

Kenya

KEN/365

2/21/2013

4/21/2013

Animal feed

Korea, Republic of

KOR/421

2/22/2013

4/22/2013

Adhesives

Korea, Republic of

KOR/422

2/25/2013

4/25/2013

Automatic socket-outlet to cut-off standby
power

Kuwait

KWT/159

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Squash seeds

Kuwait

KWT/160

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Foodstuffs

Kuwait

KWT/161

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Hot sauce

Kuwait

KWT/162

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Fried potato

Kuwait

KWT/164

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Chilled marinated meats

Kuwait

KWT/165

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Maamol
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Electric cables, cords and insulated conductors (HS 8544.42, 8544.49 and 4421.90)
Electric cables, Cords and insulated conductors (HS 8544.42, 8544.49 and 4421.90)
Electric cables, Cords and insulated conductors (HS 8544.42, 8544.49 and 4421.90)
Electric cables, Cords and insulated conductors (HS 8544.42, 8544.49 and 4421.90)
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Final Date for Merchandise Covered
Comments

Kuwait

KWT/166

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Food packages

Kuwait

KWT/167

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Barley malt

Kuwait

KWT/168

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Bakery products

Kuwait

KWT/169

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Dates syrup

Kuwait

KWT/170

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Freekeh
Food and non-alcoholic beverages for infants

Mexico

MEX/226/Add.3

1/23/2013

Not given by
country

Mexico

MEX/241/Add.2

2/13/2013

Not given

Electrical installations code

Morocco

MAR/26

1/23/2013

Not given

Primary products and food

New Zealand

NZL/66

2/28/2013

Not given by
country

Small high powered magnets (HS 8505.11,
8505.19)

Paraguay

PRY/66

1/29/2013

3/29/2013

Bananas

Qatar

QAT/279

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Frozen dough

Qatar

QAT/280

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Hot sauce

Qatar

QAT/281

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Instant pudding powder

Qatar

QAT/279

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Frozen dough

Qatar

QAT/280

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Hot sauce

Qatar

QAT/281

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Instant pudding powder

Russian Federation

RUS/4

2/28/2013

8/16/2011

Meat and meat products

Russian Federation

RUS/5

2/28/2013

1/11/2012

Tobacco products

Russian Federation

RUS/6

2/28/2013

2/1/2011

Russian Federation

RUS/7

2/28/2013

12/9/2011

Russian Federation

RUS/8

2/28/2013

5/23/2011

Russian Federation

RUS/9

2/28/2013

8/22/2011

Feed and feed additives

Russian Federation

RUS/10

2/28/2013

4/30/2013

Food additives, aromatizers, technological
auxiliaries

Russian Federation

RUS/11

2/28/2013

10/19/2011

Paint and varnish materials

Russian Federation

RUS/12

2/28/2013

5/27/2011

Milk and milk products

Russian Federation

RUS/13

2/28/2013

8/27/2012

Perfume and cosmetic products

Russian Federation

RUS/14

2/28/2013

4/30/2013

Light industry products

Russian Federation

RUS/15

2/28/2013

11/18/2011

Fish and fish products
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Measuring tools of indicators of petroleum
and petroleum products
Electric refrigeration devices, household
washing machines and combo washerdryers electric machines, powered from AC
mains voltage of 250 V, 50 Hz, household
dishwashers, electric-powered AC voltage
up to 250V and a frequency of 50 Hz; frying
electric (household electric oven), working
from the mains, residential air conditioners,
powered from AC mains voltage of 250 V,
50 Hz, household lamps, powered by the
mains power supply system of general purpose and intended for use in lighting devices, and household fluorescent lamp.
Buildings and installations, construction
materials and products
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Russian Federation

RUS/16

2/28/2013

11/23/2011

Equipment working under excessive pressure

Russian Federation

RUS/17

2/28/2013

8/1/2011

Mineral fertilizers

Russian Federation

RUS/18

2/28/2013

5/24/2011

Chemical products

Saudi Arabia

SAU/516

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Fuel dispensers for motor vehicles

Saudi Arabia

SAU/517

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Fuel dispensers

Saudi Arabia

SAU/518

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Sound level meters

Saudi Arabia

SAU/519

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Conductivity of electrolytes

Saudi Arabia

SAU/520

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Automatic gravimetric filling instruments

Saudi Arabia

SAU/521

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Gas chromatographic systems

Saudi Arabia

SAU/522

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Saudi Arabia

SAU/523

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Saudi Arabia

SAU/524

1/31/2013

3/31/2013

Radiation protection instrumentation

Saudi Arabia

SAU/525

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Foodstuffs

Saudi Arabia

SAU/517/Corr.1

2/13/2013

Not given

Fuel dispensers

Saudi Arabia

SAU/526

2/22/2013

4/22/2013

Air conditioners

South Africa

ZAF/159

2/14/2013

4/15/2013

Meat of Bovine animals

South Africa

ZAF/160

2/14/2013

5/15/2013

Avocados (HS 0804.40)

South Africa

ZAF/159

2/14/2013

4/15/2013

Meat of Bovine animals

South Africa

ZAF/160

2/14/2013

5/15/2013

Avocados (HS 0804.40)

Sweden

SWE/122

2/12/2013

4/23/2013

Scaffolding

Turkey

TUR/18/Corr.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Conformity assessment

Gas chromatograph/mass spectrometer
systems
Dynamic measuring systems for liquids other than water

Machinery, Electrical Equipment products
designed for use within certain voltage limits, lifts and parts, pressure equipment, simple pressure vessels, transportable pressure
vessels, appliances burning gaseous fuels
(CE) Mark
Certain products controlled by the Ministry
of Health

Turkey

TUR/24/Corr.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Turkey

TUR/31/Corr.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Turkey

TUR/33

2/19/2013

4/19/2013

Salt (HS 2501)

Uganda

UGA/294

2/22/2013

4/22/2013

Pipes and fittings of other materials

Uganda

UGA/295

2/22/2013

4/22/2013

Pipes and fittings of other materials

Ukraine

UKR/1/Add.1

2/22/2013

Not given

Medical products

Ukraine

UKR/2/Add.2

2/22/2013

Not given

Ukraine

UKR/88

2/22/2013

3/25/2013
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Active medical products which are implanted
Measuring and control instruments and devices for functionality diagnostics: electro-
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Final Date for Merchandise Covered
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cardiographs; ultrasonic diagnostic devices;
electroencephalograph, electrocardiographic monitors, equipment and devices for
roentgenology. Instruments and apparatus
for treatment. Anaesthetic apparatus. Devices for replacement functions of organs
and systems, namely: devices for hemodialysis, electroconvulsive therapy, defibrillators, defibrillators-monitors, infant incubators. High-frequency and quantum devices
for electrotherapy. Endoscopic equipment.
Apparatus for ultrasound therapy. Apparatuses for inhalation anaesthesia. Apparatus
for artificial respiration. Surgical tables with
power. Dental equipment. Syringes. Surgical needles, reducing traumatic effects. Single use injection needles. Cotton, bandages,
gauze, and products made from them
Goods related with advertising and promotion of tobacco products and alcoholic beverages.

Ukraine

UKR/89

2/22/2013

Not given

Ukraine

UKR/3/Add.2

2/25/2013

Not given

Medical products for laboratory diagnostics

United Arab Emirates ARE/133

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Fried potato

United Arab Emirates ARE/134

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Black tea

United Arab Emirates ARE/135

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Plastic packaging

United Arab Emirates ARE/136

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Chilled marinated meats

United Arab Emirates ARE/137

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Maamol

United Arab Emirates ARE/138

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

ICS: 67.180.10.

United Arab Emirates ARE/139

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Frozen dough

United Arab Emirates ARE/140

2/7/2013

4/7/2013

Instant pudding powder

United Arab Emirates ARE/146

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Cream analogue

United Arab Emirates ARE/141

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Frozen Prawns Coated with Bread Crumbs

United Arab Emirates ARE/144

2/13/2013

4/13/2013

Squash seeds

United Arab Emirates ARE/146

2/14/2013

4/14/2013

Cream analogue

United States

USA/164/Add.5

2/20/2013

Not given

Air Brake Systems (HS 8703)

United States

USA/664/Add.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Airplane propellers (HS 8803)

United States

USA/727/Add.3

2/7/2013

Not given by
country

Chemicals (HS Chapter 38)

United States

USA/758/Add.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Internal combustion engines (13.040,
21.240, 27.020)

United States

USA/780

2/7/2013

4/25/2013

Medical devices

United States

USA/781

2/7/2013

3/25/2013

Meat and poultry products

United States

USA/782

2/7/2013

3/1/2013

Aircraft gas turbine engines exhaust emissions (HS 8411)

United States

USA/783

2/7/2013

Not given

New drug applications

United States

USA/784

2/7/2013

1/22/2013

Chemical substances

United States

USA/785

2/7/2013

5/16/2013

Good manufacturing practice, human food

United States

USA/785/Add.2

2/20/2013

Not given

Good manufacturing practice, human food
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United States

USA/786

2/12/2013

2/27/2013

Chemical substances

United States

USA/787

2/12/2013

4/15/2013

Conventional cooking products

United States

USA/788

2/20/2013

4/22/2013

Microwave ovens (HS 8514.20)

United States

USA/789

2/18/2013

4/22/2013

Furnaces and boilers (HS 8403.10, 8416)

United States

USA/790

2/18/2013

3/7/2013

Allowed and prohibited substances (crops
and processing)

United States

USA/785/Add.1

2/20/2013

Not given by
country

Good manufacturing practice, human food

United States

USA/735/Add.1/Corr.1 2/22/2013

Not given

Hazardous materials

United States

USA/791

2/22/2013

3/25/2013

Fuels (HS 2710)

United States

USA/726/Add.1

2/25/2013

Not given

Children's toys and articles containing
phthalates (HS 9503)

United States

USA/792

2/25/2013

Not given

Surgical ablation devices

United States

USA/785/Add.3

2/28/2013

Not given

Good manufacturing practice, human food

Viet Nam

VNM/26/Corr.1

2/12/2013

Not given

Tobacco products

CBP Rulings: Downloads and Searches
Because US Customs and Border Protection issues several thousand rulings a
year, it is not practical to list each ruling. However, rulings are made available for
downloading in self extracting files approximately every two weeks at:
http://www.cbp.gov/xp/cgov/trade/legal/rulings/downloadable_rulings/. In addition, almost all rulings issued by US Customs or US Customs and Border Protection from 1993 to the present and many issued before 1993 are available for
search and downloading using the CROSS search engine at
http://rulings.cbp.gov.

CBP Rulings: Revocations or Modifications
The following table summarizes proposals made or actions taken that were published in the weekly Customs Bulletin and Decisions during the past month by US
Customs and Border Protection pursuant to 19 U.S.C. §1625(c) to revoke or modify binding rulings or treatment previously accorded to substantially identical merchandise.
Published in
CBP Bulletin
(P) Proposed
(A) Action

(A) 02/27/13

(P) 02/27/13
81

Product(s) or Issue(s)

Tariff classification of an
article of insulating mineral materials
Tariff classification of
Ultralube D-806
Tariff classification of
perforating gun assemblies
Country of origin marking
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Ruling(s) to be
Modified (M) or
Revoked (R)

Old Classification or Position

New Ruling

New Classification or
Position

Comments Due
(C) or Effective
Date (E)

NY N125656 (R) 6806.10.10

HQ H146056 6806.90.00

NY N063739 (R) 3901.10.50

HQ H080820 3901.20.10

NY N012463
NY C83105 (R)
NY C82398 (R)
NY N132564 (R)

HQ H053672
HQ H102847 7326.90.85
HQ H102845
HQ H147197 No back of box mark- (C) 03/29/13

9303
9305
9305
Mark back of

(E) 04/29/13

Baker & McKenzie

Published in
CBP Bulletin
(P) Proposed
(A) Action

Product(s) or Issue(s)

of children’s toy blocks
Tariff classification of a
certain wetted spherical
aluminum powder product
Tariff classification of a
certain dry suit (“Style
MSD577vSR Tactical
Operations Dry Suit”)
Tariff classification of
“Bitrex, 25% in Propylene
Glycol.”
Tariff classification of
Reagent kit IM1579 RIA
Free T3

Ruling(s) to be
Modified (M) or
Revoked (R)

Old Classification or Position

box
NY N117455 (R) 3824.90.92

New Ruling

New Classification or
Position

Comments Due
(C) or Effective
Date (E)

ing needed
HQ H161855 7603.10.00

6211.43.0010
6210.50.50 eligible for
NY N068477 (M) Not NAFTA
HQ H073928
NAFTA
eligible
HQ 968018 (R)
NY L85332 (R)

3824.90.91

HQ H072379 3824.90.28

NY N019762 (R) 3002.10.01

HQ H035574 2844.40.00

Section 337 Actions
In the United States, section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930 as amended (19 U.S.C.
§1337) provides in rem relief from unfair practices in import trade, including unfair
methods of competition in the importation of articles, importation and sale in
the United States of articles which infringe US patents, registered trademarks,
copyrights or mask works. Listed below are 337 actions published during the past
month by the US International Trade Commission, the independent United States
agency charged with enforcement of section 337.
Ref. Number
337–TA–745
337–TA–781
337–TA–853

337–TA–857

337–TA–868

337–TA–869

337–TA–870

Commodity
Certain wireless communication devices,
portable music and data processing devices,
computers and components thereof
Certain microprocessors, components
thereof, and products containing same
Certain wireless consumer electronics devices and components thereof

Action
Commission decision to review in part a remand initial determination finding no violation; request for written submissions
Termination of investigation with a finding of no violation

Commission determination concerning an initial determination
granting a motion to amend complaint and notice of investigation
Commission determination not to review an initial determination
Certain reduced folate nutraceutical prodgranting complainants’ unopposed motion to correct the title of
ucts and L-methylfolate raw ingredients
complainants’ unopposed motion to amend the complaint and noused therein
tice of investigation
Initiation of an investigation based on a complaint filed on behalf of
Certain wireless devices with 3G and/or 4G InterDigital Communications, Inc.; InterDigital Technology Corpocapabilities and components thereof
ration; IPR Licensing, Inc.; and InterDigital Holdings, Inc., alleging
patent infringement.
Initiation of an investigation based on a complaint filed on behalf of
Certain robotic toys and components thereof Innovation First International, Inc.; Innovation First, Inc.; and Innovation First Labs, Inc. alleging misappropriation of trade secrets
Initiation of an investigation based on a complaint and a motion for
Certain electronic bark control collars
temporary relief filed on behalf of Radio Systems Corporation alleging patent infringement

In addition to the above actions, the ITC has published notices indicating that it
has received complaints filed on behalf of the following companies alleging viola-
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tions of §337 with regard to the listed commodities and soliciting comments on
any public interest issues raised by the complaints:
Ref. №
DN 2935
DN 2936
DN 2938
DN 2940

Commodity

Complaint filed on behalf of:

Certain fluorescent reflector lamps and products and components containing same
Certain Omega-3 extracts from marine or aquatic biomass and
products containing the same
Certain integrated circuit devices and products containing the
same
Products having laminated packaging, laminated packaging,
and components thereof

Andrzej Bobel and Neptun Light, Inc.
Neptune Technologies & Bioressources Inc. and
Acasti Pharma Inc.
Tela Innovations, Inc.
Lamina Packaging Innovations LLC

Antidumping, Countervailing Duty and Safeguards
Investigations, Orders & Reviews
In order to assist our clients in planning, we are listing antidumping, countervailing
duty and safeguards notices published or posted during the past month from the
US, Canada, Mexico, the EU, Australia, India, Brazil, and occasionally other
countries. (Click on blue text for link to official document.)
Key: AD, ADD=antidumping, antidumping duty, CVD=countervailing duty or subsidy; LTFV=less than fair value.
United States Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration (ITA)
Case №

Merchandise/Country

Action

A–533–810 Stainless steel bar from India
C–570–955 Certain magnesia carbon bricks from China
A–552–812 Steel wire garment hangers from Vietnam
Certain steel wire garment hangers from ViC–552–813
etnam

Preliminary results of ADD administrative review; 2011– 2012
Rescission of CVD administrative review; 2011
ADD order

A–570–890 Wooden bedroom furniture from China

Preliminary results of ADD administrative review; 2011

CVD order

A–570–943 Certain oil country tubular goods from China
Amended final results of ADD administrative review; 2010–2011
A–533–823
Silicomanganese from India, Kazakhstan, and Final results of the expedited second sunset reviews of the ADD
A–834–807
Venezuela
orders
A–307–820
Notice of court decision not in harmony with final results of adminPolyethylene terephthalate film, sheet, and
A–570–924
istrative review and notice of amended final results of administrastrip from China
tive review pursuant to court decision
th
Notice of final results of 15 ADD administrative review, final no
A–475–818 Certain pasta from Italy
shipment determination and revocation of order, in part; 2010 2011
Intent to terminate suspension agreement and resume AD investiA–201–820 Fresh tomatoes from Mexico
gation and intent to terminate sunset review
A–570–944 Certain oil country tubular goods from China
Preliminary results of CVD administrative review; 2011
Preliminary results of ADD administrative review and partial reA–428–801 Ball bearings and parts thereof from Germany
scission; 2011-2011
A–588–704 Brass sheet and strip from Japan
Rescission of ADD administrative review; 2011-2012
A–489–805 Certain pasta from Turkey
Final results of ADD administrative review 2010-2011
83
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United States Department of Commerce, International Trade Administration (ITA)
Case №

Merchandise/Country

A–533–824

Polyethylene terephthalate film, sheet, and
strip from India

A-583—837*

Polyethylene terephthalate film, sheet, and
strip from Taiwan

A–588–838 Clad steel plate from Japan
Circular welded carbon quality steel pipe from
C–570–911
China
Purified carboxymethylcellulose from the
A–421–811
Netherlands
Narrow woven ribbons with woven selvedge
A–570–952
from China
A–588–857 Welded large diameter line pipe from Japan
A–201–842
A–580–868
A–552–814
C–570–982
C–580–869
A–570–900
A–570–981
A–475–703
A–580–855
A–405–803
A–533–813
A–570–601
A–570–916
C–570–917
A–570–986
A–570–932
C–533–844
C–570–984
A–570–983

Large residential washers from Mexico and S.
Korea
Utility scale wind towers from Vietnam
Utility scale wind towers from China
Large residential washers from S. Korea
Diamond sawblades and parts thereof from
China
Utility scale wind towers from China
Certain granular polytetrafluoroethylene resin
from Italy
Diamond sawblades and parts thereof from S.
Korea
Purified carboxymethylcellulose from Finland
Certain preserved mushrooms from India
Tapered roller bearings and parts thereof, finished and unfinished from China
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Final results of administrative review of the ADD order; 2010-2011
Final results of ADD administrative review; 2010-2011 [*Note that
Fed. Reg. Notice incorrectly shows A-533-824 instead of A-583837
Continuation of ADD order
Rescission of CVD administrative review; 2011
Final results of ADD administrative review and final no shipment
determination
Final results of ADD administrative review; 2010-2011
Final results of the expedited second sunset review of the ADD
order
ADD orders
Amended final determination of sales at LTFV and ADD order
CVD order
CVD order
Final results of ADD administrative review; 2009-2010
ADD order
Rescission of ADD administrative review; 2011-2012
Final results of ADD administrative review, 2009-2010
Final results of ADD administrative review; 2010-2011
Final results of ADD administrative review; 2011-2012
Amended final results of ADD administrative review; 2010-2011

Laminated woven sacks from China

Negative final determination of circumvention

Hardwood and decorative plywood from China
Certain steel threaded rod from China
Certain lined paper products from India
Drawn stainless steel sinks from China
Drawn stainless steel sinks from China

Postponement of preliminary determination of ADD investigation
Affirmative final determination of circumvention of the ADD order
Notice of partial rescission of CVD administrative review; 2011
Final affirmative CVD determination
Investigation, final determination
Notice of preliminary reconsideration of changed circumstances
review
Preliminary results of ADDministrative review; 2011-2012
Initiation of ADDw shipper review

A–570–893 Certain frozen warmwater shrimp from China
A–570–806
A–570–890
C–570–989
C–331–803
C–533–854
C–560–825
C–557–814
C–549–828
C–552–815
A–570–890

Action

Silicon metal from China
Wooden bedroom furniture from China

Certain frozen warmwater shrimp from China,
Postponement of preliminary determinations in the CVDvestigaEcuador, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand,
tions
and Vietnam

Wooden bedroom furniture from China
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United States International Trade Commission (USITC)
Case №

Merchandise/Country

731–TA–739

Clad steel plate from Japan

701–TA–487
731– TA–1198

Steel wire garment hangers from
Vietnam

731–TA–1110

Sodium hexametaphosphate from
China

701–TA–365-366
731–TA–734-735

Certain pasta from Italy and Turkey

701–TA–486
731–TA–1195-1196

Utility scale wind towers from China and Vietnam

701–TA–488
731–TA–1199-1200

Large residential washers from
Korea and Mexico

701–TA–491-497

Frozen warmwater shrimp from
China, Ecuador, India, Indonesia,
Malaysia,
Thailand, and Vietnam

701–TA–405,406, 408 Hot-Rolled Steel Products from
731–TA–899-901, 906- China, India, Indonesia, Taiwan,
908
Thailand, and Ukraine
Welded large diameter line pipe
719–TA–919
from Japan
Xanthan gum from Austria and
731–TA–1202-3
China
Silicomanganese from India, Ka731–TA–929
zakhstan, and Venezuela

Action
(Third Review) Determination that revocation of the ADD order
would be likely to lead to continuation or recurrence of material
injury to an industry in the United States
(Final); Determinations that an industry in the United States is materially injured by reason of imports that the US Department of
Commerce has determined are subsidized and sold in the United
States at LTFV
(Review) Institution of a five-year review concerning the ADD order
(Third Review) Scheduling of full five-year reviews concerning the
CVD and ADD orders
(Final) Determinations that an industry in the US is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports that
Commerce has determined are subsidized by the Government of
China and sold in the US at LTFV
(Final) Determinations that an industry in the US is materially injured by reason of imports that Commerce has determined are
subsidized by Korea and sold in the US at LTFV and that an industry in the US is materially injured by reason of imports from Mexico
that Commerce has determined are sold in the US at LTFV.
(Preliminary) Determination that there is a reasonable indication
that an industry in the US is materially injured by reason of imports
that are alleged to be subsidized by the Governments of China,
Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam; Notice of commencement of the final phase of its investigations
(Second Review) Notice of ITC determination to conduct full fiveyear reviews.
(Second Review) Scheduling of a full five-year review concerning
the AD order
(Final) Scheduling of the final phase of an AD investigation
(Second Review) Scheduling of full five-year reviews concerning
the antidumping duty orders

Canadian International Trade Tribunal (CITT)
Ref. Number
LE-2012-004
LE-2012-005

Merchandise/Country
Dumping and subsidizing of thermoelectric containers …, excluding liquid dispensers, originating in or
exported from China
Certain tructural tubing originating in or exported
from S. Korea, South Africa and Turkey

Action
Notice of expiry of finding on December 10, 2013
Notice of expiry of order

Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
Ref. Number

Merchandise/Country

AD/1397 4214-37 Certain galvanized steel wire originating in or exCV/133 4218-35 ported from China, Israel and Spain
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Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
Ref. Number

Merchandise/Country

Action
(China)

AD/1358 4214-12 Copper pipe fittings from the USA, S. Korea and
CVD/118 4218-21 China

Notice of Conclusion of Re-Investigation - 2012

Mexico - Ministry of Economy
Ref. №

Merchandise/Country
Aluminum tubular containers, from Venezuela, regardless of the country origin

15/12

Action
Resolution accepting the request of an interested party and beginning the administrative product coverage process to determining whether the interested party’s goods are subject to the ADD

NAFTA Panels
Ref. Number

Merchandise/Country

USA-MEX-2008-1904-01
USA-MEX-2010-1904-01

Stainless steel sheet and strip in coils from
Mexico
Stainless steel sheet and strip in coils from
Mexico

Action
Notice of completion of panel review of the Department of Commerce’s final determination
Notice of completion of panel review of the Department of Commerce’s final determination

European Union
Ref. Number
(EU) No 1072/2012
2013/C 36/11

2013/80/EU

2013/81/EU
2013/C 42/05
2013/C 45/03
(EU) No 157/2013
(EU) No 158/2013
2013/C 58/05
2013/C 58/06
2013/C 58/07
86

Merchandise/Country

Action

Corrigendum to Commission Regulation imposing a
Ceramic tableware and kitchenware originating in
provisional anti-dumping duty on imports of (OJ L 318,
China
15.11.2012)
Certain tube and pipe fittings of iron or steel from Notice of the impending expiry of certain AD measures
S. Korea, Malaysia
on 17 Oct. 2013
Welded tubes, pipes and hollow profiles of
square or rectangular cross-section, of iron other
than cast iron or steel other than stainless origi- Commission Decision terminating the AD proceeding
nating in the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Turkey and Ukraine
White phosphorus, also called elemental or yelCommission Decision terminating the AD proceeding
low phosphorus, originating in Kazakhstan
Certain prepared or preserved sweetcorn in ker- Notice of initiation of a partial interim review of the AD
nels originating in Thailand
measures
Certain seamless pipes and tubes of iron or steel,
of an external diameter exceeding 406,4 mm,
Notice of initiation of an AD proceeding
originating in China
Council Implementing Regulation imposing a definitive
Bioethanol originating in the USA
ADD
Certain prepared or preserved citrus fruits (name- Council Implementing Regulation of 18 February 2013
ly mandarins, etc.) originating in China
reimposing a definitive ADD
Notice of the expiry of certain anti-dumping measures
Ferro-silicon originating in Egypt and Kazakhstan
on March 1, 2013
Solar glass originating in China
Notice of initiation of an AD proceeding
Notice of initiation of an expiry review of the AD
Ferro-silicon originating in China and Russia
measures
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European Union
Ref. Number

Merchandise/Country

Action

Certain fatty alcohols and their blends originating Notice concerning a partial reopening of the AD investiin India, Indonesia and Malaysia
gation

2013/C 58/08

Australian Customs and Border Protection Service
Ref. Number
ACDN 2013/14
ACDN 2013/15
ACDN 2013/19

Merchandise/Country

Aluminium road wheels from China
Various
Tubeless steel demountable rims from
China

Action

Initiation of a reinvestigation of certain findings
Status report at 31 January 2013
Expiry of anti-dumping measures

China Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM)
Ref. №
10, 2013
4, 2013

Merchandise/Country
Cellulose pulp from the US, Canada and Brazil
Potato starch from the EU

Action
Initiation of AD investigation
Imposition of ADD

Government of India Ministry of Finance (Department of Revenue)
Reference

Merchandise/Country

01/2013 – Customs (ADD)

Action

Flexible slabstock polyol, originating in,
or exported from, USA and Japan

Extension of levy of ADD up to and inclusive of 4 February, 2014

Argentina Ministry of Economy and Public Finance
Ref. Number
Res. 12/2013

Merchandise/Country
Liquid dielectric transformers from
S.Korea and China

Action
Correction of clerical error in Res.№ 185/2012

Brazil Ministry of Development, Industry and Trade
Reference
Secex Cir. No. 08

Camex Res. № 02
Camex Res. № 04
Camex Res. № 05
Secex Cir. № 9
87

Merchandise/Country
Pipe copper raffinate circular with an
outer diameter equal to or less from
China
Powdered milk, whole or skim, not
fractional, originating in New Zealand
and the European Union
Butyl acrylate, originating in the USA
Supercalendered, paper originating in
the United States and Finland.
Rolled to silicon from China, S. Korea
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Action
Investigation into dumping closed at the request of the petitioner

Extending ADD for a period of five (5) years.
Amends. 1 of CAMEX Res. No. 15 of 2009, which deals with ADD
Amends. 1 of CAMEX Res. No. 63, 2008, which deals with ADD
Extends the deadline for completion of the investigation
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Brazil Ministry of Development, Industry and Trade
Reference

Secex Cir. № 10
Secex Cir. № 11

Merchandise/Country

Action

and Chinese Taipei.
Citric acid, sodium citrate, potassium
citrate, calcium citrate and its mixtures Updates the values of the price undertaking
from China
Welded pipes of austenitic stainless
Extends the deadline for completion of the investigation
steels from China and Chinese Taipei

www.bakermckenzie.com

Opportunity to Request Administrative Review

For further information please contact:

In a February 1, 2013 Federal Register notice, the US Department of Commerce
announced that it will receive requests to conduct administrative reviews of various antidumping (AD) and countervailing duty (CVD) orders and findings with
February anniversary dates:

Editor of International Trade
Compliance Update
Stuart P. Seidel
Washington, D.C.
(202) 452-7088
stuart.seidel@bakermckenzie.com

Steering Committee Contacts
for the International Trade,
Compliance and Customs Practice Group
Edmundo Elias
Guadalajara, Mexico
+52 (33) 3819-0322
edmundo.elias@bakermckenzie.com

Customs
Terrie A. Gleason
Washington, D.C., USA
+1 (202) 452- 7030
teresa.gleason@bakermckenzie.com

Export Controls and Sanctions
Silwia A. Lis
Washington, D.C., USA
+1 (202) 835-6147
silwia.lis@bakermckenzie.com
Trade Remedies
Vacant
WTO
Serge Pannatier
Geneva, Switzerland
+41 (0) 22-707-98-00
serge.pannatier@bakermckenzie.com

Anti-corruption

AD/CVD Proceedings - Country/ Merchandise

Antidumping Duty Proceedings
Brazil: Frozen Warmwater Shrimp
A–351–838
Stainless Steel Bar
A–351–825
France: Uranium
A–427–818
India: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality
Steel Plate
A–533–817
Certain Preserved Mushrooms
A–533–813
Frozen Warmwater Shrimp
A–533–840
Stainless Steel Bar
A–533–810
Indonesia: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality
Steel Plate
A–560–805
Certain Preserved Mushrooms
A–560–802
Italy: Stainless Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings
A–475–828
Japan: Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings
A–588–602
Stainless Steel Bar
A–588–833
Malaysia: Stainless Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings
A–557–809
Philippines: Stainless Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings
A–565–801
S. Korea: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality
Steel Plate
A–580–836
SR of Vietnam: Frozen Warmwater Shrimp
A–522–802
Thailand: Frozen Warmwater Shrimp
A–549–822
The PR of China: Certain Preserved Mushrooms
A–570–851
Frozen Warmwater Shrimp
A–570–893
Heavy Forged Hand Tools, With or Without Handles A–570–803
Small Diameter Graphite Electrodes
A–570–929
Uncovered Innerspring Units
A–570–928
Countervailing Duty Proceedings
India: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality Steel Plate C–533–818
Prestressed Concrete Steel Wire Strand
C–533–829
Indonesia: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality
Steel Plate
C–560–806
S. Korea: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon-Quality
Steel Plate
C–580–837
No suspension agreements

maria.mcmahon@bakermckenzie.com

Period
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
2/1/12–1/31/13
1/1/12–12/31/12
1/1/12–12/31/12
1/1/12–12/31/12
1/1/12–12/31/12

Requested Reviews
In a February 28, 2013 Federal Register notice, the US Department of Commerce
announced that it has received timely requests to conduct administrative reviews

Maria I. McMahon
International Trade Compliance March 2013
Washington, D.C., USA
+1 (202) 452-7058
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of various antidumping and countervailing duty orders and findings with January
anniversary dates. See actual notices for companies requesting review:
AD/CVD Proceedings - Country/ Merchandise

Case No.

Antidumping Duty Proceedings
PR of China: Certain Cased Pencils,
A–570–827
Multilayered Wood Flooring,
A–570–970
Countervailing Duty Proceedings
PR of China: Certain Oil Country Tubular Goods,
C–570–944
Suspension Agreements
Russia: Certain Cut-To-Length Carbon Steel Plate,
A–821–808

Period
12/1/11–11/30/12
5/26/11–11/30/12
1/1/12–12/31/12
1/1/12–12/31/12

Initiation of Sunset Reviews
In a February 1, 2013, Federal Register notice, the US Department of Commerce
advised that it was automatically initiating a five-year (“Sunset”) review of the antidumping and countervailing duty orders listed below.
AD/CVD DOC
Case No.

ITC Case No.

Country

A–570–908
731–TA–110 China
No CVD or suspension agreements

Merchandise
Sodium Hexametaphosphate (1st Review)

Advance Notification of Sunset Reviews
In a February 1, 2013, Federal Register notice, the US Department of Commerce
advised that the following cases were scheduled for five-year (“Sunset”) reviews
for March 2013.
AD/CVD Proceedings - Merchandise/Country

Case No.

Persulfates from China
No CVD or suspension agreements are scheduled

A–570–847 (3rd Review)
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